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1. 

INTRODUCTION 

From about A.D. 1000 to 1500 a red-slipped pottery with 

painted black or black-and-white decoration was manufactured in east 

central Arizona and adjacent parts of New Mexico. The approximate 

geographic center of the distribution of this pottery as a whole is 

the White Mountain region. This elaborately decorated pottery has 

long been recognized as an important tool for chronological and 

cultural interpretation in Southwest archaeology. Study of this 

pottery began with Hough (1903) and Fewkes (190&) and it was first 

used systematically by Spier (1917, 1919) establishing chronology. 

Excellent type descriptions of some of the pottery appeared early in 

the works of Haury (1930, 1931), the Gladwins (1931), and Kidder 

(1936). In 1937 Colton and Hargrave organized much of this pottery 

into a taxonomic unit named the White Mountain Red Ware on the basis 

of similarities in various technological attributes and geographic 

proximity. There has been no study of the development of the paint

ed style of this pottery which is the primary concern of this paper. 

Previous descriptions of this pottery and representative 

vessels belonging to the various types, indicate that the painted 

style of this pottery formed a tradition, a socially transmitted de

velopmental concontinuum through time. This is not a new idea, but 

the complicated history of the development of the style and its re

lationship to the style of other pottery types of the Southwest 

1 



Fig. 1. Sites and Locations referred to in the Text 

Stippled areas: Upper, Cibola area; Lower, Hogolion Rim area. 

1. Mesa Verde 

2. Vandal Cave 

3. Aztec National Monument 

K Chaco Canyon National Monument 

5. V/upatki National Monument 

6. Turkey Hill Pueblo 

7. Ilomolovi 
s. Tusayan 16:1, 16:2, and 16:3 

9. Ft* Defiance 13:1 and 13:^ 

10. White Mound 

ll. Ft. Defiance 15:1 and 15:5 

12. V/hitewater district, All en town ruins 
13. Lupton area sites 
1 h. Pipeline survey sites; LA 2503, 2655, 2700, 2701, 2699, z6hot 2639 

15. lied llesa sites 
16. Wingate 1^:1, and lft:2 
17. Wingate 9:3 
18. Village of the Great Kivas and Nutsla Canyon 

19. Zuni 

20. El Ilorro (Atsinna) 

21. Pindi Pueblo 

22. Pecos Pueblo 

23. Verde 5»11 
zh. Verde 5*^1 

25. Verde 15*30, Rye Creek Ruin 

26. Holbrook 13:6 

27. Ileber region 

28. Pinedale Ruin, I-Iolbrook 12:11 

29. Shovlov Ruin, Holbrook 12:2 

30. Fourmile Ruin, Holbrook 12:3 

31. Petrified Forest 

32. St. Johns fc*l 

33. Kiatuthlanna 

3&. St. Johns 6:1 

35. St. Johns 7*1 and 7:2 

36. St. Johns 10:1 

37. St. Johns 12:1 

3S. Greer, Eagar, and Springerville 

39. St. Johns 16:1, 16:2, and 16:15 
fco. Quemado 

kl. Sites around Roosevelt Lake: Roosevelt 3*3* 5*5, 5:8, 5:10, 5:11, 
6:3, 6iht 9:5, 9*8, and 9*20. 

h2. Florence 3*11 

&3. Globe 6:1, Gila Pueblo 
hh. Ariz. C:2:S, Canyon Creek Ruin, Cherry Creek 

&5. Forestdale 
h6„ Kinishba 

*7. Point of Pines 
fcs. Pine Lavn Valley 

*9. Mimbres Valley 

50. Chihuahua A:16:2 

51. Casas Grandes 
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had not been previously studied and worked out. A total of hhS whole 

or restorable vessels were examined. They appear to constitute a 

representative sample of this ware. The collections from which they 

were obtained are listed in Table 1. 

"Hie problem was to describe this pottery, to segment it into 

meaningful taxomonic units, to place these units in a relative 

chronology by means of stratigraphically documented material and 

typological inferences, and to infer cultural and historical relation, 

ships with comparable units in the Southwest. The pottery collection 

was broken down into pottery types. The types were described and 

were then grouped into regional variants of the White Mountain red 

ware tradition, and these were then grouped with related types out

side of the red ware tradition as regional variants of the Anasazi 

painted pottery tradition. The painted style is used as an important 

determinant in these groupings. 

PTHTY HiftflffTFTfiAHftW 

Pottery Types 

The following pottery types are .considered to be representa

tive of the White Mountain red ware tradition: (1) Puerco Black-on-

red; (2) Wingate Black-oi>-red; (3) Wingate Polychrome; (U) St. Johns 

Black-on-red; (5) St. Johns Polychrome; (6) St. Johns Polychrome: 

Springerville Variety; (7) Pinedale Polychrome! (3) Pinedale Blaclc-

on-red; (9) Cedar Creek Polychrome; (1) Fourmile Polychrome; (11) 
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TABUS 1 

POTTERY COLLECTIONS USED IN THIS STUDY 

TYPES 

§ 
o 
o 
u 
a> 

COLLECTIONS 

• 

» 

ft (1) 
• 

03 ft 
o 
a, 

iH 
o 

CO" 
o •H Ph 

CO" PL. to ca > 
Ph 

0) 43 5 
u 
a) 

v 
i—I 

m -P o o hD 0$ 
aJ 
bfl 

flj 
tiD 

*"~3 •-3 
.3 

TJ 
(1) 

•a .3 
• 
+5 

• 
-P p. .5 

is CO CO CO Ph 

§ m 

Q> 
>-! 
«( 
a> 
•3 
PL. 

ft 
£ 
d 
0) 
fH 
o 

cd 
O) 
O 

• 
H 
O iH 

Ph O 
(i. 

(1) 
H £ 
•H o 
E (H 
E 
P O 
o 
U-i CO 

o 
P* 
w 
a> 
5 
IX, 
tH 
o 
-p 

5 
o 
(X, 

ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM 

Gila Pueblo 25 32 15 11 70 8 U 12 13 48 3 

Point of Pines 1 6 lv 7 8 1 9 7 19 12 1 15 

Kinishba 7 U 17 K 

Other 2 2 1 6 3 1 1 7 

SOUTHWEST ARCHEOLOGICAL CENTER 3 1 1 1 7 1 3 1 1 

AMERIND FOUNDATION h 1 1 3 1 U 1 

MUSEUM OF N. ARIZONA 1 5 3 4 1 1 3 

Total 30 50 22 23 96 10 35 26 4.0 92 8 16 
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Showlow Polychrome; (12) Point of Pines Polychrome; (13) Fourmile 

Black-on-red; (lfr) Heshota Black-on-red; (15) Heshota Polychrome; 

and (16) Kwalcina Polychrome. Detailed descriptions of the first 

twelve types are included in this study. There were insufficient 

data for a description of Fourmile Black-on-red. Type descriptions 

for Heshota Black-on-red, Heshota Polychrome, and Kvakina Poly

chrome have recently been prepared by R.B. and N.S.F. Woodbury, and 

summary descriptions of these types are based mainly on their study 

and on previously published illustrations of whole vessels. 

The pottery was classified into types according to standard 

Southwestern taxonomy (Gifford 1953) although the categories which 

were used were formulated for the purposes of this study and do not 

specifically follow any pre-existing system. The basis of ceramic 

taxonomy in the Southwest in the formulation of pottery types is to 

give certain attributes primary importance. The major division is 

based on surface finish - plain, textured, and painted. Within the 

painted wares the primary division is made between those vessels 

which show two colors in their color scheme and those which show 

three or more colors. The two-color wares are then further sub

divided on the basis of background color and color of painted 

decoration into black-on-whites, black-on-reds, etc. preceded by a 

geographic name. The types with three or more colors are classified 

as polychromes and similarly bear a geographic designation. Syste

matic application of this system insists that painted types be 

separated on this basis, and as such types are essentially descriptive. 
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However, types must be useful for other than descriptive purposes. 

In order to be useful a pottery type should ideally be capable of 

being recognized in both sherd and whole vessel form, should exhibit 

attributes or clusters of attributes peculiar to itself alone, and 

should be meaningful in terms of a specific time period in a given 

area. It is with these criteria in mind that the pottery types de

scribed in this study have been formulated. Most of the descriptions 

are essentially the same as previous descriptions of types with these 

names, but contain a more detailed analysis of design style; others 

are markedly different. 

Pottery V/ares 

The word "ware" is used in a descriptive sense rather than 

as a taxonomic unit as it is used by Colton (1953! 51» 1955)* It 

simply means a group of pottery types which share many of the same 

attributes. Actually, the types involved correspond to the types 

originally included in White Mountain Red Ware by Colton and Hargrave 

(1937: 102-37) except for the Kintlel and Klagetoh series. Recently 

Colton (1955: 8-9) has revised this taxonomic unit and placed some 

of the constituent types along with some others into the White 

Mountain Red Ware and Shivanna Red Ware. White Mountain red ware as 

it is used in this study does not specifically mean any of these 

large taxonomic units, although many of the same pottery types arc 

involved. 
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Traditions 

As v/as indicated previously, a tradition is a socially 

transmitted developmental continuum through time (Thompson 195^J J8). 

It is arbitrarily defined and may involve the history of one culture 

trait or of a complex of culture traits. The White Mountain red 

ware tradition is an arbitrary division of the Anasazi painted 

pottery tradition, but is useful for isolating a unit for analysis, 

as well as for showing that there is a tradition of red pottery with 

black or black-and-white decoration which can be used as a core to 

which developments in pottery with other color schemes can be re

lated. Wasley (1959 * 295-300) distinguishes between a stylistic 

tradition and a technological tradition. He states that "a stylistic 

tradition consists of two or more styles of design which are sequent 

in time and developmentally related" whereas "the technological 

tradition....reflects the persistence of a single technique or a 

group of techniques represented in the manufacture of pottery that 

can be arranged in a chronological sequence of fairly long duration." 

The White Mountain red ware tradition is actually both a stylistic 

and a technological tradition. 

The White Mountain red ware tradition is divisible into two 

regional variants. These arei (1) Cibola including Wingate Black-

on-red, Puerco Blaclc-on-red, Wingate Polychrome, St. Johns Poly

chrome, St. Johns Black-on-red, Heshota Polychrome, Heshota Black-on^ 

red, and Kwaleina Polychrome; and (2) Mo go lion Rim including St. Johns 



Polychrome, St. Johns Black-ort-red, Pinedale Polychrome, Pinedale 

Black-on-red, Cedar Creek Polychrome, Fourmile Polychrome, Fourmile 

Black-on-red, Showlow Polychrome, and Point of Pines Polychrome. 

These regional variants are sections of a diverging tradition* St. 

Johns Polychrome and St* Johns Black-on-red belong primarily to the 

Cibola section, but are the types from which later types in the 

Mogollon Rim section diverged. In the intermediate area, which is 

roughly that of the upper Little Colorado River, chronologically 

equivalent pottery types of the Cibola area and Mogollon Rim areas 

both occur and appear to intergrade into one another. The Springer-

ville Variety of St. Johns Polychrome may belong to this area al

though it grades into Heshota Polychrome. These two regional 

variants are formulated on the basis of distributional differences 

for the constituent pottery types and developmental relationships in 

style of decoration. 

The Cibola area is defined as that area from approximately 

Toliatchi, New Mexico on the north to Carrizo Wash on the south, and 

from the continental divide on the east to the Petrified Forest 

National Monument on the west* It is Anasazi throughout its known 

culture history and encloses the area occupied historically by the 

Zuni. The Mogollon Rim area is defined as from Roosevelt Lake on 

the west to Point of Pines on the east and from the southern reaches 

of the Silver Creek drainage oh the north to the Salt River on the 

south. The early culture history of this area is largely Mogollon 

and only later Anasazi* Historically it was occupied only by the 

wandering Apache* 
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Types, Varieties, and Ceramic Systems 

The most recent innovations in Southwest ccramic taxonomy 

are the "type-variety" and "ceramic system" concepts (Y/heat, Gifford, 

Wasley 1958; Phillips 195*3). This system uses variety as the 

smallest taxonomic grouping, type or type clustcr as a grouping to 

include all related varieties, and ceramic system as a grouping to 

include all types. Varieties differ from each other only in ninor 

technological or stylistic, areal, or temporal ways, and according to 

Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley (1958: 3O "...varieties are first recog

nized by the presence of the technological or stylistic aspect, in 

combination with which may or may not occur either of the other two 

aspects." The difficulty I find with this method of classification 

is that these aspects are given equal weight in differentiating a 

variety, but are not mutually exclusive. Using multiple criteria 

which are not mutually exclusive as a basis for sub-division makes 

it potentially necessary to either formulate varieties of varieties, 

or to make a former variety a type in instances where diagnostic 

attributes of two or more varieties of a type are found on the same 

vessel or sherd. For example, Cedar Creek Polychrome could be con

sidered a variety of Fourmile Polychrome; however, Cedar Creek occurs 

with two different types of paste, a brown paste containing golden 

mica, and a buff to white paste. These particular paste differences 

suggest different areas of manufacture for this pottery, which is a 

potential basis for further sub-division. My contention is that one 



criterion should be used as the basis for establishing varieties, 

that this btsis be the occurrence of minor attributes which can be 

localized to a geographic area within the area of distribution of 

the type as a whole, and that widespread technological or stylistic 

variations which are not geographically meaningful are best described 

either within the range of variation of the type as a whole, or set 

off as a separate type depending on the usefulness of the category. 

Widespread temporally meaningful variations are best set off as a new 

type, if they cannot be localized. The only variety used in this 

study is St. Johns Polychrome* Springerville Variety. This is 

simply St. Johns Polychrome with a little black paint added to the 

usual white exterior decoration. It appears to be localized on the 

upper Little Colorado River. 

The concept of ceramic systems appears to me tobe of lesser 

value for the purpose for which it was developed. Ceramic systems 

are envisioned as "entities having cultural significance," "Basic to 

the concept is the fact that by an arrangement of contemporary type 

clusters, larger units are formed indicative of the pottery character

istic of a culture at a given period or time level in the develop

ment of that culture" (Wheat, Gifford, Wasley 1958s 39)» This is 

an excellent idea; however, it defeats its purpose by using the single 

criterion of color scheme - black-on-white, black-on-red, and poly

chrome, as the basis for inclusion within and exclusion from a 

ceramic system. Thus, there are separate ceramic systems for black-

on- white pottery, black-on-red pottery, and polychrome pottery, and 

each is presumably indicative of the pottery characteristic of a 



culture at a given period or time level in the development of that 

culture. This presupposes that cultures made pottery in only one 

color scheme at a given time level. While this may be true for cer

tain areas of the Southwest at certain time levels, ray contention is 

that this is not true for the area of distribution of the potterj/ 

types in this study at the time levels to which they belong. Inte

grative devices designed to combine painted pottery types into 

culturally significant groups should not have as their basis the 

single criterion of color scheme, but should be based on the multiple 

criteria of concordance in time, space, decorative style, shape, and 

technologj'. General agreement in time and area as well as in style 

and shape even though one attribute of style, color scheme, may 

differ,.appears to me to be indicative of primary cultural relation

ships. 

A grouping of pottery types with various color schemes in 

their decoration is suggested in the conclusions to this study. 

These groupings are to be regarded as tentative, subject to a de

tailed analysis of some of the constituent types, but are thought of 

as being composed of the painted pottery (exclusive of the painted 

corrugated wares) manufactured by a given culture at a given time in 

a given area, and as regional variants of the Anasazi painted pottery 

tradition. These regional variants are based on proximity of the con

stituent types in time and space and similarities in style, shape, 

and general technology. 
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Method 

The method of analj'sis was to group the vessels in the collec

tions of the Arizona State Museum by visual inspection into previously 

defined types. These type groupings were checked by Haury and 

Thompson vho hove long been familiar with White Mountain red ware. 

Prom these groupings a master punch card chart was prepared showing 

common attributes of shape and style for all the types. A punch card 

v/as prepared for each vessel on which were placed the measurements, a 

photograph of the vessel, a description of surface finish and, where 

possible, of the paste and temper as shown by a 10 X lens, a color 

code number based on the liunsell Soil Color Chart, the provenience 

of the vessel, and any idiosyncratic attribute which it seemed de

sirable to record. Attributes of style and shape wei'e recorded on 

the card by punching the appropriate hole in accordance with the 

master chart. Tlie analysis began with the demonstrably oldest type 

and proceeded to the most recent. From time to time it v/as necessary 

to add new categories of potential significance to the master chart 

and to recheck previously examined vessels. Pottery from other 

collections was then examined and recorded in the came manner. At 

the completion of this portion of the analysis, certain attributes 

were tabulated which suggested a more useful recombination of a few 

of the existing types. A check v/as made to see if there were 

significant areal differences in design or shape within each pottery 



type. None were found, possibly because of the lack of numerous 

vessels in each type from all areas where they were probably manu

factured, and the leveling influence of trade. Type descriptions 

were then prepared for each type using the following categories: 

history of the use of the type, technology, shapes, painted decora

tion, other features, spatial distribution, temporal distribution, 

and a discussion section. A short description summarizing the common 

attributes of each type is included at the end of each type descrip

tion. The following paragraphs define and elucidate what is meant by 

these categories and by various terms used in the descriptions. 

History 

This category is largely self-explanatory. It refers to 

previous names used for the pottery being described, to whether this 

is a new description of a previously named type, meaning that it de

parts significantly from previous descriptions, to the basis of the 

present description, and to certain other categories. 

Technology 

This section is largely descriptive and is limited in detail. 

Attributes from which inferences concerning techniques employed in 

the manufacture of a vessel are described. Specific information in 

this area depends to a large extent on detailed technological studies 

which are beyond the scope of the present study. In instances where 

there have been detailed technological analyses, the results of these 

are given and the sources referenced. It is inferred that the vessels 
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in this sample were constructed by coiling follov/ed by scraping by 

analogy with contemporary Southwestern pottery in the Anasazi tradi

tion, although this can rarely be determined from the surface ex

amination of a vessel* The slip color is referred to as "red" or 

"orange"; a more detailed breakdown is given with reference to the 

Munsell Soil Color Chart. 

Shapes 

The primary breakdown is into bowls, jars, dippers, effigies, 

and eccentrics. Idealized examples of bowl and jar shapes are illus

trated in Fifjure 2. Sub-droups of bowls are described on the basis 

of the form of the wall and base, and the depth-diameter ratio. Bowls 

whose maxinxun diameters are between two and three times their maximum 

height are described as medium depth bowlst bowls whose maximum 

diameters are less than twicc their maximum height are described as 

deep bowls. There are no shallow bowls in the collection. Jars in

clude simple jars, or jars with necks but no handles; pitchers, or 

jars with necks and handles; canteens, or jars with handles ancl narrow 

necks with constricted openings; and neckless jars which have neither 

necks nor handles. The few dippers in the collection are all of the 

handle and bowl type. All miniature vessels are classified as 

eccentrics. All effigies are described individually. The range of 

shapes for each type is either included in the accompanying illustra

tions, or published pictures of shapes not found in this sample are 

referenced. 



Painted Decoration 

In order to adequately describe and discuss pottery design, 

a somewhat specialized terminology is necessary. The following 

definitions apply to terms as they are used in this study. 

Field of decorationt The potential field of decoration is 

the entire surface of a vessel. This potential field is bounded by 

the limits of the vessel, and is divided further by the structural 

lines of the vessel, "Riose fields which are formed by structural 

boundaries are bowl interiors, bowl exteriors, jar exteriors, jar 

necks, exteriors of narrow mouthed effigy vessels, rims, and handles. 

When these fields are used for painted decoration they are called 

fields of decoration. The practice in Southwestern pottery de

scription is to define jar necks and jar bodies os separate fields 

of decoration if they bear different motifs. The reader will there

fore find three groups under which layouts are tabulated for jar ex

teriors: (1) body - meaning that the layout in question is found on 

the body of a jar, and the neck is a separate field; (2) neck - mean

ing that the layout in question is found on the neck of a jar and 

the body is a separate field; and (3) neck and body - meaning that 

the whole jar exterior is treated as one field. 

Focus of decorationi The focus of decoration is that portion 

of the field of decoration on which the painted motifs are concen

trated. This concept is limited to the discussion of designs on 

bowls. Three types of foci are found on bowl interiors: (1) walls -

in which the walls are painted wholly or in part and decoration goes 
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medium depth, high rounded shoulders; t, "flower pot"; n, flattened base, 
vertical sides. 



to the rim, but the center of the bowl is left without decoration; 

(2) whole field - in which the entire field is used for painted de

sign; and (3) center - in which decoration focuses on the center of 

the bowl, and the walls are left bare. On bowl exteriors the focus 

of decoration is the wall area from the rim to just below the maximum 

diameter of the bowl except in Wingate Polychrome wherein decoration 

is found on the botton of the vessel as well as on the sides, and 

the whole exterior sometimes forms a field of decoration. The focus 

of decoration is in part arbitrarily determined. In a few instances 

a small filler motif is found in the center of bowl interiors which 

have a wall focus of decoration. However, these differences are real 

and consistent. It is sometimes difficult to observe these differences 

on the photographs of bowls, as the incurvature of the rim frequently 

conceals a good part of the wall area. The different foci on bowl 

interiors with their respective layouts are illustrated in Figure 3» 

The actual portion of the field covered by painted motifs is re

ferred to as the area of decoration. 

Layout; The layout is the manner in which the field of 

decoration is organized. The layout separates the area Oi ?;coration 

from the undecorated portion of the field, and may in addition sec

tion the area of decoration with a network of lines or spaces. In 

some instances the boundaries of motifs are the only structural lines 

present. Diagrams of the idealized layouts for bowl interiors are 

shown in Figure 3. Some variations have not been included. For 

example, in some St. Johns Polychrome bowls a star shaped area, 

rather than an open circle, occurs in the bottom of the bowl. This 
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was accomplished simply by leaving off the lower banding line. 

Similarly the upper banding line is sometimes missing on banded laj'-

outsjthe rim serves to enclose the upper edge of the band. These 

variations are classified as banded, nevertheless. Layouts on jar 

bodies are almost invariably banded. Layouts on jar necks arc either 

banded with or without banding lines, half-banded meaning that units 

are pendant from a rim band, or unit designs separated from each other 

are employed. Layouts on bowl exteriors are much the same as on jar 

necks. They are either continuous motifs with or without banding 

lines, unit motifs, units pendant from n rim band, or combinations of 

these. 

Motif: Motif is the term used to describe the use to which 

various units of design are put. Primary motifs are those combina

tions of design units which are the strongest units in the pattern 

and which form the basis thereof. Filler motifs are those units 

which are either included within the boundaries or appended to the 

borders of a primary motif, or are used to fill nn area within the 

field of decoration which is not covered by the primary motifs. 

Motifs are described in terms of form and composition. They may be 

linear, globular, triangular, etc, in form, and ei fher solid, hatched, 

negative or combinations thereof in composition. The accompanying 

illustrations will probably be of greater value to the reader than 

the description of individual motifs which are for the most part 

short and generalized. The most common units used to form motifs 

are frets, scrolls, stepped or terraced units, and sectors. Frets 

are rectilinear units made up of lines joined at an angle and are 



characterised by length rather than by volume. Scrolls are essen

tially the same thin'- except that they are curvilinear rather than 

rectilinear. Either may be elaborated by stepping or barbing the 

edges or ends. Stepped or terraced units are for the most part 

triangles or diamonds which have their exteriors stepped as in a 

terrace. A sector is a division of a circlc formed by two radii and 

the arc of the circle. These and other units are combined in various 

manners to form motifs. One of the most common methods of combining 

units is by interlocking. Interlocking is. used in two senses in thir-

napers (1) where the ends of linear units embrace each other as in a 

series of interlocked scrolls, and (2) where units with complicated 

edges oppose and embrace each other like the coos of a wheel. Other 

methods of combining units are by ,-ioining them and by enclosing them 

v/ithin a boundary line. 

Color patterni This term refers to the number of colors used 

on vessels by field. For example, a Pinedale Polychrome bowl may be 

black and red on the interior and black and white on red on the ex

terior, or it may be black and white on red on the interior and black 

and red on the exterior, or all three colors may occur on both fields 

on the same vessel. 

Hatching; Hatching refers to a group of fine lines used to 

fill a space. It is contrasted to solid in Which a space is filled 

with paint, and to negative in which a space is outlined and back

ground forms the design unit. Four types of hatching are found on 

this ware: (1) parallel hatching wherein the hatching lines parallel 

their framing lines or their longest framing line (Example, Fig. 21 il> 



diagonal hatching in which the hatching, lines cross from one framing line 

to the other and do not parallel thoir longest framing line (Example, Fin. 

8 c); (3) cross hatching in which the hatching lines cross each other 

(Example, Fig. 21 i.); and (ft) zigzag hatching in which the hatching linos 

move in parallel zigzags (Example, Fig. IS h). 

Framing lines; A framing line is a line enclosing a motif or a 

group of motifs. The following specific types of framing lines are re

ferred to in this studyi (1) banding line - the framing line enclosing 

a banded layout; this includes an upper banding line or rim line, and a 

lower banding line or base line. This term is also used for the band 

just below the rim on the interior of Fourmile Polychrome bowls which is 

a retention of this trait after banded layouts have gone out of use; and 

(2) double banding line - a banding line which actually encloses the 

banded layout, but which is opposed by a separate heavy banding line. 

Figure 27 i illustrates an example. 

Line and motif widths Measurements are given for the width of 

certain lines and linear design units in the type descriptions. When 

generalizing concerning variations in those attributes, narrow refers to 

widths of 1 to 3 mm., medium to widths of 3 to 7 mm., and wide to widths 

of 7 to 15 mm. or more. 

Pattern! Patterns describe the interplay of primary motifs 

within the field of decoration. Primary motifs may be joined to each 

other, may be interlocked with each other, or they may be separated from 

each other. The same motif may be repeated, may alternate with another 

motif of equal strength, or there may be only one primary motif present. 

Motifs which are repeated and which join or interlock with each other 



throughout the area of decoration form continuous patterns, whereas 

separated motifs form sectioned patterns. Continuous patterns exhibit 

flow or movement whereas sectioned patterns do not. The movement may 

be either primarily horizontal or vertical. Not all patterns which lack 

formal sectioning are continuous, however. Design units may interlock 

to form motifs which oppose one another v/ithout interlockinn and v/ithout 

formal separation by layout lines or spaces. In general patterns can be 

described in terras of whether they are continuous or sectioned, whether 

motifs are repeated, alternating, or single unit, and whether repetition 

or alternation is on a horizontal or vertical axis. 

Artistry? This term is used to describe the manner in v/hich 

painted decoration is applied to the field, standards of brush work and 

of technique, and treatment of design units. 

Pottery Styles 

Style involves the significant modes in artistry, motifs, layouts, 

line and motif width, and patterns as they combine to forrr. a generalized 

picture of the painted decoration on any pottery type. Seven styles are 

formulated which make up the White Mountain red ware stylistic tradition. 

These styles apply to the interior decoration on bowls and the exterior 

decoration on jars and are based for the most part on the size, form, and 

interaction of design units, the focus of decoration, and the type of lay

out. These styles cross cut pottery types and since they are not based on 

color scheme also cross cut the black-on-red and polychrome division and 

are equally applicable to black-on-white pottery. 

The styles are named after the pottery type in the White Mountain 



red ware on which they are first modally significant. These styles are 

the following: Puerco style, Winnate style, St. Johns style, Pinedale 

style, Heshota style, Fourmile style, and Point of Pines style. 

Puerco stvlo: This is the style in which Puerco Black-on-red is 

decorated. It is also found on a few vessels in Wingate Black-on-red, 

V/ingate Polychrome, St. Johns Black-on-red, St. Johns Polychrome, and 

Pinedale Polychrome. Joined or interlocked solid and hatched units do 

not appear in this style, although both solid and hatched units may appear 

on the same field. Layouts are almost invariably unsectioned bands, 

multiple concentric bands, or vertically sectioned bands. The type of 

interaction involved on n aiven field is either solid motifs with or with-

out negative filler units alternating with parallel hatched units, or 

groups of solid motifs repeating themselves. If the layout is a vertically 

sectioned band the alternation will be vertical, and if the layout is 

multiple concentric bands, the alternation will be horizontal. Typical 

motifs found in this style are joined or interlocked solid frets which 

frequently have barbed ends, parallel hatched panel dividers, bands of 

concentric parallel hatchinn, checkerboard panel dividers, and solid bands 

or solid panels with simple negative units. Framing linen are usually the 

same width as hatching lines, but may be broader. In Puerco Black-on-red 

pendant dots are frequently found as part of this style, but this does 

not continue into later types which have vessels decorated in Puerco 

style. Typical vessels decorated in this style are illustrated in Figure 

5; 6 2,* £-•U "5 12 £» XJ; lb -3» 26 c; 10 m. Puerco Black-on-

red is the only type which exhibits vessels decorated in Puerco style in 

which solid frets do not always alternate with a parallel hatched panel 



divider. The following vessels are transitional to Wingate style in 

their design: Figure 5 j], i; 9 .£» o-I!« Wasley (1959) has defined a 

comparable Puerco style on a much broader basis than the Puerco style de

fined in this study. The latter is much more limited and is applicable 

specifically to Puerco Black-on-red. 

Wingate stvlei Wingate stj'le is found on Wingate Black-on-red 

and Wingate Polychrome and occasionally on St. Johns Polychrome. The 

diagnostic attribute of Wingate style is that motifs arc formed on inter

locked solid and hatched units in which the hatched units are always much 

wider than the corresponding solid units, and are usually barbed rather 

than stepped. These are the core features for differentiating Wingate 

style from Puerco style on the one hand and from St. Johns style on the 

other. The preponderant use of diagonal hatching differentiates Wingate 

from Puerco style, although both are found in St, Johns style. Banded 

layouts arc typical of all three, but Wingate style frequently employs 

central figured layouts, which sometimes utilize the whole of a bowl in

terior and do not leave the center open. Typical motifs are barbed frets 

or scrolls either repeated in continuous patterns or in swastica-like 

central figured patterns. Framing lines and hatching lines are the same 

width. Patterns are symmetrical. The overall stylistic picture is one 

of wide units with complicated edges composed of fine line diagonal 

hatching, balanced and interlocked with medium width solid units in a 

banded or central figured layout. Typical vessels decorated in Wingate 

style are illustrated in the following figures! Figure 8; 9 St 

.£» .ill if A* ]£» 2! 12 I3» J, f; l6 d. Vessels which exhibit 

stylistic attributes transitional to St, Johns style are Figure 9 Sr&t 

it; i6 !• 
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St. Johns Style: St. Johns style is characterized by some attri

butes common to both Puerco style and Wingate style. The most frequent 

type of interaction of design units on bowl interiors and jar bodies is 

a wide hatched unit with complicated edges interlocked with a medium 

width solid unit of approximately the same form. The motifs formed in 

this manner are closely massed and oft repeated usually in a continuous 

pattern in a banded layout. Occasionally the band is sectioned by paral

lel hatched panel dividers or by other panel dividers which suggests re

lationships with Puerco style. The other types of interaction are to 

interlock motifs composed of joined solid and hatched units, to alternate 

motifs composed of both solid and hatched units with a band or panel 

divider of parallel hatching, and to interlock motifs composed of solid 

units only. Hatching is either parallel as in Puerco style, diagonal as 

in Wingate style, or mixed. The hatched portions of interlocked solid 

and hatched motifs are narrower than in Wingate stylo, but are wider than 

the solid units. This permits a greater number of them to be repeated 

on the field. Artistry is usually mediocre. White is sometimes used to 

outline black motifs. liotifs more frequently have stepped rather than 

barbed ends or appendages and the rather vide pointed barb typical of 

Wingate style is rare. Scrolls, double terraces, frets with stepped ends, 

and vertical zigzags are typical motifs. Framing lines are the same width 

as hatching lines. Patterns are symmetrical. Typical vessels decorated 

in St. Johns style appear in Figures 13 b, £, lU a-<£, ]£-£; 17; IS; 19; 

2h jj-f., h, i; 26 a, b, f.-h, i., k. St. Johns style appears as the most 

common style on St, Johns Polychrome and St. Johns Black-on-red, and less 

frequently on Wingate Polychrome, Pinedale Polychrome, Pinedale Black-on-

red, and Kwakina Polychrome. 
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Pinedalc Style; Pinedalc style appears on Pinedale Polychrome, 

Pinedale Black-on-red, Cedar Creek Polychrome, and occasionally on St. 

Johns Polychrome, The most common layout in Pinedale style is still an 

unsectioned band and the focus of decoration is still usually the walls 

of bowls. There is a new innovation, however, in that the decoration 

now frequently focuses on the whole bowl interior which is divided by 

spacing and offsetting the design units. There is a trend toward 

broadening and elaboratinn what were formerly layout lines into motifs. 

Motifs composed of interlocked solid and hatched units are still common, 

but these units are larger than in St. Johns style, the solid unit is as 

wide as the hatched one and consequently stands out from the field, and 

with few exceptions the motifs are repeated no more than four times. The 

edges of linear motifs still shov; complicated steps or barbs, but internal 

elaboration of large triangular, curvillincar, and rectilinear motifs 

using dots, dotted lines, parallel hatched units, and units with stepped 

line fillers nov; becomes common. Units which would have been used only 

as portions of interlocked solid and hatched motifs frequently appear by 

themselves. Double banding lines are common. All of these features in 

combination with the excellent artistry, which is typical, give the design 

a bold appearance. St. Johns style and Pinedale style do not differ 

markedly in the generalized forms of motifs, but mainly in treatment. 

Frets and scrolls are still common, but the double terrace motif which is 

frequent in St. Johns style does not appear in Pinedale style. Small 

pendant birds arc common in Pinedale style and are much less common in 

St. Johns style. The running diamond motif makes its appearance in 

Pinedale style and is not found earlier. Patterns are symmetrical and 



are formed of cither alternating or repeated motifs. Framing lines are 

usually the same width as hatching liner., but in Cedar Creek Polychrome 

they are often twice the width of hatching lines. White is frequently 

used to outline black motifs. Typical vessels decorated in Pinedale 

style are illustrated in Figures 27; 28 a-c, _§-,E; 30; 31; 32. 

Heshoto Style? hesnoca style la found on Ilcshotn Polychrome, 

Hoshota m.ack-on-red, and Kwn'cina Polychrome. It looks very much like 

Pineclnlc style except that narrow lines and design units are used almost 

exclusively, and it has a much noro open appearance w* th a great amount 

of background showing. Layouts are usually banded and rre frequently 

sectioned vertically, alth'ounh trefoil arrangements (Stubbs and Stallings 

^953, Fig. 57 c) which are essentially bands with no lower banding line 

appear fairly ^reouently. Martin an.-? V/illis (19^-0, PI. 118, k) illustrat 

a bowl with a negative offset quartered layout. The focus of decoration 

on bowls is almost always th1- walls, although there are exceptions 

(Stubbs and Stallings 1953. Fig. T7 b). Running diamonds appear as a 

common primary motif. Other motifs arc solid bands with negative dia

monds with central dots, solid bands with small interlocked keys with 

triangular bases (Fig. 2&<j), large triangular units with stepped line 

fillers and parallel hatched fillers, checkerboards of solid and negative 

squares, small bird figures like those in Pinedale Polychrome and St. 

Johns Polychrome, and panel dividers of parallel hatching. Filler 

motifs are dots in negative squares, rectangles of parallel hatching 

with dotted edges, small solid keys with stepped ends and sometimes with 

serrated edges, and cross hatched units. Double banding lines are 

common. Framing lines closely approximate the width of hatching lines, 



but are sometimes slightly wider. The artistry varies from good to 

mediocre and is sometimes incredibly bad in execution. This may well be 

related to the type of glaze paint used. Interlocked solid and hatched 

units with complicated edges do not occur. White is not used to outline 

motifs on bowl interiors. In general Heshota style appears to have 

arisen from St. Johns style under much the same influences as Pinedale 

style, but resulted in a somewhat different appearance. Examples of 

Heshota style are illustrated by Martin and Willis (19^0, PI. 118), 

Stubbs and Stallings (1?53, Fin. 57 a-c, e), Hough (1003, Pis. 7^, 75). 

Fourraile Style: Fourmile style represents a radical departure 

from previous styles in that there is a change of focus of decoration on 

bowls from the walls to the center. Large single units are admirably 

adapted to this area of decoration whereas multiple repeated units are 

well adapted to bowl walls. The focus of decoration which used the en

tire bowl interior and which is reasonably common in Pinedale style is 

actually transitional between a wall focus and a center focus. Many of 

the layouts which were applied to bowls with this type of focus in Pine

dale style continue into Fourmile style where they are applied only to 

the center of bowls. Fourmile style also differs from preceding styles 

in that many layouts lack bilateral symmetry. Much of Fourmile design 

on bowl interiors is based on sectioning a circle into multiple units 

wherein like units are repeated or unlike units alternate. Asymmetric 

patterns result when this circle is sectioned into unlike units. The 

sectioning itself is usually done b3' spacing. Jars continue to exhibit 

banded layouts as do "flower pots", and this type of layout is best 

suited to their respective shapes. White is almost invariably used to 



outline black motifs. Another attribute in which Fourmile style differs 

from preceding styles in the non-interlocking of design units to form 

motifs. Units with complicated edges do not oppose and interlock with a 

similarly shaped unit. Internal elaboration of primary motifs using 

parallel hatched units, stepped line fillers, negative stepped units, 

and dots is the rule. Scrolls, large bird-like motifs, and triangular 

units with filler motifs are common. Wide framing lines which are al

ways wider than hatching lines enclose all motifs. Even though bowls 

no longer have banded layouts, they still retain a broad band at the rim. 

Fourmile style is found only on Fourmile Polychrome and Showlow Poly

chrome. Typical vessels illustrating the style are in Figures to 38. 

Point of Pines Style: Point of Pines style appears to be a de

generate version of Fourmile style, although the layouts applied to the 

whole bowl interior hark back to Pinedale style. For the most part the 

designs on bowls attempt to focus on the centcr, but there is considerably 

more overlap on the walls than is typical for Fourmile style. Those 

bowls which use the whole interior may either represent a survival of 

Pinedale style, or may be a result of the general poor design. The main 

characteristics of Point of Pjnes style are the lack of balance between 

layout and field, sloppy appearance, poor artistry, and an emphasis on a 

central focus for bowl decoration. White is almost invariably used to 

outline black motifs. The consistent use of black motifs outlined in 

white, the use of white "F" hooks, and the use of both symmetric and in

tentionally asymmetric patterns, the heavy black rim band bordered in 

white on bowls, as well as the emphasis on a center focus of decoration 

on bowls strongly suggest primary relationships to Fourmile style. 
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Examples of Point of Pines style are illustrated in Figures hi and 

Other style. Certain other pottery styles are mentioned when 

discussing pottery design. These styles are Black Mesa style, Sosi style, 

Dogoszi style, Tularosa style, and Kinishba style. The first four of 

these have recently received detailed study by Wasley (1959) the 

following synopses of them arc based on thin study. The summary of 

Kinishba style is based on the examination of whole vessels in the 

collection of the Arizona State Museum. Black I!osa style is characterized 

by solid design units which frequently have pendant dots, ticks, and barbs. 

Some of tho Pucrco Black-on-red vessels (Fig. 5b, 6 n) approach this 

style, but rlso fall within the mode of Puerco style. Sosi style similar

ly employs solids which frequently have long triangular barbs and no pen

dant dots or ticks. Figure 6 b is in this style. Dogoszi style usually 

employs only hatched units in rather open arrangements, although some 

solid and hatched motifs do occur. Figure 10 b is decorated in this 

style, and Figure 10 a closely approaches it. Tularosa style is equiva

lent to Wingate style, St. Johns style, and those vessels of Pinedalc 

style which employ interlocked solid and hatched units, all combined 

into one. Kinishba style employs a central focus of decoration on bowls 

like Fourmile style; the motifs are medium width linear units with tri

angular ends in either a massed or relatively open arrangement. Those 

bowls in Figum ho jj, jg, £ are decorated in Kinishba style. 

Spatial Distribution 

The spatial distribution of the types was worked out from the 

Gila Pueblo archaeological survey sherd boards now in the possession of 
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the Arizona State Museum. These sherd boards had been prepared from 

material from surface surveys over much of the Southwest and on them the 

sherds had been placed accordinn to the percentage of blaclc-on-white, 

black-on-red, polychrome, corrugated, and plain ware found at a given 

site. The distribution maps presented herein were arrived at by plotting 

the rectangles in which sites containing the type in question occur, and 

by joining the sites at the periphery of the distribution with a con

tinuous line. In a few instances the periphery was expanded to take in 

definite known occurrences of the type. An attempt was made to determine 

the center of distribution of each type. The center was arrived at by 

enclosing the area in which sites containinp the type in quantity are 

found. Neither Pinedale Black-on-red nor St. Johns Black-on-red could be 

differentiated satisfactorily from their respective polychromes using the 

small sherds on these bonrds so the distributions were combined. A dis

cussion of the spatial distribution is presented with each type descrip

tion. 

Temporal Distribution 

The temporal distribution of each type is given by reference to 

pertinent tree-ring dates where possible. The dates of some types ore 

estimates. Within types the designation of various vessels as early or 

late is based on resemblances to preceding or to following types. Suffic

ient strati graphic data to thus designate vessels within types are not 

available and this determination is simply the result of logical analysis. 



POTTERY TYPE DESCRIPTIONS 

PUERCO BLACK-ON-RED 

History 

Named bv: Gladwin and Gladwin (193^, Ficj. &). 

Synonymss Black on Red found at Chaco, in part (Havley 1950: ̂ 7); 

North Plains black-on-rcd, in part (Olson and Wasley 195^, Fig. 23^ G ) >  

Little Colorado ware, in part (Roberts 1932: 110) Puerco Indented Corru

gated (Gladv/in and Gladwin 193^, Fig. k). 

Previous descriptions: Colton and Hargrave (1937: 120-1); 

Martin and Willis (19̂ 0, PI. 7*0; Hawley (1950: &7)*> Olson and Wasley 

(1956: 303); Vivian (1959? 3D. 

Type site: Ft. Defiance 15:& (Gladv/in and Gladwin 193^)» NA 933, 

Cottonwood Seep, Puerco River, Navajo County, Arizona (Colton and Hargrave 

1937: 120). 

Basis of present description: Analysis of "50 whole or restorable 

vessels in the collections of the Arizona State Museum, the Southwest 

Archeological Center, and the Museum of Northern Arizona; reference to 

previous descriptions where specified; distribution based on Gila Pueblo 

survey. 

Technology 

Construction: Coilino followed by scraping. 
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Paste? Usually light brown to orange, occasionally white to 

light gray; inclusions arc white, grny, red, or black angular fragments 

of which at least some are sherds; rounded quartz particles are sometimes 

present also; a carbon streak is present in some cases. 

V/all thickness; h to 7 , usually 5 to 6 mm. 

Paintt The black paint appears to be iron or an iron-carbon mix

ture. Hawley (1950» U7) describes it as "thin black iron paint applied 

after polishing." The paint on these vessels is more variable than 

this, but whatever its constituents it penetrates into the slip. 

Surface finish: Bowls are slipped red on the interior and ex

terior; jars are slipped in the same manner on the exterior and with one 

exception on the interior of the neck. The exterior of one bowl is white 

corrugated with indented unit patterns. Bowl interiors vary from very 

smooth to bumpy; exteriors are usually uneven and poorly polished. Tem

per particles sometimes protrude through the slip. The slip varies in 

thickness and is frequently powdery and weathered looking. Small or 

large fire clouds occur on the exterior of most vessels. 

Slir? color? The slip color is red: Munsell 10R U/6, 12 vessels; 

10R 5/6, 12 vessels; 10R 5/8, 1 vessel; and 10R 5/ht 5 vessels. 

Shapes 

Bowlsi Six shapes are present; all have rounded bases: 

(1) medium depth with flaring sides - 15 examples; diameter 22.0 - 29»0 

cm.; height 9.0 - 12.8 cm.; (2) medium depth with sides that become 

vertical at the rim - h examples; diameter 20.2 - 2k.6 cm.; height 8.0 -

10.3 cm.; (3) deep with flaring sides - 1 example; diameter 22.9 cm#; 
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height 12.0 cm.; (ft) deep with sides that become vertical at the rim - 1 

example; diameter 23,0 cm.; height 12.2 cm.; (5) medium depth with walls 

that incurve at the rim - 1 example; diameter 20.U cm.; height 9.6 cnw; in

curvature 2 mm.; and (6) deep with walls that incurve at the rim - 1 ex

ample; diameter 19.3 cm.; height 10.5 cm.; incurvature 2.5 mm. Rims are 

flattened or slightly rounded with no bevel or lip. In a few instances 

the wall is thinned at the rim. 

Jarsi Two jar shapes are presents (1) pitchers with long necks, 

globular bodies with middle or high rounded shoulders, and lug or strap 

handles - h examples; diameter 10.7 - 17.0 cm.; height 9.1} - 19.0 cm.; 

and (2) a canteen with a squat globular body, relatively long constricted 

neck, and a pair of strap handles which have been ground off flush with 

the surface of the vessel - 1 example; diameter 15.6 cm.; height lft.5 cm. 

Dippersi One example with a hollow handle is present; diameter 

of bowl 10.8 cm. 

Effiavsi One example of a bi-lobate based, long necked jar with 

a strap handle; the lobes form a dog's body on v/hich the head rests; 

diameter 11.5 cm.; height 11.5 cm. 

Painted Decoration 

Fields of decoration; Bowl and dipper interiors, jar exteriors, 

effigy exteriors, and sometimes rims and handles bear painted motifs. 

Bowl exteriors are never used. Jar necks and bodies are treated as one 

field. 

Focus of decorations The decoration focuses on the walls of 23 

bowls and the one dipper. On one bowl the whole interior is used. 
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Layouts? Layouts are tabulated in Table 2» Vertically sectioned 

bands - 11; multiple concentric bands 35 whole field quartered 1; one 

classified as an unsectioned band as a square center as does one 

classified as a vertically sectioned band; on four examples the upper 

banding line does not occur. 

Motifsi The most common primary motifs arc solid .joined or 

interlocked triangular or rectangular frets (Fig. 5 h; 6 £, .<3, 

Jli it They occur on 17 vessels and arc either plain (Fig. 6 jg, 

J<» 33)» or are elaborated with barbed ends or sides (B'ig. 5 a-.£» h; 6 shjJ, 

n). Occasionally they have dotted edges (Fig. 5 b, n) and in one in

stance a bird-like triangle with a curved hook and dotted edge is used 

(Fig, 6 1), In one other instance the barbs have ?. fringed en^ (Fig. 5 .fi). 

Other common primary motifs are panel dividers of vertical parallel hatch

ing (Fig. e, d; 6 c, e, 1.) which occur on nine vessels, and checker

board panel dividers (Fig. 5 a, n; 6 e, j) which are found on four vessels. 

Primary motifs which occur only once or twice are bands of concentric 

parallel hatching (Fin, 5 f; 6 i), solid oncircling circular bands and 

zigzag bands (Fi5 i), panels of diagonal lines with ticked edges, a 

solid band with a neoative zigzag (Fin. 5 £), a hatchcd band with a 

scalloped lower edne (Fig, 5 i)» solid zigzag lines with opposed barbs 

(Fig, 6 b), panels of solid and negative rectangles (Fig. 5 rj, 6 e, j), 

and diamond checkerboards (Fig, 5 jj). 

Filler motifs are not common. Seven vessels use pendant dots 

to elaborate motifs. One bowl (Fig, £> n) exhibits chevrons of parallel 

hatching. 

Bowl exteriors are not decorated although one vessel (Fig. 5 n) 

bears three small black dashes on its exterior comparable to the 
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TABLE 2 

LAYOUTS ON PUBROO BLACK-ON-RED BOWL 
INTERIORS AHD JAR EXTERIORS 

LAYOUT 

FIELD 

Whole 
field 

Bowie' 

Walla 

Jars 
Neek 

and Body 

Uneeotioned band 

Vertloally sectioned band 

Multiple ooncentrie binds 

Vertically seotioned 

Quartered 

Offset quartered 

Rim ti eking 

8 

10 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

* Dipper bowl included 

"ownership marks" discussed under Wingate Blaok-on-red. 

Motifs ooaposed of both solid and hatched units which are joined 

or interlock do not occur and this is the primary factor in differentiat

ing this pottery type from Wingate Black-on-red on a stylistic basis* 

However, solid motifs and hatched motifs do occur on the same vessel. 

The olosest approach to interlocked solid and hatched motifs is in two 

instances where a solid zigzag band is opposed by a hatched, scalloped 

band (Fig* 5 Jar necks exhibit motifs of the same form and general 

composition as jar bodies. The use of hatched chevrons (Fig. 5 &) is 

tending toward the style of V/ingate Black-on-red. 
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Color patternsi All bowls are black-on-red on the interior 

and red on the exterior* All jars are blaok-on-red on the exterior* 

Hatching! Sixteen vessels exhibit no hatching at all* The 

remainder all exhibit parallel hatching* 

Banding linesi On four vessels there is no upper banding line 

and the rim itself serves as the upper edge of the band* On the re

maining vessels the banding lines are either the same width as the 

hatching or are the same width as the frets. 

Line and motif width» Hatohing lines vary from 1 to 5 mm. in 

widthf and are most frequently 2 on* The uncomplicated portions of 

frets vary from 5 to 6 mm. in width, but are almost always ̂  mm. 

The outer line of parallel hatohed motifs or panel dividers is the 

width as the internal hatching lines. 

Patternst Vertically sectioned patterns are the most com

mon type in Puerco Blaok-on-red. Primary motifs alternate two, four, 

or six times with the panel divider. Multiple concentric banded lay

outs with a pattern of alternation in which a solid band with a nega

tive unit- alternates with a band of concentric parallel hatching is 

present, but not common* In this type of pattern on bowls, the 

bands alternate in composition, but on jars the bands are basically 

the same. In this type of layout on jars the band around the neck 

has less area to cover as the diameter of the neck is smaller than 

that of the jar body, and consequently may be less varied in composition 



than that around the body. In unsectioned bands the motifs either form 

a continuous pattern, or they are grouped in threes or fours and form a 

sectioned pattern of repeated motifs, but without formal division. The 

one layout wherein the whole field is quartered by a fret pattern (Fig. 

6 jn) is unusual. 

Artistrvi Linework varies from good to mediocre with the mode 

falling somewhere in between. Balance and symmetry are achieved, but 

the result is usually monotonous. Complicated portions of motifs were 

usually first outlined and then filled in,. Plain linear motifs were, 

however, put on without first outlining. Treatment is for the most 

part simple and not elaborate. 

Stvlet Puerco Black-on-red is decorated predominantly in Puerco 

style (See Introduction). The decoration on one jar (Fig. 6 b) more 

closely resembles Sosi style, but is not markedly different. The one 

bowl with the whole interior quartered by a fret pattern (Fig. 6 jj), 

the frets with fringed ends (Fig, 5 s), the bird-like figures (Fig. 6 JL), 

and the offset quartered pattern of bold barbed frets (Fig. 5 h) are 

unique, but the vessels and their decoration show closer affinities to 

Puerco Black-on-red and to Puerco style than to anything else. Puerco 

Black-on-red is the only pottery type in the White Mountain red ware in 

which pendant dots and solid frets without panel dividers are used on 

vessels decorated in Puerco style. These two attributes suggest that 

the style as a whole is related to Black Mesa style. 
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Other Features 

Rim notchingt Rim notching in the form of four opposed notches 

neatly ground into the rim occurs on one bowl (Fig. 5 A). 

Spatial Distribution 

The distribution of Puerco Black-on-red is illustrated in 

Figure It occurs from Mesa Verde on the north, east to the upper San 

Jose River, south to the Mimbres valley in New Mexico, and west to the 

vicinity of Pinedalc, Arizona, It occurs at 162 sites of the Gila 

Pueblo survey within this area. The distribution centers between the 

upper Puerco River and the head waters of the San Jose where it is not 

only more frequent in sites, but there are more sites which contain it. 

It is much more common in sites north of this central area than in sites 

to the south or west. Sites in Chaco Canyon and Aztec National Monu

ments show a high percentage of sherds. Morris (1939» PI. 301 i) 

illustrates a bowl identical to some in this collection, and considers 

it as possibly of local manufacture. It was obtained from site 36 on 

the La Plata River, 

Temporal Distribution 

Puerco Black-on-red has appeared at a number of archaeological 

sites which have been dated. Roberts illustrates seven vessels from the 

Village of the Great Kivas (1932, Fig. 28 a, b; 29 a; 35 ^-5}. The date 

for this site is given at A.D. 1015 + 15 years (Roberts 1932: 156). 

This date, however, seems much too early for the pottery complex for the 

site as a whole, at least as far as the types associated with the burials 
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Fig. 4. The Distribution of Puerco Black-on-red. 

Solid line - Area of greatest concentration 

Broken line - Limit of distribution 



are concerned. Kidder (1936: 353) has previously questioned this date, 

but on different grounds. Dutton (1938, Tables 2,22) reports two par

tial vessels from Leyit Kin in Chaco Canyon. One of these from room 

16, Unit III is in an association dating between approximately A.D. 

1050 and 1150. Two vessels from the fill of Room &1 at Kin Kletso have 

been used in this study. They were associated in the fill with McElmo, 

Gallup and Escavada Black-on- v/hi ues. Vivian (1959' 31, 3 60) reports 

Puerco Black-on-red from the earliest level at the Hubbard site in Aztec 

National Monument which is assigned to the McElmo phase (A.D. 1050-1150) 

and which has a tree-ring date of A.D. 3100. However, it does not 

appear at this site i" quantity. Sherds also occur in the Montezuma 

phase at this site, aid 3t the early Montezuma phase at -LA 2520 near 

Aztoc with suggested dating of A.D. 1150 to 1200 (Wendorf 1956: 21). 1 

The associations at. the Village of the Great Kivas suggest that Puerco 

Black-on-red is associated in time with Wingate Polychrome which appears 

to last to about A.D. 1200. The latter type as well as early St. Johns 

Polychrome and Pinedale Polychrome occasionally exhibit the style of 

interior design found in Puerco Black-on-red (Sec Figs. 12 c, 16 jl, 26 jg). 

Some of the vessels included in this study come from the Reserve-

Tularosa phases at Point of Pines and in the Reserve area of New Mexico. 

These phases lack tree-ring dates, but the Reserve phase is generally 

thought to have begun about A.D. 1000 (Martin and Rinaldo 1950: 557; 

Breternitz 1959' 71). At the Cnrro Colorado site near Quemado, Puerco 

Black-on-red occurs in ceramic period E with suggested dates of A.D, 1000 

to 1100. My feeling is that this dating is 50 to 100 years too early, 

particularly since these areas are peripheral to the main distribution 



of Puerco Black-on-red. Stubbs and Stallings (1953! 1^» 156) report 

Puerco Black-on-red and Wingate Black-on-red from the Pre-Pindi Horizon 

at Pindi Pueblo which has tree-ring dates of about A.D, 1215. This 

seems somewhat late for these types, however. The most reasonable 

limits for the type seem to be A.D. 1000 to 1200 with the highest fre

quency toward the middle of this period. 

Discussion 

Gladwin and Gladwin (193^, Fig. h) first used the name Puerco 

Blaek-on-red and were undoubtedly referring to the same vessels from 

the Gila Pueblo collections v/hich have been used in this type descrip

tion, although they never got around to describing them. In 1936 

Hawley coupled the name to a description v/hich was followed by Colton 

and Hargrave (1937) and Martin and Willis (19^0). In general the name 

has been used to classify sherds v/hich resemble Wingate Black-on-red, 

but which show solid linear motifs and little or no hatching. The 

type was recently referred to as an "enigmatic creation of archaeologists" 

(Wasley 1959.' 220), and has long been thought of by others as belonging 

to this category. Nov/ that these vessels constituting Puerco Black-

on-red have been described, I think that Puerco Black-on-red is a valid 

type. As a type it is based for the most part on a good correlation of 

open bowls with flaring sides with decoration consisting of either solid 

design units or solid and parallel hatched, non-interlocked design units. 

This correlation was then extended to jars, and to other bowls outside 

of the modal shape on the basis of design. 

Typologically Puerco Black-on-red is the earliest type in the 



FIGURE 5. Puerco Black-on-red bowls. 

GP-0 2^09. St. Johns 4il. 10R 5A* 

b. GP-016U. Ft. Defiance 15*1. 10R 5/6. 

c. GP-025^1. St. Johns ftil. 10R 5/6. 

jg. GP-0160A. Ft. Defiance 15:1. 10R 5/o. 

£. -GP-02&13. St. Johns 4:1. 10R h/6, 

f. GP-02977. Tusayan 1613. 10R h/6. 

£. GP-51607. New Mexico F:l4sl, burial 50. 10R 5/6. 

h» GP-026^0. St. Johns ht1. 10R 5/6. 

i,. GP-0109&. Tusayan 16:1. 10R 5/6. 

Diameter of cj is 29.0 cm. 





FIGURE 6. Puorco Black-on-red vessels. 

a. GP-059C1. V/in^ate 1^:1. 10R 5/6. 

b. ASM X-2Q19U . Point ol Pines, Ariz. W:l0!7o. 10R h/6. 

c. GP-01717. Ft. Defiance 15:1. 10R h/6, 
• 

GP-03302. St. Johns 11J1. 10R 5/6. 

£ •  GP-059S3. Wingate 1^:1. 10R h/6. 

!• SAC. Rockwell Collection, uncat. E. -Ariz, 10R h/6. 

H. GP-02970. Tusayan 16:3, 10R h/6, 

GP-ol946. at. Johns 7:2. ior 5/3. 

i* GP-03336. Provenience unknown. 10R h/6. 

J- GP-025^0. St. Johns hi 1. 10R h/6. 

]£• GP-5973. V/in^ate 14: 2. 10R 5/4. 

1. GP-025&3. St. Johns hi 1. 10R 5/6. 

in. GP-05552. Provenience unknown. 10R 5/6, 

n. GP-0129S. Tusayan 16:2. 10R 5A, 

Diameter of n: ?h.8 cm. 
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White Mountain red ware, although this cannot be documented strati-

ctraphically with reference to Wingate Black-on-red which occupies much 

of the same time period. 

Summary Description 

Puerco Black-on-red pots are slipped red on the interior and 

exterior of bowls, and on the exterior of jars. The paste is light 

brown to white with sherd temper and quartz sand. The paint is either 

a faded brown or a good black and penetrates the slip. The most typical 

shapes are bowls with flaring sides and rounded bases, and pitchers with 

long necks. Bowl exteriors are never decorated. Decoration goes to the 

rim and consists of medium width solid motifs, usually frets, which often 

have barbed ends and sometimes have pendant dots. Parallel hatched 

motifs, which consist of either panel dividers or encircling bands, are 

common. Layouts are usually banded and are frequently sectioned vertical

ly with checkerboards or with parallel hatched dividers. Interlocked 

solid and hatched motifs do not occur. The distribution is primarily 

north south along the Arizona-New Mexico border from Ilesa Verde to the 

Mimbres Valley. The area of most common occurrence is the Puerco River 

valley and its immediate vicinity. The estimated time range is A.D. 

1000 to 1200 with the surest dating toward the middle of this period. 

WINGATE BLACK-ON-RED 

History 

Named bvi Gladwin and Gladwin (1931! 29). 

Svnonvms; Two color painted v/are (Spier 1919» Table I); 



Littlo Colorado Black-on-red Y/are (I-Iawley 1929' 73^); Little Colorado 

ware, in part (Roberts 1932: 110); North Plains black-on-red, in part 

(Olson and Wasley 1956: 303); ''/innate corrugated (Ilcra 193&: 11). 

Previous descriptions: Gladwin and Gladwin (lo^lj 39); 

Colton and Hargrave (1937: 120); I-Iartin and Willis (19^0, PI. 95-6)* 

Hav/ley (1950: ?f0); Olson and Wasley (1956: 303). 

Tvne site: St, Johns 11:1 (Gladwin and Gladwin 1931). 

Basis of present description: Analysis of 50 whole or restorable 

vessels in the collections of +he Arizona State Museum, the Southwest 

Archoological Center, the Amerind Foundation, and the Museum of Northern 

Arizona; reference to previous descriptions where specified! distribu

tion based on Gila ̂ uublo survey. 

Technology 

Construction: Coilinn followed by scrapinq. 

Paste: The oaste is vhito to pray, buff, or pink. A carbon 

streak is frequently present. Inclusions are white, buff, red, or black 

annular fragments of which most are sherds. Rotmded quarts particles 

are sometimes present. 

Wall thiclcness: h to 7 mm., usually 5 to 6 mm. 

Paint: Ilawley (1950: 'M3) ^escribes the black paint as an iron 

and carbon mixture. The edges of the painted lines vary from sharp to 

slightly fuzzy. In appearance it varies from a thin brownish stain to 

a good black. 

Surface finish: Bowls and dippers are slipped on the interior 

and exterior with a thick red slip. Jars and eccentrics are slipped in 



the same manner on the exterior* Necked jars are slipped on the interior 

of the neck. Sherds of bowls with indented corrugated exteriors occur, 

but not in quantity. The interiors of bowls and the exteriors of jars 

are polished and the polishing in some instances appears to go over the 

black painted designs. Though polished, these surfaces are usually 

poorly smoothed and bumpy, and sometimes show pitting over the temper. 

On bowl exteriors the thick slip is bumpy and uneven although it does 

show wide polishing marks. The slip wears off easily and frequently 

appears powdery and mat finished or may be v/orn off completely in 

spots. A small amount of crazing is present on many vessels, and small 

or large fire clouds appear on the exteriors of most vessels. 

Slip color; The slip color is red: Munsell 10R 5/6, zh vessels; 

10R h/6% 21 vessels; 7.5R &/6, 1 vessel; 10R 5/8, 1 vessel; 10R h/8, 1 

vessel; or weak red 10R 5/5, 3 vessels* Specimens are illustrated in 

color by Roberts (1932, PI. 27 d,e), Gladwin (1931, PI. 32), and Hough 

(1903, PI. 36). 

Shapes 

Bowl3: All bowls have rounded bottoms. There are five shapes 

present on the basis of depth and wall form: (1) medium depth with in

curved rims - 12 examples; diameter 20.6 - 33.3 cm.; height 9«9 - 1^.0 

cm.; incurvature 1-3.5 mm; (2) deep v/ith incurved rims - 3 examples; 

diameter 23.0 - 31.5 cm.; height 12.0 - 15«8 cm.; incurvature 1.5-7 mm. 

(3) medium depth v/ith sides which become vertical .just below the rim -

12 examples; diameter 17.2 - 29«0 cm.; height 9.3 - 12.3 5 (^) medium 

depth with flaring sides - 3 examples; diameter 20.8 - 29.5 cm.; height 



9.0 cm. - 1h.5 era.; and (5) deep with flaring sides - 1 example; diameter 

24.1 cm.; height 1J,h cm. Bowl rims are flattened to slightly rounded 

on the top, - 28 examples; or internally beveled with a slight external 

lip, 5 examples. One of the former shows internal thickening at the 

rim. 

Jars: There are five jar forms present! (1) pitchers with long 

necks, high sharp or rounded shoulders, flat or rounded bases, and strap 

handles - & examples; diameter 1*3.0 - 15.2 cm.; height 16.0 -••19.& cm.; 

handles are curved or rectanguloid in outline and are joined to the neck 

or to the neck and shoulders; on two vessels the handle is shaped like a 

small burden basket (Fig. 10 a-b); (2) pitchers with medium length necks, 

lug or strap handles, and rounded shoulders, bodies, and bases - 6 ex

amples; diameter 12.7 - 13.0 cm.; height 13.0 - 18.5 cm.; strap handles 

are curved or "SM shaped in outline, and are attached to the neck and 

body; the lug handle is attached near the rim; (3) jars with no handles, 

medium length necks, and rounded bodies, bases and shoulders - 2 ex

amples; diameter 9.3 - 18.2 cm.; height 12.3 - 16.6 cm.; (h) seed jar -

1 example; diameter 17.5 cm.; height 12.0 cm.; and (5) a canteen with a 

narrow neck, high sharp shoulders, perforated lug handles, and a flatten

ed base - one specimen; diameter 13.3 cm.; height 9*3 cm.; Martin and 

Willis (19^0, PI. 9^, 11) illustrate a Wingate canteen with rounded 

shoulders. They also show a sixth jar form (PI. QU, 9), a pitcher with 

a tri-lobate body, short neck, and effigy lug handle. 

Dipperst Dippers have an oval bowl and a hollow handle with a 

perforated end - 2 specimens; the handle is missing from one; length 

26.0 cm.; width 11.9 - 1^«0 cm. 
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Eccentrics: A miniature canteen and a miniature pitcher are in 

this collection. Martin and Willis (19^0, PI. 9^, 2) illustrate a 

Wingate Black-on-red ring vessel. 

Painted Decoration 

Fields of decoration: Bowl and dipper interiors, jar necks, 

and jar bodies are the common fields. Sometimes rims, handles, jar ex

teriors as one field, and in one instance a bowl exterior are used. 

Focus of decoration; Bowl interior walls, 30 examples; whole 

interior of bowls and dippers, & examples. 

Layouts: Layouts are quantified in Table 3. In one instance 

the neck and shoulders of a jar are used as one field (Fig. 10 c); this 

was classified as an unsectioned band on jar neck and body. Two jars 

are classified as central figured as they exhibit tho same layout as is 

found on central figured bowls, but modified for a jar shape. V/hen 

viewed from the top these jars shov/ a larpe hatched figure with a square 

center and scroll appendages which extend down the sides of the vessel 

and interlock with units coming up from the base. The neck protrudes 

through the open square center (Fig. 10 k). The comparable layout on 

bowls is shown in Figure 8 £j-f.. 

Color patterns: All bowls are black-on-red on the interior and 

red on the exterior with the exception of an occasional small black de

sign unit (See motifs). All jars are black-on-red on the exterior. 

Dippers are black-on-red on the bowl interior, and black-on-red on the 

handle. 



TABLE 3 

LAYOUTS OK WING ATE BLACK-ON- RED BOWL 

INTERIORS AND JAR EXTERIORS 

LAYOUT 

Bowls* 

•FIELD 

Whole 

Field Walls 

•Jais 

Body Neck 

Neck & 
Body 

Unsectioned band 

Vertically sectioned band 

Multiple concentric bands 

Vertically sectioned 

Central figured 

Open center 

Filled center 

Quartered 

Continuous pattern, no 

banding lines 

Units pendant from rim 

band 

21 

1 

2 

5 

1 

1 2 

1 

Rim ticking 

•Dipper bowls included 
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liotifs: Primary motifs composed of Interlocked solid and hatch

ed units occur on ky vessels. These are basically wide hatcher? units 

interlocked vith medium width solid units of essentially the same form, 

but which are usually smaller. These units have corapiiciueo uuijinos 

urns "coo«'«.her form a primary motif. Common forms are barbed scrolls (Fig, 

8 _g—i; 10 js, i-k) which are found on 12 vessels, and plain scrolls (Fig, 

8 e) whirh occur on throe vessels. One dipper (Fig, 10 0) is the only 

vessel in the entire collection which exhibits intcrnallv barbed scrolls 

or "bat wings", Frets with barbed sides or ends (Fin, f? b, c, £; 9 J35 

10 1) occur on 13 vessels. They frequently have ? "Y" shaped base (Fin. 

9 jl). Stepped squares (Fig. 8 a; 9 e) are found on four vessels. 

Other motifs composed of interlocked solid anri hatched units which occur 

on from one to three vessels are the following: frets with stepped ends 

(Fig. 9 ,£)» combination barbed scrolls and frets (Fig. 8 d), barbed zig

zag lines (Fig. 10 a), double terraces (Fig. 9 f,» h)5 opposed half 

terraces (Fig. 9 b; 10 c), and half terraces with barbed appendages (Fig. 

9 i). Panel dividers of vertical parallel hatching in conjunction with 

motifs of this type occur on only one vessel (Fig. 8 b). 

Primary motifs consisting of alternating solid and hatched bands 

or panels which are not interlocked occur on five vessels plus one jar 

neck and one jar body. Motifs of this form have simple straight edges 

and are not interlocked with each other, but are nevertheless opposed 

solid and hatched units. Composition alternates, a hatched band or panel 

is opposed by a hatchcd band or panel, and either may contain negative 

filler motifs. Bands or panels with the following composition occur: 

parallel hatched (Fig. 10 e-ji); bands of zigzag hatching and solid 
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bands (Fig. 10 jg); hatched band .with negative chevrons (Fig. 9 c); solid 

band with negative diamonds (Fig. 9 Si 10 £j); solid panel with negative 

fret (Fin. 10 jj); solid panel with negative zigzag (Fig. 10 £); and solid 

band with negative parallelograms (Fig. 10 n). In one instance these 

alternating panels are actually parts of large rim pendant triangles 

(Fig. 10 n). 

Primary motifs composed of only hatched units occur on one jar 

(Fig. 10 b), and on one jar body (Fig. 10 f). 

Solid primary motifs with no hatched units occur on the dipper 

handle (Fi^. 10 0) and one jar neck and consist of rectilinear frets. 

Filler motifs are the dot in a negative circle (Fig. 8 j) which 
I 

appears on five vessels, pendant dots which appear on two vessels, the 

solid diamond with external corner triangles (Fig. S g) which appears in 

the center of one bowl, the diamond checkerboard (Fig. 9 £), dot in a 

negative diamond and stippling in a negative diamond (Fig. 10 m)f bar 

and dot grid (Fig. 10 .cj) solid triangular frets, the negative dot, and a 

solid "grasshopper figure1' (Fig. 10 m) in the center of a bowl. These 

Latter filler motifs appear only on one vessel each. 

Several motifs which were not found in this sample appear on 

illustrated Wingate Black-on-red vessels. A six pointed star with an 

open or dotted center is illustrated by Roberts (1931, PI. 16; 1932, PI. 

35» £) and by Martin and Willis (19^0, PI. 95, 5). Roberts (1932, PI. 36, 

a, £i Fig. *7, a) illustrates also a solid and a hatched "S" scroll with

out supporting decoration in the center of a bowl, some "sash ends" pen

dant from a checkerboard band, and a quadruped in the center of a bowl. 



Dowl exteriors are not usually decorated, however, one bowl 

(Fin. 9 b) exhibits a continuous band of non-interlocked pendant scrolls 

on the exterior side wall. This is done in slip paint and shows a back

ground of roughened slip paint of appro :d mat el y the same color of red. 

Roberts (1932, Fin. 31) illustrates some small, narrow line, unit motifs 

consisting of a single spiral, triangle, concentric circles, hourglass 

figure, fret, or angled line from cjrteriors of black-on-red bowls. He 

likens these to ownership marks. One bowl in this collection exhibits 

such units (Fig. 9 

Hatching: Diagonal hatching is found on Ul of the 50 vessels. 

This type of hatching is particularly adapted to the barbed motifs common 

in Wingate Black-on-red, but it also occurs on motifs with uncomplicated 

edges. Parallel hatching in which the hatching lines parallel their 

framing lines is found on nine of the vessels and is usually xiscd on 

motifs without complicated edges. Only one vessel, the canteen, ex

hibits zigrarj hatching. 
* 

Bandinn lines t None of the vessels with central figured motifs 

have a banding line around the rim of the bowl, or the base of the jar. 

The upper bandinn line is also absent on three bowls with banded layouts. 

No vessels with a double banding line were found in this collection, al

though Martin and Y/illis (19^0, PI. 92, 6; PI. 93» 1) illustrate two 

bowls with double framing lines. On one of these the framing line shows 

a break. These bowls may, however, be St. Johns Black-on-red. 

Line and motif width: Framing lines are the same size as the 

hatching lines. The range is from 1 mm. to 2 mm. although most are 

closest to 1 mm. The uncomplicated portions of solid linear motifs 



range fror. 3 to 0 jr>m., and average 5 mm. The uncomplicated portions of 

hatched motifs range from 10 to 25 mm., and average IS mm. 

Patterns; Five patterns are foundr (1) central figures with 

two or four complicated corner appendages which interlock with units 

pendant from the rim; (2) running concentric patterns in which solid 

bands with negative design units alternate with hatched bands; (3) sec

tioned patterns wherein the panel alternates with the panel divider two 

to si:' times; (h) running continuous patterns wherein the same motif is 

usually repeated four times; (£) half banded pendant patterns wherein 

the motifs are pendant from the rim and form a negative star of the back

ground. Host patterns are continuous ard are formed by repeating the 

same motif. 

Style: Wingate Black-on-red is decorated predominately in Wingate 

style (See Introduction). The stylistic attributes when correlated with 

the surface finish and color serve to differentiate Wingate Black-on-red. 

Artistry? Designs are symmetrical although there seems to have 

been little effort on the part of the potter to make repeated motifs ex

actly uniform in size. Small filler motifs are sometimes inconsistent in 

their appearance also. Hatching lines do not usually extend beyond their 

framing lines, and line work is generally good. The poorly smoothed 

surface of many vessels detracts from their appearance. Complicated 

solid design units were first outlined with a narrow line and then filled 

in. In treatment the design is elaborate and exuberant in that .motifs 

are closely massed and intricately interlocked. However, the treatment 

is bolder than in St, Johns Polychrome primarily because the motifs are 

larger and fewer of them are repeated to form the design, although there 
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is overlap in this between the two types. The picture is one of wide 

units composed of fine line hatching balanced and interlocked with 

medium width solid units. Hatching covers a far greater area than do 

solids in most instances. 

Style; Wingato Black-on-red is docorsted predominately in 

Winqate stylo (Sec Introduction). The stylistic attributes v/hen corre

lated with the surface finish find color servo to differentiate Wingate 

Black-on-red from'St. Johns Black-on-red. The creator repetition of 

notifs and the snaller sire of the hatched units which occur on some 

vessels (Cf. Fin. 9 _d, rj, h) appear to be transitional to St. Johns 

style and to St. Johns Black-on-red and St, Johns Polychrome pottery 

types. The occasional use of parallel hatched panel dividers (Fig. 8 b; 

9 e-rj) and t1-" type of niter nation involved are essentially Puerco style 

and these vessels are transitional between the two types. 

Other Features 

Rim notchinn; The dipper (Fig. 10 o) shews four opposed notches 

in the ri.ni. They ore not carefully made, but supnest that they are in

tentional. This dipper is from east of Greer, Arizona, near I-!t, Baldy. 

Spatial Distribution 

The distribution of Vfinnate Black-on-red is shown in Figure 7« 

Tt is almost the same as that for Puerco Black-on-ref', but has beer. 

found a little more widely in every direction o?:cept north. Roughly the 

distribution is from Mesa Verde on the north, east to approximately the 

junction of the San Jose and the Rio Puerco, south to the Mori can border, 

and west to ''upatki National Monument. The Gilo Pueblo survey records 



°02 sites vr'thjn thi r area containiro Y/irgate Dlarh-on-rer'. T-e noro 

rrra 1 $ the same as for Fv. ovee Black-on-i*od vi th the r or tor in the Ci bo la 

ronton, Vt'ithin • the cor^ area there aro "7 recordc' sites with this type, 

md the greatest' concentration of t^eso is within sr. area about 20O ^ 

in any ^i""octior» r•' vh-Te .the Pr•••T.O Hi vgr c.">*r> rises the Ari~ona-'VT"v.' Mexico 

border. The frequency is much higher to the north of th<- •--'•••e area than 

to the south, Tt is relatively common at Chaco and A"Vc National Monu

ments. The distribution is very thin vest of th" Mttl r> Colorado R'5 v°r 

and south of the Gjla River. 

Temporal Distribution 

Various tree-ring dates have beer, published for sites which con

tain Wingate Black-on-red. These rnnrje from about A.D. <n<50, which is 

not a bark date, however (Gladwin 19&5* 75) t to nuieh Inter (Smiley, Stubbs, 

n->d Ranni stor 1953)* Those dates which appear to be most significant pro 

a bark date of A.D, 10&7 obtained by Y/endorf (1056: 193) from a structure 

at LA 2505 at the southern end of the Chaco drainage which contained small 

amounts of Winnate Blaclr-on-rod, and bark dates centering at A.D. 1123 

and 1118 obtained by Wasley (personal communication) at Ariz. K:12:6 and 

K:12f5 along the Puerco River near Lupton, Arizona. These sites contained 

Wingate Black-on-rod, but in very limited quantities. Ari^. K;l?:5 also 

yielded re-used beams with dates of approximately 100 years earlier. 

These data suggest that Wingate Black-on-red was being node as early as 

A.D. 10^7, but did not appear in quantity until after A.D. 112?. A date 

of about A.D. 1200 can be given for the upper end of Wingate Black-on-red, 

based on the appearance in quantity of St. Johns Black-on-red and St. 

Johns Polychrome. 
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Fig. 7. The Distribution of Wingate Black-on-red. 

Solid line - Area of greatest concentration 

Broken line - Limit of distribution 
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Di scussion 

The original type description of Win^ate Black-on-red by C-ladwin 

defined it on the basis of a maroon color. This scons to me to he true 

only for some of those specimens which are worn or weathered and which 

appears closest to 10R h/f- on the "iunsell Soil Color Chart. North Plains 

Black-on-red was defined as a type partly in order to classify sherds 

with a less nnroon. color. T could find no corrcl atio^ between a less 

maroon co.Tor and - tnzzyn.rss of the edfjes of painted motifs as vas used by 
T 

the authors of this tyne (Olson and Was! ey 1956s '0°), and Olson (195°* 

\?,h) 'ins since cast doubt on its value. Hi ttor+1 s (195? t &0ft-9) de

scription of North Plains Black--on-red is not 1 isted as a synonym for 

V/innatc Blaek-on-red as it is very difficult to tell fro-t the uni 1 lustrnt-

ed short description how it cor.narcs with Wi nnatr Block-on-rod. Nor ?**. 

I sure that Dittert and Olson and V.'asley have been us inn this type name 

for the SEGC thinn. ^ ttcrt (1950' to0~9) lists North. Plains Black-on-

red as a type belonging to the Kov.i ra phase in f,ie Aco-,n area which dates 

fro?-; A.P. i?00 to 1 too, V/aslcy <lorrn: .???) li its North Plains Black-on-

red as an intvi-si.vc type in Cor ami c Period E at Cerro Colorado wi +h date? 

of A,P. 1.000 to I100, This temporal spa^ of A.D, 1000 to I'.'OO does not 

seem lively. 

The type specimens illustrated by Gladwin (19^5, PI. to) do not 

cone from the Wingate phase sites on which he was reporting, although 

this is never brought out in his te::t. 

Differentiatinn Wingate Black-on-red from St. Johfts Black-on-red 

is in some instances difficult. Many of the vessels illustrated by Martin 



FIOTTRE ?, Wingate Black-on-rcct bowls. 

a. GP-02089. Tusayan 16:3. 10R 5/6. 

b. GP-O?03O. Ft. Defiance 15:5. 10R k/6m 

c. GP-02^06. St. Johns h:\. 10R 5/6. 

jj. GP-03269. St. Johns 11:1. 10R 2/6. 

j. GP-02&01. St. Johns fttl. 10R it/6. 

JT. GP-01092. Tusayan 16:1. 10R 5/6. 

ASM A-20150. Point of Pines, Ariz. V/:10!?o. 10R fc/6. 

h. GP-03270. St. Johns 11:1. 10R 5/6. 

i. GP-51603. New Mexico 10? h/6. 

Diameter et _g: 3^.3 cm. 





FIGURE 9. Wingate Black-on-red bowls. 

S. GP-03l6k. St, Johns 10:1, 10R 5/6. 

b. GP-01090. Tusayan 16:1. 10R h/6, 

5. GP-OIS72. St. Johns 7:1 10R 5/6. 

jJ. ASM A-18280. Point of Pines, Ariz. W: 10:78. 10R 

Si. GP-02539. St. Johns h:l. 10R 5/6. 

AF 2660. Provenience unknown. 10R h/6. 

jl. GP-0271?. Ft. Defiance 15:5. 10R 5/6. 

Jj. ASM 203̂ 5. Near Demi no, New Mexico. 10R 5/6. 

i. GP-51^96. New Mexico Fsll'.:1, burial 50. 10R h/6. 

Diameter of 30.8 en. 
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FIGURE 10. Winnate Black-on-red bowls, jars, and dipper. 

a. AF 2659. Provenience unknown. 7«5R ft/6. 

b. MMA 1/10. Vabrc collection, ^rovenicnco unknown. lOR ft/6. 

c. GP-Olft90. St. Johns 6:1. 10R ft/6. 

d- MNA lftzS/Al •
 

CO 

near Lupton, No;/ Mexico. 10R ft/8. 

GP-02157. Ft. Defiance 13:1. 10R 5/6. 

1 - GP-0?ft8l. St. Johns Jul. 10R 5/6. 

n. gp-01?ft-9. St. Johns 7'2. 10R ft/6. 

h. AF 2662. Provenience unknown. Han riles oround clown. ion ft/6. 

i. ?-!NA 23/255. Xaycnti. 10x1 5/?. 

' gp-01097. Tus ayan l6;i. 10R 5/6. 

k. GP-02373. , St. Johns ft:1. 10R ft/6. 

1 .  GP-02ft70. St. Johns ft:1. 10R 5/6. 

2« GP-02117. Ft. Defiance 13:1. 10R 5/6. 

n. gp-01053. Ft. Defiance I3:ft. 7.5R ft/6. 

< 1 - ASH 2"1 . near Greer, Arizona. 10R ft/6. 

P. ASf-: A- T 501c 
fill. 

Point of Pinei, Ariz. W:10!].ll, nithouse 3, floor 

Diameter of j? 1 8 .  2  cm. 
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and Willis (19^0) fall in this category. Only those illustrated in 

Plates 89, 5; 90, 3; 91, 1; 92, 1-3, 5 - 7; 93, 1 - 3, 6; yh, 2,9, H; 

95, 1,3- 5; and 96, 1 --6 would I unhesitatingly classify as Wingate 

Black-on-red on the basis of design. 

Summary Description 

Wingate 31ack-on-red pots are slinped rrd on tho interior and ex

terior of bowls, and on the exterior of jars. Tic paste is light colored 

with sherd temper. The most typical shapes are bowls with rounder] bases 

and walls which either incurve gently at the rim', or become vertical just 

below the rim, and pitchers with either long or medium length necks. 

Decoration goes to the rim and may either cover tho whole interior on 

bov/ls, or leave the center open. Motifs are composed of either inter

locked solid and hatched units or alternating solid and hatched bands or 

panels. Hatching lines are the same width as framing lines. The most 

common motifs are /scrolls and frets which usually have barbed edges or 

appendages. The area of most common occurrence is the Cibola region in 

western New Mexico which centers at the Puerco Rivor. The time range is 

A.D. 1050 - 1200 with the greatest frequency after A,D, 3100. 

WINGATE POLYCHROME 

History 

Named by: New description. The name was previously used by 

Mera (193^), and at the Second Southwestern Ceramic Seminar (1959). 

Svnonvms: Houck Polj'ehrome, Querino Polychrome (Colton and 

Hargrave 1937s 121; Hawley 1950s Martin and Willis 19^0: 102; Olson 



and Wasley: 1956); Querino Polychrome Rinaldo (1959*'20&); Little 

Colorado type (Roberts 1932:111); Houck varo (Roberts 1032:112); St. 

Johns Polychrome, in part (Kidder 193^: 355). it seems likely that some 

sherds and vessels classified os Springerville -Polychrome (Martin, 

Rinaldo, Barter 1957: 9?>, 102; Danson (1957' 93) belong to this type. 

Prevlotis descriptions: See synonyms, 

Tvt>e site: Village of the Great Kivas, Zuni Reservation, New 

Mexico. 

Basis of present description: Analysis of 2 2  whole or restorable 

vessels in the collections of the Arizona State Museum, and the South

west Archcological Center; reference to previous descriptions where 

specified; distribution based on Gila Pueblo survey. 

Techno Iony 

Construction: Coiling followed by scraping. 

Paste; The paste is light colored and ranges from light brown to 

orangish buff to light gray or white. Inclusions are white, red, buff, 

or black angular fragments of which some, if not all, are sherds; rounded 

quartz grains are also present. A carbon streak is sometimes present. 

Wall thickness: 5 to 7 ram., usually 6 mn. 

Paint: The black paint is either thin brown or black. It looks 

like an organic and mineral combination and is sunk into the slin, Colton 

and Harnrave (1937s 122) report copper, iron-carbon, and manganese. The 

white paint is presumably kaolin. 

Application of naint: The manner in which the various slip colors 

are applied to bowl exteriors is describod under surfacfe finish. On the 
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bowl interiors on which white paint outlines black motifs, the white 

paint was applied after the black paint. 

Surface finish: Bowl interiors are slipped with a thick red slip. 

Roberts (1932s 111) reports that occasionally a circular area in the 

botton of bowls was left without a slip; none in this collection show 

this feature, however. Bowl exteriors are treated in any of the follow-

¥ 

inn voysJ (1) there is no overall exterior slip, but designs are put on 

in red slip paint directly over the smoothed white or orrmqe-brown oaste 

with which the designs contrast, and are polished over following the de

sign - h bowls:(2) the same as #1, but in addition the areas between por

tion? of the red slip design are covered over with white or buff slip 

paint, which is applied after the red, and both are polished following 

the design - 11 bowls; and (3) the entire exterior is slipped white or 

buff and designs in red slip paint are applied over this and polished 

following the design - 6 bowls. 

The one jar in this co37 cation is slipped red on the neck in

terior and on the exterior except for the bottom which is unslipped, 

Roberts (1?3.?, PI. 27, c) illustrates a iar with a light colored slip 

applied first, then decorated in black, then decorated in red. 

Bowl interiors and jar exteriors are smoothed and polished, but 

remain uneven and bumpy in many instances. Polishing marks are visible 

except on weathered or worn specimens v/here the soft slip has worn off, 

k small amount of crazing is soraetincr nresent. Small or larne fire 

clouds are common on exteriors. 

Slip color: The red slip color is 1'unsell 10R 5/6, 11 vessels; 

10R h/6, 3 vessels; 7. 5R 5/6, 1 vessel; 2.5 YR k/h, 1 vessel; 2.5 YR 5/6, 
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6 vessels. In common language the color is either red or orange or in 

between. The whitish slip color is either v/hite or cream. Specimens 

are illustrated in color by Roberts (1932, PI. 27, i*-c» PI. 31, a-j£); 

Judd (19!&: 5^); and Hough (1.903, PI. 36, feS, lt9). 

Shapes 

Devist All bowls have rounded bases. There are four shapes 

present on the basis of denth-diarieter ratio and wall form; (1) medium 

depth with walls that incurve at the rim - lh vessels; diameter 20.0 cm. -

30.6 cm.; height 9.1 ~ 15.2 cm.; incurvature 1 - 'l nun.; (2) deep with 

walls that incurve at the rim - 2 vessels; diameter 21.0 - 29.1 cm.; 

hfeight 11.6 - lit. 6 cm.; incurvature 2 - 7  nun.; (3) medium depth with walls 

tha t  b e c o m e  v e r t i c a l  j u s t  b e l o w  t h e  r i m  -  k  v e s s e l s :  d i a m e t e r  1 9 . 2  -  26 . 2  

cm.; heinht 9.0 - ll.lt cm.; and (It) medium depth with flaring sides - 1 

vessel; diameter 20.0 cm.; hoinht ",k cm. Bowl rims are rounded to 

slightly flattened self rims, 11 examples; flattened or rounded internal 

bevel and external lip, It examples; internal rounded bevel and no lip, 5 

examples; flat self rim with slight internal thickening, 1 example. 

Jarsi The jar illustrated by Roberts (1932, PI. 27, c) has a 

rounded body and shoulders, a short neck, and no handle. Hie one .jar in 

this collection (Fig. 12 jg) has a medium length neck, medium rounded 

shoulders, and a rounded body and base; diameter lft.0 cm.; height 13.0 

cm.; it formerly had a handle which is missing. 

Dippers; Roberts (1932, Fig. 32) illustrates four dippers of 

this type. They are of the bowl and tubular handle form. 



Painted Decoration 

Pi olds o£ decoration: The fields of decoration are bowl in

teriors, bowl exterior.*5, and jar exteriors. One bov/1 bears rim ticking. 

Focus of docoratjon: .All of the bowls in this sample show a 

side wall focus of decoration. Kowcvnr, the bowl from Pueblo del Arroyo 

illustrated by Judd (lpfJO* P1 • has the whole interior Titilizod. This 

is expectable in thin type. 

Layouts: Lcu-outs found on bnvl inter* ors ar.fl iar r rtcriors arc 

quant 1 fiod 7n Table h, layouts found on bowl er+eriors are quantifj ed in 

Table 5. Th« ? rterior layouts are self-explanatory. The bowl extorior 

layouts are unique in that the Cotton'of the bov/1 ir- sometimes dc-cora 

The layout rmy involve a solid white circular or star-shaped are * ;-«--;tcr-

inn on the bottom, of the bov/1, or a solid band of white encirclen7 the 

bowl somewhat below the rim, or both those features nay be present, Tn 

addition, motifs In rod ray appear on either of thTn areas. Another 

variation is to leave the entire exterior linht colored as a backnround 

for red inotifs arranged in a banded or half bonded layout .ju.^t br^low the 

rim. Some of these have additional encircli.ro solid hands-on the bottom 

of the bowl. Hounh (1903» PI. &0) illustrates a bowl wherein the design 

covers almost all the sides one- bottom. Another variation is to slip the 

entire exterior white and place unit designs on the sides belov/ the rim. 

The last main variation is simply to quarter the exterior by bands run

ning across the bottom. 

Color patterns: The following color patterns are found on bowls: 

(1) black-on-red interior with a red-and-white, cream of buff-orange ex

terior, 18 examples; (2) black-and-white-on-red interior with a red-
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TABLE h 

LAYOUTS C/ '71 KG ATE POLYCTTRCME BO VH, 
INTERIORS AND JAR EXTFP.TORS 

LAYOUT 

Unsectioneri band 

Vertically sectioned band 

Multiple concentric bands 

Vertically sectioned 

Central figured, open center 

Him tickinp 

FIELD 

Bowls Jars 

1 

1 

Mock 

Walls and Dody 

13 

h 



TABLE ? 

IAYOUTS CM WTNGATE POT.YCKROT'E BOWL INTERIORS 

FOOTS OF DECORATION 

LAYOUT 

Walls S-. 

Walls Bottoms Bo t torn s 

Solid white encircling band 2 

Solid white circular area 3. 

White bottom with rod der:n nn 2 

Solid white star 1 

Bed unit designs on white background 2 

Solid white encircling band and 

white circular area 1 

Red and white encirclinn band 1 

Rod and vhite encirclinn band and 

red and white circular area 5 

Hirn band with pendant units j? 

Quartered 1 



arid-white, crcnro or buff exterior, 2 examples; and (3) black-on-red in

terior with a black-on-red and white exterior, 1 example. The latter 

category is for the one bowl which shows a small unit design in black 

(Fin. 12 b) comparable to the ownership marks in Wingate Black-on-red. 

Motifs: Common primary motifs on bowl interiors which arc com

posed of interlocked solid and hatched units are the following: barbed 

scrolls (Fig. 12 .e), double terraces (Fig. 1^ b, c, _n), and barbed 

frets v/ith or without "YM bases (Fin. 12 .a, e.; 13 f). These motifs 

occur on from three to si:-: vessels each. Motifs composed of interlocked 

solid and hatched units which are exhibited on one or two vessels are 

the following! combination double torraco and barbed scroll (Fig. 13 c)f 

stepped squares (Fig, 13 d), opposed half terraces (Fig. 13 h,), and saw

tooth bands (Fig. 12 i), Eighteen bowls exhibit primary motifs composed 

on interlocked solid and hatched units. The only panel divider used in 

conjunction with then- is a negative one (Fig. 13 f.)« 

Two bowls and one jar exhibit alternating non-interlocked solid 

and hatched bands or panels (Fig. 12 c, .2; 13 a), Panels of interlocked 

solid and hatched frets with stepped ends alternating with a hatched 

gridwork v/ith solid and negative filler motifs occur on one bowl (Fig. 

12 jh). 

Trie only vessel which does not exhibit any hatched units is a 

bowl (Fig. 12 b) with checkerboards alternating v/ith nanels of solid and 

negative rectangles. 

The following filler motifs each occur on one vessel! band of 

dots (Fig. 12 i,), solid diamond with corner triangles (Fig, 13 b), tri

angle checkerboard within a diamond (Fig. 13 .c), negative cross within a 
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diamond (Fig. 13 c), dot in a negative circle or square (Fir. 12 .d; 1? fj), 

negative stopped unit,-5 (Fin. • 12 h), a diamond containing solid rectangles 

with negative parallelograms alternating with parallel hatched rec

tangles (Fin. 13 jg), and small half terraces with open center (Fin. 13 a). 

The «!ost common motif on bowl exterior3 is an uncojrpl.i oated solid 

band on the walls 01* a white circular area on the bottom, or botli (Fin. 

12 c-h; 13 c). These occur on nine vessels. Other ~ietifs which appear 

on one to three vessels are the following hands (Fin. 13 a, b), bird 

feet (Fig. 1? d), plain or stopped frets (Fig. 1? a, 13 c, f), scrolls 

Fig. 13 .d, j stopped squares opposed by quarter terraces, a solid white 

star centered on the bottom of the bowl, and a solid crosr on the bottom 

of a bowl (Fin, 12. b). 

Hatchinc; Hatching is either diagonal hatching as in Wingate 

Black-on-red, parallel hatching or. in Fuerco B1nek-on-red and St. Johns 

Polychronc, or n mixture of both. Or one bowl there 1s no hatching, and 

or» another there in cross-hatching in con.ivnotion with diagonal hatching. 

EigM "cssels show di agonal hatching only, si- show mixed, and six show 

parallel, 

Panding lines: Handing lines r.re narrow and are the same width 

n- hatching lines on If? vessels. 0:m howl shows a mcdiur. width tinner 

banking line with pendant dots, and another shows a unner sawtooth edge 

banding line. On two bowl - there is no upper banding line, and on one 

bowl there in no lover banding line which leader " negative star rather 

than a circle in the bo-.•! canter, Martin and V-'lli r; (10^-0, PI. 102, 2) 

illustrate a vessel vith a double banding line In which then" is a line 

break. 



Lino and motif widtft: Framing and hatching lines range from 3 

t" *» mm. t and are usually 1 mm. Uncomplicated portions of hatched motifs 

range from 8 to 22 ran. , anrl are alv/ays broader than tboir solid segment. 

In this respect thoy an«<»ar either very wide as in Wingate Blnclc-on-red, 

or of medium width as in St. Johns Polychrome, Uncomplicated portions 

of solid motifs nvorane 5 nn, in width. Exterior motifs are usually very 

wide and range 'rom 17 to 20 mm. on intricate motifs to 50 mm. on solid 

bands. 

Patterns; Four patterns are found on bovl interiors and jar ex

teriors! (1) central figures with four complicated corner appendages 

which interlock with units pendant fron the rim; (2) running concentric 

bands in which solid bands with negative designs alternate with bands of 

concentric hatching; (3) runnir>" continuous patterns wherein the motifs 

are repeated four to nine ti^es; and (^) sectioned patterns in which 

motifs of the same composition alternate with panel dividers, or in which 

motifs with different composition alternate with each other. Patterns on 

bowl exteriors are formed of either repeated unit motifs, repeated pen

dant motifs, continuous motifs, or alternating pendant and unit motifs. 

Artistry; Line work and execution of the design are generally 

mediocre as in V/irgate Black-on-red and the two St. Johns types, although 

the design on a few vessels is extremely well executed (Cf. Fig. 13 _tj). 

Repeated motifs are not exactly uniform in size, and sometimes small 

filler motifs vary erratically in their appearance. Complicated solid 

motifs were outlined first and then filled in. With the exception of 

those vessels which exhibit interior treatment like Puerco Black-on-red, 

the motifs are closely massed and intricately interlocked. 
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Stylo: The style of interior decoration is either V/incate style,. 

Puerco style, or St. Johns style. These styles are described in the Intro

duction. The occurrence of exterior decoration sets this type off from 

Winnate Black-on-red and Puerco Dlack-on-red, and the manner in which it 

is c::ecuted and the greater v/idth of the motifs set it off from St. Johns ' 

Polychrome. The styles relate it to all three. 

Other Features 

Rin notching * One bowl from Tusayan 16:3 exhibits four poorly 

rnnde, opposed rin notches (Fie. 13 h). I cannot be certain that those 

were intentionally made. 

Spatial Distribution 

The distribution is roughly the nane as for Wingate Black-on-red 

and Puerco BlacV.-on-red. The type occurs from slightly north of Mesa 

Verde, vest to Holbrook, and south to ,iust belo'v; the Gila River. One 

site east of the Pvio Grande contained a sherd of this typo. The type 

occurs in 83 sites in the Gila Pueblo archaeological survey of this area. 

The center of distribution is the Puerco River and its vicinity as is 

outlined in Figure 11. Thirty-three sites within this area contain the 

type. It is not as strongly represented either in total or in any single 

site as the preceding Black-on-red types which suggests that it was either 

made in lesser quantity or occupied a shorter time span, or both. Sites 

containing it are more concentrated north of the core area than in any 

other direction which along v/ith the center indicate its close relation

ship to Wingate Black-on-red and Puerco Black-on-red. 



Fig. 11. The Distribution of Wingate Polychrome. 

Solid line - Area of greatest concentration 

Broken line - Limit of distribution 



Temporal. Distribution 

The dating of Vingate Polychrome is largely deperdent. on the 

datinn of either the Village of the Great T'ivas (Roberts 1932) or the 

Turkey Creek ruin (Aria. W:10:7§) at Point of Pinos. The Village of the 

Great Kivas is the one well excavated site within the corc area of the 

distribution of Y/ingate Black-on-red, Puerco Black-on-red, and Wingatc 

Polychrome where these three types have been found in relative abundance 

and in which St. Johns Polychrome is either absent or of very minor 

occurrence. The associations at this site (Roberts 1?32, Appendir) in

dicate that the three former types are contemporaneous, at least in part, 

nnr1 that they are also • contemporaneous with Puerco Black-on-white, 

Gallup-Chaco Black-on-white, and Reserve Black-on-white. The tree-ring 

date for this site of A.D, 1015 ± 15 years is not a bark date and seems 

too early for dating this pottery complex. Kidder (1936: 355) has pre

viously questioned this date on the basis that St. Johns Polychrome is 

present at the site; however, Kidder included what is defined in this 

study as V,'innate Polychrome within St. Johns Polychrome. There is 

little in Robert*s description to suggest that either St. Johns Poly

chrome or St. Johns Black-on-red as defined here is present at the 

Village of the Great Kivas. The illustrated polychrome specimens are 

all Wingate Polychrome, Some: of them exhibit St. Johns style of decora

tion on the interior, but this is logical as St. Johns Polychrome appears 

to be a gradual lineal outgrowth of V/ingate Polychrome. I would still 

question the date, but not on this basis. The complex of black-on-white 

pottery suggests a date of A.D. 1100 to 1200. 
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At the Turkey Creek ruin at Point of Pine# Win gate Black-on-red, 

Pueroo Black-on-red, and Wingate Polychrome all occur in relative ebon-

dance, and St* Johns Black-on-red and St* Johns Polychrome in lesser 

amounts Judging from the number of whole vessels present* these types 

vera imported into the Point of Pines area. The material from the Tur

key Creek site has not been analysed end described completely yet, but 

the field work indicated a stratigraphic separation of St. Johns Poly

chrome from these other types in which it appeared later. There ere un

fortunately no trearing dates for this important site, but it has been 

assigned to the Reserve and Itilarosa phases at Point of Pines* Pre

dating TUrkey Creek at Point of Pines is the Nantack Village (Aria. 

Wi10i111) which oontained both Nantack phase components and Reserve-TUla-

rosa phase oomponents and which contained small amounts of Pueroo Black-

on-red and Wingate Black-on-red (Breternitz 1959* 31) in what might be 

described as transitional Nantack-Reserve phase associations* 

At Oallo Pueblo (Nev Mexico Fsliltl) a whole vessel of Pueroo 

Black-on-red (Fig* two vessels of Wingate Black-on-red (Fig. & 

9 D» and one vessel of Wingate Polychrome (Fig. 12 j&) were found aaso-

ciated with burial 50* Stylistically, the Pueroo Black-on-red vessel is 

late, the Wingate Black-on-red vessels are typical, and the Wingate Poly

chrome vessel is early* The site is assigned by Barter (Martin, Rlnaldo, 

and Barter 1957*123)to the Reserve-Tularosa phase with a time span of 

roughly A*D* 1100 to 1125* 

Topological data suggest that Wingate Polychrome is an outgrowth 

of Wingate Black-on-red and Pueroo Blaek-on-red, and neither of the 

latter can be dwonstrated to have been in existence prior to A*D* 1050, 
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or to have become common until after A,D. 1100. I would suggest that 

Wingate Polychrome is most common between A.D. 1125 and 1?C0 with some 

leeway in both directions. 

Discussion 

Some objections may be raised as to the utility of combining 

vessels with this amount of variation into one pottery type. The vessels 

could legitimately be grouped into several types on the basis of varia

tions in one or another attribute, but it would be meaningless in the 

present state of our knowledge to do so, and it would be very difficult 

to recognize the variations in sherd form. Previous definitions for 

Houck and Querino which nrc types which have been combined to form this 

one are inadequate and inconsistent. Colton and Hargrave (1037:121-2) 

distinguish Houck frcn Querino on the basis of absence of an exterior 

slip on bowls for the former and presence of a white exterior slip for 

the latter. Hawley (1950: 50). gives a white exterior slip for both and 

differentiates them by presence of white outlining on interiors for 

Querino and absence of this attribute for Houck. In this description 

all of these attributes occur as well as several others. Bowl exteriors 

may either be unslipped with broad red design units, unslipped with 

broad red design units applied directly over the paste and then the re

maining area covered over with white white slip paint, or the whole 

bowl exterior may be slipped white and then red designs in slip paint 

applied over this. Distinguishing these variations from each other 

when vessels are in sherd form is not easy, particularly when the un

slipped paste is white and has been polished over so that it looks like 
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a slip. These attributes are probably dovelopmentally related to one 

another in the following sequence from early to late: (1) roil designs 

on unslipned paste; (2^ red and whifr designs on unslipped paste; and 

(3) white slip with designs over it. There is actually some strati-

graphic evidence that red designs on unslipped naste arc the earliest 

(Roberts 1932: 11?), This whole development appears to indicate a tine 

of experimentation with the decorative possibilities inherent in a rod 

slip cover in" r> white or light paste and account- for the emergence of 

polychrore -*n this area. This development may have been stiru Intel, 

however| by nolychrome trade wares which utilised the same method of 

producing a .polychrome and which cane into ejdLstcnce earlier in the 

Kayenta aren. The result of the experimentation was St. Johns Poly

chrome which hears white exterior motifs on an overall red slip. 

Colton and T-Iargrave (1937? 121-122) grouped Houclc and Querino 

as later than St. Tohns Polychrome, possibly thinking that they formed 

a good developmental link between St. .John?; Polychrome and the later 

black-and-white-on-red types such C3 Kwakina Polychrome and Pinnawa 

Polychrome. It has since been clearly shown by excavations at Point 

of Pine?:, and by Olson and Wasley (lp,56: 30ft-) that these types predate 

St. Johns Polychrome. This is also implied in Roberts work at the 

Village of the Great I'ivas. Rinaldo (1959* 108) is still using Querino 

as post St. Johns Polychrome. Part of this problem is that some sherds 

of what T would classify as Pinedale Polychrome exhibit interior deco

ration in black glaze paint and exterior decoration in red slip paint 

contrasted to the unslipped paste and sometimes in addition bear black 

painted designs on the exterior. This variation in Pinedale Polychrome 



is rare and is know only frcn . sherds. Rinaldo (10<j1, Fin. *>5) has 

recently reported this "Houck" type of exterior decoration on a few 

sherds of Kwakina Polychrome also. These fev/ examples may either indi

cate a later persistence of this method of forming a polychrome into 

the nlaze paint horizon, or a later re-emergencc of this rather simple 

method of forming a polychrome through what Rands (19^1: 331) calls 

"the potter's wish to create something slightly different while remain

ing within the technico-stylistic bounds of a tradition." This method 

is not unknovm on late St. Johns Polychrome bowls except that it is 

used on bowl interiors (Fig. IS h) and not on bowl exteriors. In short 

the method of forming a polychrome on bowl exteriors by contrasting red 

slip paint with the unslipped surface appears both early in the earliest 

formr of WLngate Polychrome and later on Pincdale and Kwakina Polychromes, 

but in the present state of our knowledge appears to be lacking in the 

middle on St. Johns Polychrome. This is responsible for the highly 

varied tine placement, of types referred to as Houck and Querino poly

chrome. 

If there were a systematic correlation between treatment of the 

exterior slip, color, or interior design I would suggest separating 

Vingate Polychrome into several types, but thi.~ is not possible with 

this sample. As many as five types could be distinguished using various 

correlations on these ?.?. vessels. It appears infinitely more practicable 

to no to lump them all together, and infer that this was a time of ex

perimentation in polychrome which resulted in the standardized procedure 

of placing white motifs on a complete exterior red slip found on St. 

Johns Polychrome. 
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The name "V/ingate Polychrome" was chosen because of the close 

distributional and stylistic relationships with Wingate Black-on-red 

and because of its early appearance as a type name for vessels with 

this decoration (Mera 193?0. 

Summary Description 

Wingato Polychrome pots are slipped red (or orange) on the in

teriors of bowls and red and white on the exteriors of .jars. Bowl ex

teriors exhibit either ar. overall white exterior slip bearing broad red 

motifs; contrasting red and vhite areas whereon the red was applied 

first, but with no overall slip of one color; or designs in red slip 

paint placed directly over the light paste with which they contrast. 

This range of exterior treatments is diagnostic for Wingate Polychrome 

and serves to distinguish it from St. Johns Polychror.e which has an 

overall exterior red slip on which are placed white designs. The paste 

is light colored with sherd temper. Bowls are common and jars are very 

rare. Decoration goes to the rim and either covers the whole interior 

of bowls, or leaves the center open. Motifs are composed of either 

interlocked solid and hatched units, alternating solid and hatched bands 

or panels, or alternating solid and negative units. Hatching lines are 

the same width as framing lines. Hatching is either parallel or diagonal, 

or both ma3' appear on the same vessel. The most common interior motifs 

are interlocked solid and hatched barbed frets and scrolls, and double 

terraces. White outlining appears on some interior black motifs, and 

was applied after the black. The area of most common occurrence is the 

Cibola region in western New f'cxico which centers at the Puerco RiVer. 

The time range is A.D. 1125 - 1200. 



FIGURE 12. Early Wingate Polychrome. 

a. GP..0258R, St. Johns &il. 10R 5/6 

b. GP-02365. St. Johns 4-:l. 10R .5/6. 

c. ASM A-1775&-. Point of Pines, Ariz. Wil0t7p» burial 25. 10R 5/6. 

j3. GP-OIO95. Tusayan 16:1. 10R h / 6 .  White uhslipped circle on 

bottom. 

£. GP-51608. New Mexico Fil-'::1, burial 50. 10R 5/6. White 

slipped circle on bottom. 

£. GP-0255it. St. Johns htl. 7.5R 5/6. Buff unslinped circle on 

bottotn. 

a. GP-02^9i. St. Johns hil. 10R ?'/6. White unslinped circle on 

bottom. 

h. ASM A-20136. Po:nt of Pines, Ariz. W:10:7^. 10R 5/6. 

i. GP-O2363. St. Johns Jl:l. 10R h/6. Interior design partially 

restored. 

Diameter of d! 26.2 cm. 





FIGURE 13. l^te Yftnoate Polychrome. 

a. GP-0129&. Tusayan 16:2. 10R 5/6. 

b. GP-02589. St. Johns /HI. 10R 5/6. 

c. GP-O29SI. Tusayan 16t3. 2.5YR 5/6. 

J. ASM 2197^. near Greer, Arizona. 10R 5//). 

e. ASM 3905. Provenience unknown. 2.5YR 5/6. 

f. GP-02555. St. Johns Jisl. 2.5YR 5/6. 

£. GP-017/(-7. Ko lb rook 12:1. 10R 5/6. 

h. GP-03022. Tusayan 16:?. 2.5YE h/6. Interior design par

tially restored. 

Diameter of r}: 30.5 cm. 
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gŝ jsm. BMCK-ag-m 

History 

Named bvt Rinaldo (1959: 20^8). The name was previously used, 

but without detailed description. 

Synonymsi Little Colorado Black-on-red, in part (Hargrave, 1929s 

3); Black-on-orang&-red (Haury 19311 lot); Tularosa Black-on-red (Mera 

193^1 ihi Martin and Willis 19^0t 165); Wingate Black-on-red, in part 

(Martin and Willis 19&0t 165). 

Previous descriptions! Rinaldo (1959: 20fc-8); Martin, Rinaldo, 

Barter (1957* 98); Olson (1959* 118). 

Basis of present descriptiont Analysis of 23 whole or restor-

able vessels in the collections of the Arizona State Museum, the Museum 

of Northern Arizona, and the Southwest Archeological Center; reference to 

previous descriptions where specified; distribution based on the distri

bution of whole vessels in this sample. 

Technology 

Construction: Coiling followed by scraping. 

Pastei White, gray, buff, or pink with white, red, or black angular 

inclusions of which the majority appear to be sherds; rounded quartz grains 

were noted in one vessel. 

Wall thicknessi ft to 7 am., usually 5 or 6 mm. 

Paint1 The black paint is probably an iron carbon mixture. In 

appearance it always has "fuzzy" rather than sharp edges, and is usually 

more brown than black. On two vessels it forms a mat glaze; on the 

remainder it is mat surfaced and is almost flush with the slip surface. 

u 



Surface finiaht Bowl interiors and exteriors, and jar exteriors 

and neck interiors are slipped with a thick orange or red slip* Slipped 

surfaces are generally smooth and polished, and narks made by the polish

ing tool are visible. Bowl exteriors are considerably smoother than in 

Wingate Black-on-red* Bumpy surfaces which were inadequately smoothed 

under the slip are sometimes found, and the slip sometimes shows pitting 

over the inclusions, or the inclusions protrude through the slip. Fire 

clouds are present on exteriors, and some crazing is present. 

Silo colon The slip color is either red or orange or in be-

tween: Munsell 103 5/6, 8 vessels; 10R h/6t 1 vessel; Z.5VR 6/6, 1 

vessel; 2.5TO 5/8, 2 vessels; 2.5YR 5A, 1 vessel; 2.5YH &/6, 1 vessel; 

2.5YR 5/6, 6 vessels; 5?R 5/6, 3 vessels. One vessel is illustrated in 

color by Clark <1935, PI* 10). 

Shapes 

Bowls: All bowls have rounded sides and bottoms. On the basis 

of depth-diameter ratio and wall form, there are two shapest (1) medium 

depth with walls incurved at the rim - 9 vessels; diameter 18*7 - 30.2 cm. 

height - l&.b cm.; incurvature 1-3*5 mm.; and (2) deep with walls 

incurved at the rim - 6 vessels; diameter 18.7 - 30.2 cm.; height 10.3 -

15.^ cm.; incurvature 1-6 mm. aims are internally beveled with an ex

ternal lip, 11 examples; internal bevel, no lip, 1 example; and rounded 

self rim, 3 examples* 

Jarsi Two shapes are presents (1) pitchers with central rounged 

shoulders, rounded bodies and bases, and short or medium length necks; 

handles are either effigy lug handles attached just below the rim, 
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or effigy strap handles attached to the neck and body; 4 examples; diame

ter 13*5 - 17*5 cm; height 13*0 - 16,0 cm.; (2) pitchers with quadralo-

bate bodies and short necks - 2 examples; diameter ca. 8.6 - 17.0 cm.; 

height ca. 6.8 - 16*0 cm.; handles are strap or lug in effigy form. 

Eccentrics: Two eccentrics are present: (1) a minature jar 

with an effigy lug handle; and (2) a small duck effigy vessel from which 

the head and tall are missing. 

Painted Decoration 

Field* of decoration: The fields of decoration are bowl interiors, 

Jar bodies, jar necks, effigy exteriors, and handles. 

Focus of decoration: Bowl interior walls. 

Layouts: Layouts are shown in Tattle 6. 

TABLE 6 

LAYOUTS ON ST. JOHNS BLACK-ON-RED BOWL 
INTERIORS AND JAR EXTERIORS 

££EU2 
frAYOPT 

SOSQjk 

Vails Necks Bodies 

Unsectloned band 12 2 

Vertically sectioned band 1 

Central figured 2 

Rim band with pendant units 3 
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Color patterns: All bowls are Black-on-red on the Interior, 

and red on the exterior. All Jars are black-on-red. 

Motif at Nineteen vessels exhibit motifs oonposed of interlocked 

solid and hatched units. Stepped or stepped and barbed scrolls (Fig. lb 

£• 4* 1* £) occur on seven vessels. Frets with "Y" bases and stepped 

or barbed ends of sides (Fig. lft ji, fc, a, ft) are found on six vessels* 

Other primary motif s which occur on only one or two vessels are the 

following 1 plain scrolls (Fig. lft a), vertical zigzags (Fig. lft |), 

double terraces, running keys (Fig. lft £), reversed "ZM figures with 

barbed ends (Fig. lft $), and stepped squares. 

Four vessels do not exhibit hatched units. The motifs on these 

vessels are checkerboards separating panels of solid and negative rec

tangles (Fig. 1ft J,), spirals (Fig. lft fc), square with external corner 

triangles (Fig. lit A), and a band with stepped line fillers. All of the 

jar necks exhibit solid motifs only. 

Filler motifs are lines with pendant dots Which occur on two 

vessels, negative dot in a square or circle (Fig. lft £), and three solid 

diamonds joined at the apex (Fig. 1ft &). 

Hatching1 Diagonal hatching occurs on seven vessels, parallel 

hatching on six, mixed diagonal and parallel on six, and solid motifs only 

on four. 

tfrnfllng lines 1 Banding lines are narrow and are the same width 

as the hatching lines. The two bowls with central figured layouts do 

not have banding lines. 

Ltna jQg motif width* Framing lines are usually the same width 

as hatching lines, but in two instances are about 1 mm. wider. Framing 



and hatching lines range from 1 to 3 am. in width, and are usually closest 

to 2 mm. Uncomplicated portions of solid linear units range from h to 7 

ibb. in width. Uncomplicated portions of hatched linear units vary from 

7 to 15 mm. in width and are always wider than the corresponding solid 

portion of a solid and hatched motif. 

Patternst lfcree patterns are foundi (1) continuous patterns in 

which the motifs are repeated four to ten times; (2) central figured 

patterns with open square centers and corner appendages which interlock 

with other units; and (3) sectioned patterns in which the sections are 

repeated. 

Artlstrvi The artistry varies from very good to poor, and is 

usually mediocre. One vessel exhibits marked asymmetry wherein three 

interlocked frets and one scroll form parts of a four unit pattern (Fig. 

lft a). 

Stvle; St. Johns style (See Introduction) predominates. One 

bowl (Fig. lit J) is decorated in Puerco style. Hie three eccentrics 

(Fig. 1& £, ft, i> are not decorated in St. Johns style, but appear 

closely related. Figure 14 £ is transitional to Wingate style. 

Other Features 

Rim notching: One pitcher, provenience unknown, shows four 

opposed rim notches. 

Spatial Distribution 

The spatial distribution is probably the same as for St. Johns 

Polychrome (Fig. 15). 



.Temporal Distribution 

The temporal distribution is probably the same as for St. Johns 

polychrome, A.D. 1175 to 1300. Possibly St* Johns Black-on-red is of 

greater frequency early in this period. 

Discussion 

St. Johns Black-on-red is essentially St. Johns Polychrome with

out any white paint. It is most easily confused with Wingate Black-on-

red and Pinto Black-on-red. It is most easily distinguished from Pinto 

on the basis of paste, slip, and surface finish. Pinto has a dark paste, 

the slip is thin and on bowl exteriors exhibits brown or tan areas irtiere 

the paste shows through, and the surface is very smooth and highly 

polished. St. Johns Black-on-red is distinguished from Wingate Black-on-

red by several attributes which occur in combination. These are an 

orange or orange-red slip color as opposed to the dark red of Wingate, a 

much better smoothed and polished surface which is particularly evident 

on bowl exteriors, bowls with walls which incurve at the rim and whose 

rims are internally beveled with ah external lip, brownish paint with 

fuzzy edges, and designs wherein the motifs more frequently have 

stepped rather than barbed edges, and in which the hatched units are not 

greatly larger than the solid ones. Certain vessels could be placed in 

either type. The problem here is that the attributes which cluster to 

distinguish one type do not change at the same rate of speed in the for

mation of a later type so there is bound to be overlap in both directions. 

The most easily recognizable of these attributes is the color shift. 

Wingate Black-on-red does not occur in other than red shades, Whereas 

St. Johns Black-on-red may occur in either red or orange or orange-red. 



Pitchers are much more common in St. Johns Black-on-red than in 

St. Johns Polychrome* The probable reason for this is that the area on 

a bowl to which white is added to form a polychrome is not present on 

pitchers. 

All of the pitchers illustrated by Martin and Willis (19^0) on 

Plate 89 except Noi 5> I would classify on the basis of design as St. 

Johns Black-on-red; PI. 90 is debatable; Pi. 91 2-5; PI. 92 PI. 93 

h are also Wingate style. 

Summary Description 
^  •  . . . .  

St* Johns Black-on-red vessels are slipped red, orange-red, or 

orange. The paste is light colored and usually has sherd temper* Bowls 

with walls incurved at the rim, and pitchers with globular bodies are the 

common shapes. Decoration goes to the rim and is usually executed in 

interlocked solid and hatched units which frequently have stepped edges 

or appendages. Scrolls and frets are most common. The paint is a 

mat brown to black or occasionally a poor glaze, and does not have sharp 

eddes. Solid motifs are used on jar necks* the type is essentially St. 

Johns Polychrome without any white paint added and probably occupies the 

same temporal and spatial distribution, although it may be more common 

early in this time period of A.D* 1175 to 1300. 



TGURE lh, St. Johns Black-on-rr-r! vessels. 

a. GP-51&22. New Mexico F-rlftjl. 2.5VR 5/6. Glaze paint. 

b. GP-03200. St. Johns 11rl. ?.5YR 5/6. 

c. GP-03301. St. Johns 11:1. 2.5YR 5/K. 

d. TTMA NA3200.5. rear Alma, Nov/ Vorico. 10R c/6. 

• e. MNA I3S7/A2396. near Spri.nr»orvilie, Arizona. 2.5YR 5/6. 

f. ASM A-ipi3?i. Point of Pines, \riz. W: 10:?n. 2.5'VR 5/6. 

rj. ASM 6073. near St. Johns, Arizona. 10R 5/6, 

h. GP-01l6k. T11 snyan l6sl. 10R 5/6. 

_i. GP-03?03. St. Johns 11:1. 10R 5/6. Hcnd and tail missi 

J. GP-032Q?. St. Johns 11{1. 5YR 5/6. 

k. ASM A-20299. Point of Pines, Arizona WtlOs78. 5VR 5/6. 

1. ASM A^2030Jt. Point of Pines, Arizona WtlO:78. 10R 5/6. 

m. GP-1P26B. near Kolbrook, Arizona, 10R 5/6. 

n. ASM /U20137. Point of Pines, Arizona W?]0:7£. 2.5YR 6/6. 

0. GP-0552ft. St. Johns 16:1. 2.5VR 5/&. 

£. GP-01S73. St. Johns 7:1. 2.5VR 5/6. 

Diameter of k? 29.6 cm. 





ST. JOHNS POLYCHROME 

History 

Named bv: Gladwin and Gladwin (1931s 3^-7). 

Svnonvmst Black and white on red (Spier 1917s 202); three color 

painted ware (Spier 1919* Table I); Little Colorado Black-on-red 

(Hargrave 1929 : 3); Chevlon ware (Hough 1930: 1<5); Little Colorado Poly

chrome (Haury 1931: 30); Springerville Polychrome, in part (l)anson 1957 s 

93 ; Olson 1959s 12). 

Previous descriptions: Haury (I93I: 30); Colton and Hargrave 

(1937s loJO; Kidder (1936; 350); Kawley (1950s ^9); Mera (193^: lfc); 

Martin and Willis (lpUo, PI. 97-101); Olson and V/asley (1956: 30h); Martin, 

Rinaldo, Barter (1957s 98); Rinaldo (1959s 201). 

Type site: St. Johns U:1 (Gladwin and Gladwin 1931). 

Basis of present description: Analysis of 96 whole or restor-

able vessels in the collections of the Arizona State Museum, Southwest 

Archeological Center, Anerind Foundation, and Museum of Northern Arizona; 

reference to previous descriptions where specified; distribution based 

on Gila Pueblo Survey. 

Technology 

Construction: Coiling followed by scraping. 

Paste: Hie paste is white to light gray, buff, pink, or 

occasionally black. The inclusions are black, white, red or buff 

angular fragments which in most cases appear to be crushed sherds • but 

in some cases appear to be crushed rock, and sometimes rounded quartz 

particles. A carbon streak is frequently present. 



Wall thickness: 5 to 10 ram., usually 6 mm. 

Paint: The white paint is presumably kaolin; it is soft, chalky, 

wears off easily, and has a tendency to absorb carbon so that i,t some-

times appears black. The black paint varies from a brown mat stain to a 

mat glaze to a shiny glaze. The latter two are less common. The mat 

glaze and glaze paint stand out from the slip, but where this is thin or 

worn away the residue looks just like that of the unglazed paint. 

Shepherd tested the non-glazed paint from St. Johns polychrome and noted 

that "The paint samples gave no test for manganese but in all cases a 

very much stronger test for iron than was obtained from the slip." 

(Kidder 1936: 355). In the sub-glaze (mat glaze) variety iron was 

present in all four specimens tested, copper in three, manganese in one, 

and faint lead in three (Kidder 193*>: 3<>2). 

Application of paint: Whit*'is used to outline black on thirteen 

bowl interiors. On seven examples the white was applied after the black, 

on one example the white was applied before the black, and on five 

vessels I could not be certain which was applied first, but I suspect 

that the black was. The one vessel (Fig. 21 £) with the white applied 

first is transitional in other respects to Pinedale Polychrome. 

Surface finish; A thick red slip covers bowl interiors and ex

teriors except in rare instances where the exterior bottom of the bowl 

is slipped white (one example, Fig. 16 &) or portions of the bowl in

terior are left unslipped and are polished over to form part of the 

decoration (one example, Fig. 18 £), or portions of the interior are 

not slipped red and are covered with white slip paint (one example, Fig. 

16 &) or the \Aiole interior is slipped white (one example, Fig. 22 &). 



Of the two jars classifiable as St. Johns Polychrome, one bears a red 

slip on the exterior neck, shoulders, and bottom and an unslipped buff 

band bearing black decoration around the exterior; the neck interior is 

slipped red. The other has an overall red slip on the exterior and neck 

interior. The slipped surface is relatively smooth and polished and 

narrov polishing grooves show. Bowl exteriors are much smoother than 

in Wingate Black-on-red and in Wingate Polychrome. On some vessels the 

slip has scaled off in places. Pitting over Inclusions is common, and 

inclusions frequently protrude through the slip. Some crazing is found, 

and small or large fire clouds are found on the exteriors of most vessels 

On 12 bowls the exterior white decoration was polished over; nine of 

these bowls show design characteristics similar to Wingate and Puerco 

styles. 

Slip color: The slip color is red or orange or in between: 

Munsell 7.5R 5/6, 1 vessel; 10R 5/8, 1 vessel; 10R 5/6, 30 vessels; 10R 

4/6, 4 vessels; 10R 5/4, 1 vessel; 10R 5/8, 1 vessel; 10R 6/6, 2 vessels; 

10R 6/8 2 vessels; 2.5YR 4/8, 2 vessels; 2.5VR 5/6, 26 vessels; 2.5YR 5/4 

1 vessel; 2.5YR 4/4, 1 vessel; 2.&YR 6/6, 3 vessels; 2.5YR 5/8, 9 vesffcls 

2.5YR 3/6, 1 vessel; 2/5YR 4/8, 1 vessel; 2.5TWI 4/6, 1 vessel; 2.5YR 5/b, 

1 vessel; 5YR 5/6, 3 vessels; and 5VR 6/8, 2 vessels. Colored illustra

tions have been published by Gladwin and Gladwin (1931, PI. 35), 

Cumnings <1940, PI. 18), and Hough (1903, PI. 35, 47, 63). 
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Shapes 

Bowlst All bowls have rounded sides and bottoms. On the basis 

of depth-diameter ratio and wall font, there are five shapes i (1) aeffaa 

depth with gently incurved rims - yh examples; diaaeter 16.1 - 31*4 ens 

height 7.0 - 1&.7 ca.; incurvature 1-11 (2) deep with incurved 

rias - 11 vessels; diameter 12.5 - 29*5 ca.; height 6.2 - 15.o cm.; in-

curvature 1 - \0 mm.; (3) medium depth with flaring sides - 3 vessels| 

diaaeter 16.1 - 22.3 oa.| height 7.2 - 8,3 cm.; (&) medium depth with 

sides which becoae vertical Just below the rim - 5 examples; diaaeter 13.8 

- 22*0 cm.s height 6.0 - 10.7 cm.; and (5) medium depth with relatively 

sharp Shoulders - 1 example; diaaeter 31.0 cot.; height 13*2 cm.; in

curvature 7 an. Bowl rims show an internal rounded bevel with no lip, 

28 exaaples; internal rounded bevel and external lip, 21 exaaples; in

ternal flattened bevel and external lip, 11 exaaples; rounded self rims 

with no bevel, 21 exaaplaa; a flat internal bevel, no lip, 8 exaaples; 

and internal thickening with a slight bevel and an external lip, 3 ex

amples. Kidder <1936, Fig. 287) illustrates profiles ot rims. 

Jars i Jar a are very rare in this type. Only two show white 

paint in addition to the black and hence are classifiable in this type. 

One is a pitcher with a rounded body, aediua length neck, and formerly 

had a strap handle; diaaeter 8.0 cm.; height 8.3 ca. The other ia the 

aaae shape, but haa no handle; diaaeter 13*3 ca.; height 12.5 cm. 

Dinoeri The one ladle has a rather broad bowl with a diaaeter 

of 14.5 ca.; and foraerly had a hollow handle. 
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Painted Decoration 

Ftelda of decoration! The fields of decoration are bowl interiors 

and exteriors, jar exteriors, dipper interior, exterior, and handle, and 

in one instance the interior of a Jar neck. Rim ticking occurs on two 

bo vis. 

Focus of decoration; Bowl interior side walls, 91 vessels; 

whole bowl Interior, 3 vessels. 

Layouts: Layouts on bowl interiors and jar exteriors are quanti

fied in Table 7; layouts on bowl exteriors are quantified in Table 8. 

TABLE 7 

LAYOUTS ON ST. JOHNS POLYCHROME BOWL 
INTERIORS AND JAR EXTERIORS 

£lfi£ 

99*4?* 
Whole 
Field Walls 

jlata. 

Body lieck 

66 

8 

10 

2 

1 1 

2 

3 

LAYOUT 

Unsectioned band 

Vertically sectioned band 

Multiple concentric bands 

Central figured, open center 

Central figured, filled center 

Quartered 

Offset quartered 

Rim band with pendant units 

Rim ticking 

•Dipper bowl Included 
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TABLE 8 

•LAYOUTS ON ST. JOHNS POLYCHROME BOWL EXTERIORS 

DESCRIPTION .FREQUENCY 

Continuous pattern, but without banding lines &Z 

Continuous pattern with upper and lover banding lines 29 

Vertically sectioned band with both banding lines 2 

Motifs pendant from rim or rim band 5 

Alternating rim pendant motifs and unit motifs 2 

Unit motifs with no banding lines 11 

White area on bottom of vessel only 2 

White area on bottom plus continuous band 1 

attSBBaeSMMnnBcnnBHaaMMaaHmnMBBaHnBaBaMai 

Color patternst The following color patterns are found: (1) 

Black-on-red interior, white-on-red exterior, 78 bowls, 1 dipper; (2) 

black outlined in white on a red interior and a white-on-red exterior on 

bovls, 13 examples; and black outlined in white exterior, and white on 

neck interior, 1 jar; (3) black on a part red, part white interior and 

a white-on-red exterior, 1 bowl; black on a part red, part white ex

terior, 1 jar; and (U) black on a white interior, whlte-on-red exterior, 

1 bowl* 

Motifs; Primary motifs composed of interlocked solid and 

hatched units occur on 71 bowl interiors. Barbed or barbed and stepped 

scrolls (Fig. 16 g, t, jg; 17 jj) occur on 10 vessels. Fifteen vessels 



exhibit frets with stepped or barbed ends and frequently with "Y" bases 

(Fig. 16 £, ht 17 lli 1; 13 i; 21 £)• Double terrace motifs (Fig* 16 £; 

10 grslt 19 A) occur on 13 vessels* Vertical zigzags or variants thereof 

(Fig. 17 Si 21 jfe, & 22 a) occur on 11 vessels. Opposed half terraces 

(Fig. 16 b, 17 £» 19 jg) occur on k vessels. Four vessels exhibit a 

hatched gridwork with internal filler motifs (Fig. 17 b» 19 A) fhich are 

not strictly speaking interlocked units, but which are placed in this 

group. Other interlocked solid and hatched primary motifs which occur 

only once or twice are the following! plain scrolls, concentric chains 

of parallelograms (Fig. 19 lj, 20 3), reversed "2" figures (Fig. 19 fc)» 

and concentric running zigzags. Primary motifs composed of interlocked 

solid and hatched units are usually in continuous patterns, but several 

occur in quartered layouts (Fig. 21 £, 2), or in bands sectioned with 

either a negative panel divider or a parallel hatched panel divider. 

Eight vessels e^iibit multiple bands which are composed of 

joined or interlocked solid and hatched units which form a negative 

unit enclosed within their boundaries (Fig. 17 18 jg, £, £, ̂ ). The 

negative units are either chevrons, zigzags, "Z*s" or parallelograms. 

One vessel exhibits a band of zigzag hatching. 

Four bowls show bands incorporated into basketweave patterns 

(Fig. 17 21 £, A). In three instances the bands used to form the 

pattern are cross hatched bands interwoven with solid bands containing 

negative parallelograms. The other vessel exhibits interwoven bands 

composed of solid and hatched triangles which form negative parallelo

grams. 

Eight vessels show solid bands or panels with negative motifs 
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opposed by hatched bands or panels (Fig. 16 1, 19 £» 20 £1 J2« A)* Solid 

barbed Joined frets, solid bands with negative zigzags, bands of conce-

tric parallel hatching, and parallel hatched panel dividers are found on 

these vessels. Two bowls in this group (Fig. 20 ji, £) are transitional 

to Kintiel-Klagetoh Polychrome* 

The only vessels Which bear no hatched units are one bowl with 

checkerboards and panels of alternating solid and negative rectangles 

(Fig. 16 fi), one bowl with solid bands with negative chevrons (Fig. 20 i), 

and one small pitcher (Fig. 19 3). The neck of the other jar exhibits 

solid black meanders on the exterior, and white lines on the interior. 

Other combinations of units which are used to form primary motifs 

occur on five bowls (Fig. 20 21 £). 

The following filler motifs appear on St. Johns Polychrome bowl 

interiors: solid keys, line with pendant dots, concentric diamonds,inter

locked solid and hatched frets with stepped ends, triangles with squiggled 

line fillers, solid triangle with negative zigzag, solid "3" scroll, tri

angle with serrated edge and curved hook at apex, square with external 

corner triangles (Fig. 21 £>, circle with dotted edge (Fig. 21 £), dia

mond checkerboard with pendant bird figures (Fig. 19 J), solid diamond 

with external corner triangles, concentric circles, single scroll, solid 

"S" fret with stepped ends (Fig. 18 jfe), circle with barbed edge and in

ternal circle (Fig. 18 &)• hatched cross, triangle or diamond with dotted 

edge (Fig. 18 £), and small solid triangular frets. Many of these are 

used in the center of double terrace motifs. 

The motifs on bowl exteriors were executed in white lines of 

medium width* The range of exterior decorations is,illustrated in Figures 
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16 to 22. For the mast part these motifs are frets, keys, meanders, 

opposed half terraces, and scrolls in continuous patterns, although other 

motifs occur. A "centipede" encircles one bowl (Fig. 17 j|). In unit 

patterns hands or stylized hands (Fig. 16 £; 17 £; IS J) appear on three 

vessels, small bird figures (Fig. 17 £) appear twice, concentric squares 

(Fig* 21 £) occur once, scrolls (Fig. 16 appear twice, and triangles 

with squiggled line filler and hooked apex (Fig. 17 £), occur once. For 

the most part the motifs in unit patterns do not appear to be directly 

ancestral to the motifs in unit patterns on Pinedale Polychrome, nor is 

there much correlation between exterior unit patterns and interior motifs 

or patterns which are transitional to Pinedale Polychrome. 

Hatching; Parallel hatching is used exclusively on $8 vessels; 

diagonal hatching is used exclusively on 19 vessels; and both types are 

employed on lft vessels. Cross hatching other than at some angles where 

parallel hatching lines cross one another, is only used on three bowls 

with basketweave patterns. Zigzag hatching occurs on one vessel in con

junction with diagonal hatching. Two vessels employ no hatching. 

Banding Unit Banding lines are usually the same size as hatch

ing and framing lines. In a few instances, where very fine line hatching 

is employed, the banding and framing lines are about 2 nun. wider. Other 

exceptions are one instance wherein the lower banding line is 5 mm. wide, 

one instance wherein a 5 mm. wide lower banding line with pendant dots is 

used, and the instances of double banding lines. Double banding lines 

occur on nine bowl interiors. Of these one shows both upper and lower 

double banding lines with a line break in the lower one; seven show only 

double lower banding lines of which five have a line break, and two do not; 
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on one the extra banding line is between two concentric bands and shows a 

line break* On nine vessels the upper banding line is missing, and on 

nine others the lower one is missing which forms a negative star of the 

bowl center. 

Line and motif width; Framing lines and hatching lines range 

from 1 to 3 mm. The balancing banding line in double banding line 

arrangements ranges from 4 to 7 mm* Uncomplicated portions of solid 

linear units range from h to 8 mm., and are most commonly 5 nun. Uncom

plicated linear portions of hatched motifs vary from 7 to 20 mm. and are 

most frequently 10 mm. Linear motifs on bowl exteriors range from 3 to 

12 mm. in width, but are usually 6 or 7 torn. 

Patternss The following patterns are found on bowl interiors: 

(1) central figured patterns with four corner appendages which are inter

locked with rim pendant units; (2) continuous patterns in banded layouts 

wherein the same motif is repeated from three to nine times; (3) sec

tioned patterns wherein the same motif alternates with a panel divider 

and is repeated three to ten times; (k) multiple concentric bands wherein 

the same band is repeated or it alternates with another band of slightly 

different composition and is repeated two or three times; and (5) con

tinuous basketweave patterns wherein multiple bands move in and out as 

in a plaited or twilled basket. Continuous patterns in banded layouts 

are by far the most common. 

Artistry: Line work is mediocre, repeated motifs are not all of 

uniform size, and careful planning of the pattern seems not to li«ve been 

a cultural trait. Filler motifs are not consistent in their application, 

but marked asymmetry is not present. Hatching lines frequently taper at 
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their ends. Complicated solids were first outlined and then filled in* 

The last motif in a series of repeated motifs is sometimes smaller or 

larger than the others as a result of having to fill the space left over 

and the lack of careful planning. Exterior motifs are generally careles

sly applied. The exceptions to this are vessels whose interior motifs 

suggest that they are late in the series and in some cases come from the 

core area for Pinedale Polychrome (Cf. Fig. 21 £). Hie treatment is best 

described as massed. Hie hatched units of interlocked solid and hatched 

motifs are usually larger than the corresponding solid units, but are 

not as vide as in Wingate style. This permits more units to be applied 

to a field which contributes to the massed appearance. The overall pic

ture is one of closely massed and oft repeated motifs in busy patterns. 

Stvle; St. Johns Polychrome is decorated overwhelmingly in St. 

Johns style, although a few vessels are decorated in Vingate style (Fig. 

1^ 4* fl)» Puerco style (Fig. 16 3, i), in other unnamed styles (Fig. 

20 a, b, j£, .f, i; 22 £), and occasionally in Pinedale style (Fig. 21 2j). 

Figure 20 a and are transitional to Xintiel-Klagetoh Polychrome. 

Other Features 

Rim notching; Six bowls show four opposed rim notches. One is 

from 10 miles northeast of Eagar, Arizona, one is from St. Johns U:l, 

one from St. Johns llsl, one from Tusayan l6:3» and two have no provenience. 

Spatial Distribution 

St, Johns Polychrome has long been known as one of the most wide

spread of Southwestern pottery types. The distribution is from Mesa Verde 

on the north, east to the headwaters of the Pecos River, south to Casas 



Grandes In Chihuahua, and west to the Chino valley in Arizona. Within 

this area there are 275 sites in the Gila Pueblo survey whose surface 

yielded this type of pottery. The distribution is shown in Figure 15. 

The core area for St. Johns Polychrome is the approximate geographic 

center of the entire distribution. Sites bearing this type in quantity 

are most common in the Cibola area of west central New Mexico from the 

continental divide west to near the Arizona-New Mexico border. Eighty-

eight sites are found within this core area. Unlike the preceding types 

whose frequency outside of the core area is greatest to the north, the 

highest occurrence of St. Johns Polychrome is to the south and west of 

the core area. The type is relatively common along the Tularosa and San 

Francisco Rivers as far south as the Gila, and along the portion of the 

Little Colorado south of the junction with the Puerco River, and in the 

area between the Mogollon Rim and the Little Colorado. It is rare, how

ever, between the Mogollon Rim and the Gila. I suspect that it was manu

factured in the Cibola area, the Little Colorado, and the Mogollon Rim 

area, but this cannot be demonstrated. 

The center of the distribution is farther to the east than has 

been previously suggested. Gladwin (1931? 37) considered the center of 

distribution to be within a 50 mile radius of St. Johns, Arizona. I 

suspect that he was basing this Judgement on the fairly high frequency 

of whole vessels of St. Johns Polychrome in the Scorse collection from 

this area. This is an additional reason for thinking it was manufactured 

in this area as well as in the Cibola area, but the sherd frequencies 

strongly support the latter as the main center for this type. This is 

also reinforced by the typological evidence wherein Heshota Polychrome 
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Fig. 15. The Distribution of St. Johns Polychrome and St. Johns 
Black-on-red. 

Solid line - Area of greatest concentration 

Broken line - Limit of distribution 



which centers in the Cibola area (Woodbury and Woodbury 1958), shows a 

stronger continuity in design from St. Johns Polychrome than does Pinedalo 

Polychrome which centers along both edges of the Mbgollon Rim. 

Temporal Distribution 

St. Johns Polychrome has appeared in a number of dated contexts. 

Haury (1931: 15) found it in the Showlov ruin in the lower levels with 

tree-ring dates of between A.D. 120h and 1272, although few of these were 

bark dates. Hie type is found at Kinishba (Cummings 19&0, PI. 18) which 

has tree-ring dates of A.P. 1233 to 1306 (Smiley 1951» 67), but judging 

from the number of whole vessels, St. Johns Polychrome is extremely rare 

there. It has been found as an intrusive type at 1A:1G on Galisteo Creek 

with dates of 12&1 to 1273 (Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister 1953s 17)» St. 

Johns Polychrome has been found in the Maverick Mountain phase at Point 

of Pines along with its Springerville variety at Arizona W:10:50. the 

bark dates for this phase range from A.D. 12<>2 to 1293 and cluster be

tween 1280 and 1285 (Kaury 1953s &)• At Pindi Pueblo Stubbs and Stallings 

(1953: 17) report St. Johns Polychrome in the fill of Kiva B with dates on 

small pieces of charcoal from A.D. 1213 to 1326, and in Kiva D fill with 

two dates at A.D. 1269. Additional dates for portions of this site with 

St. Johns Polychrome are given, but they encompass too long a time 

period to be meaningful. In general St. Johns Polychrome seems to date 

for the most part between A.D. 1175 and 1300 and probably overlaps with 

V/ingate Polychrome on the lower end and with Heshota Polychrome and 

Pinedale Polychrome on the upper end. 
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Discussion 

St. Johns Polychrome is by far the most widespread of the types 

in this series. It is differentiated from closely related types by the 

presence of white decoration over an extarior red slip on bowls. The 

two jars which have been included in this type description are somewhat 

questionable as belonging to this type, but are certainly closely re

lated. A problem with St. Johns Polychrome is that there have been no 

excavations in the late Pueblo III sites in the Cibola area which the 

sherd collections suggest is the most important center for this type. 

There is no correlation between the use of white outlining on bowl in

teriors and other features suggestive of a transition to Pinedale Poly

chrome and vessels with this attribute are best considered simply as with

in the range of St. Johns Polychrome. This is not unreasonable as those 

Pinedale Polychrome vessels which are typologically the earliest are 

identical to St. Johns Polychrome except in exterior decoration. Heshota 

Polychrome differs from St. Johns in having a thick glaze paint on in

teriors and narrow line white motifs on exteriors. There is a very 
I 

gradual transition between the two types. The one bowl with a white in

terior slip appears transitional to Kwakina Polychrome. It does not 

bear glaze paint. The narrowness of the white line motifs on the exterior 

suggest that it is late. 

Summary Description 

St. Johns Polychrome vessels are slipped red or orange on the in

terior and exterior of bowls and the exterior of jars. Occasionally ua-~ 

slipped areas on these fields are used to form part of the decoration. 

The paste is light colored and usually has sherd temper. Larjg* bowls 



with rounded bases and Incurved rims are by far the most common forms; 

jars are exceedingly rare. Decoration goes to the rim and is usually 

executed in either interlocked solid and hatched motifs which frequently 

have stepped edges or appendages, or in concentric bands composed of 

interlocked or joined solid and hatched design units and negative fillers. 

Scrolls, frets, hatched double terraces with solid and negative fillers, 

and multiple bands are the most coaon motifs. Parallel hatching is 

most frequent, but diagonal, cross, and zigzag hatching occur. Exterior 

decoration on bowls is executed "in chalky white paint, and is usually in 

continuous patterns of linear motifs. Unit patterns and some life forms 

such as hands, do occur. White may also be used on bowl Interiors to 

outline black motifs in which cases it is usually applied after the 

black* The black paint is usually a dull brown or black, but is oc

casionally a poor glaze. The type is one of the most widespread of 

Southwestern pottery types and occurs throughout the Southwest. Hie 

main center of occurrence is the Cibola area, but it is reasonably 

common along the upper Little Colorado, in the Reserve-Tuiarosa area, 

and on the Mogollon Plateau. It dates between A.D . 1175 and 1300. 



FIGURE 16. Early St. Johns Polychrome bowls. 

a. GP-02klJl. -St. Johns >4:1. £TW 5/6. 

b. GP-02&18. St. Johns 10R 5/6. White outlining. 

e. OP-6R82. Showlov, Arisonn 10R 6/6. 

d. GP-9003. San Frnneiseo Mt. 16;?. 10R 5/6. 

c. AS?-' A-19677. Point of Pir.es, Arizona Wji.O:?". 3OP. 5/6. White 

outlining. 

f. ASM ft-O?®, Northern Ari mna. ?.5YR 5/6, 

n .  CP-11CIO. Ft. Pofiancr lr!l. TOR 5/*. 

h. !-"MA 1512/NA78QR3. ?2. Padre -River drainage. Padre focus. ICR 

h / 6 .  

i. GP-01091. Tusaydr l6jl. 1 OR 5 /6 .  

Diameter of ?0. 5 en. 





FTGURE 17. Frequent St. Johns Polychrome notifs. 

a. GP-OP85^» St. Johns 11:1. ' 2.*YR 6/6. Mat fir.so point. 

Moti f: stepped squares. V/hi tc outlining. 

b. GP-03613. St. Johns 12:1. 7 OR n/6. Motif: diamond cridv/ork. 

c. GP-029S |5. Tunnyan 16:?. ?, 5VTt 5/0. Motif: bands vith nena-

tive chevrons. 

d. 0P-029P?. Tusayan 16 :*5. 2. 5YR f/6. Motif: baskotvoave 

bands vith negative prrni lelooran's. '"/hito outlininn, 

o. GP-029ffe. Tusayon l6:?. 2. «YR ?/6. Motif! vertical zn rnans. 

f. GP-03?73. St. Johns 11:1. ?. jJVR 5/6. Motif: onnor.ed half 

terraces. 

n. GP~02^0t. St, Johns '!r1. "10R ' 5 / 6 .  Mat clar-c paint. Motif: 

^arbod scroll':',. Whito outlining. 

h. GP-026&2. St. John? 1' : 1. ?. £YR 5/^. Mat glare paint. Motif: 

frets vith barbed endrr. 

i , GP- 02''M I. St. Johns it:1. 10R p/6. Motif: fret'; vith stepped 

ends. 

Diameter of n: 30.3 cm. 
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FTC-URT? 1 . St, Johns Pol3'chrome bowls, 

a. GP-02&03. St, Johns hi I. 5YH 5/6. Glaze naint. 

b. GP-01096, Tusayan l6sl. 2.5YR 5/8, 

c. GP-02853, St. Johns 11 t l .  2. JTYR 6/6, 

jfi. GP-01970, St. Johns 7?2. 10R 5/6, 

c. GP-Q207S, Tusayan 1-6??. 2. «YR 5/6. 

f. SAC UNCAT. Rockwell coll. E. Arizona 2.5YR 5/6. 

n. GP-0327^. St. Johns 11:1. IOR 5/6. 

h. GP-05555. St. Johns l6rl^. TOR 5/6, Hrslipped interior band 

with black nla^e paint. 

i. GP-Ol'192. St. Johns 6:1. IOR 5 / h .  

Diameter of n: ?0.3 cm. 
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FIGURE 39. St. Joh?is Polychrome bowls, jars, and dipper. 

a. GP-03277. St. Johns 11:1. 10R 5/6. 

b. MNA 28/27?. Near Hebcr, Arizona. 2.5YR h/k. Mat glaze paint. 

c. GP-0106k. Pt. Definnec 2.5YR V6. 

d. GP-02967. "Tusayan 16:3. 2.5YR 5/6. Unslinped band with 

black design t'.nits. 

c. GP-019^7. St. Johns 7:2. 7.PR 5/6. Handle broken, 

f. GP-OP5^4. St. Johns 16:IP. 2.5YR h/6. Mat glaze oaint. 

h. GP-03?7p. St. Johns 11 f "I. P.pYR p/6. V/hite outlining. 

h. GP-O2366. St. Johns h;l. 5YH 5/6. 

i. GP-02560. St. Johns !ifl. 10R P/6. 

j. ASM J6hph. Turkey Hill Ruir, Flagstaff. ICR p/6. Interior 

design restored. 

k. GP-025-'!?. St. Johns h:l. ?.pYR r/6. 

Diameter of i: °-0.5 era. 





FIGURE ?0. Late St. Johns Polychrome bowls. 

a. CP-OI6O0. Fort Dofianco 15s1• 10R • Transitional to 

TCintiel-Xlanetoh Po] ychrome. 

b. GP-01?7&, St. Johns 7;?. 2.5YR 5/^. Mot nlaze paint. 

Transitional to T<inticl-Klnfjotoh Polychrome. 

c. GP-0255?. St. Johns h}i. 2.5YR 5/6. White nutlininn. 

d. GP-02537. St. Johns fejl. 2.5YR «/<?. 

e. GP-028 5P. St. Johns 11:1. 10R 6/f\ 

f. GP-01975. St. Johns 7 : 2 .  5YR 6 / S. 

3. GP-01°79. St. Johns 7:2. 5YR 6/P. Mat nlarc naint. 

h. f^P-009l6. Provenience unknown. 2.5YR 5/6, Trot nlp.ze paint, 

i.' ASK l?6l 5. Van rial Cave. ICR f/6. 

Dinroter of r>; . !{• cm. 
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FIGURE. 7.1. Late St. .Johns Polychrome bowls. 

a. GP-0555?. St. Johns l6sl5. 10H 5/8. Glace paint. 

b. ASM ?.10?2. near Orcer, Ari sorta. 3OR */*•. Glaze paint. 

WMto outlininn. 

c. GP-026^3. St. John? 1011 5/6. Mat ^ase paint. White 

outlininn. 

AS?-! A-llfcRo. Point of Pines, Ari r»na Y/t108 50. Burno-"1, Mat 

nlnzo point. 

e. AST! 1P187# Sprinr-ervilie, Arisonn. 10R 5/8. Glaz" paint. 

f. GP-7r<P?. Roonovel + ^i3, burial 5, 2.5YP. r/^, I-Int gla:-*^ -^aint, 

n. GP-8655. A-'ronn Cr5{1°, burial *=?, 10R 5/6. !-'.?t nlaze najnt. 

White outlininn• 

GP-P13?. Finn Francisco Kt. 1.1 {?. 10P 5/*. 

1. ASM A-16727. Point of Pine", Ari nona WjlOs^O. 2.^ h/(. 

Gl"-r paint, 

HiDTl'-ter n'r "•' , 0 r: •, 





FTOTtp.7 ">2, Late 'St. Johns n^1 vc.hro^'n bowls. 

r. J3*c Uncot. Proven* oner i:rf-:now, rYR ?>/h. 01 ase nainl-. 

r. SAC Fncat. Provenience . .?. f"3 ft/8. V/M to flip 

on interior. 

c. SA.C- SB289. Coon Creek, \vi s:ona» 2,rrYP. r-f£. 

ri:' PHRtnr of a J ??.. ? m. 
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ST. JOHNS POLYCHROME I SPRINGERVILLB VARIETY 127 

History 

Namad bvt Denson (1957* 93) t new description* 

Stooiwhi Little Colorado polychrome, in part (Haury 1931» 30). 

Previous daififiBtiQMi Danson (1957* 93)i Gifford (1957: 3*7* Barter 

(1955* 35)i Martin, Rinaldo, Barter (1957* 112); Rinaldo (1959* 204). 

TVPB altet St. Johns 7*2. 

JBAfllA Si oresant description! Analysis of ten whole or rester--

able vessels in the collections of the Arizona State Museum and Southwest 

Archeological Center} reference to type sherds from Point of Pines; dis

tribution based on whole vessels and sherds; quantified data refer only to 

whole vessels. 

Technology 

Constructiont Coiling followed by scraping. 

Pastet The paste is buff, white, or gray with or without a dark 

core. The inclusions are red, white, or blaek angular fragments of which 

most appear to be sherds. 

Wall thicknessI 5 to 7 mm., usually 6 mm. 

Paint» The dark paint is either a dull brown or black and pen^ 

trates the slip, or a mat glaze, the white paint is presumably kaolin, 

is chalky, and fugitive. 

Application of painti Both black and white are used on bowl and 

Jar exteriors. They do not overlap in their distribution on this area 

and one cannot tell which was applied first. 

Surface finish: A thick orange slip is applied to bowl interiors 

and exteriors, and jar exteriors and neck interiors. Surfaces are 

smoothed, but may remain bumpy, and polished. Marks left by the polish

ing tool are visible. A small amount of craning is frequently present, 
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and. fire clouds arc common on exteriors* 

Slip ftolor* The slip color varies from red to reddish yellow: 

Munsell 2.5YR 5/6, four vessels; hYR 6/6, three; 5YR 6/8, two; and 10R 

5/6, one. 

Shapes 

Bowlsi All bowls are medium depth with rounded sides and bases, 

and walls that incurve at the rim - nine examples; diameter 12*& - 32*0 

cm.; height 6.2 - 1h,h cm*; incurvature 1-3 mm. Rims are either rounded, 

five examples, internally beveled and rounded, three examples, or internal

ly beveled with an external lip, one example. 

Jars: The one jar which may belong to this type has a globular 

body with a short neck and lug handle; diameter 13*0 cm*; height 11.5 cm. 

- Painted Decoration 

Fields of decorationi The fields of decoration are bowl interiors 

and exteriors and jar exterior bodies and necks as separate fields. 

Focus of decoration; Eight bowls show interior side wall decora

tion with an open center; one bowl has in addition two small dashes as 

decoration in the normally undecorated center; in one small bowl the 

whole interior is used. 

Layoutst Layouts are quantified in Table 9 for bowl interiors 

and jar exteriors. Layouts on bowl exteriors all involve continuous 

patterns, encircling the upper third of the bowl, banding lines are 

either absent, one is present, or both are present. In one instance blaclc 

lines are used as panel dividers ,in this encircling band, and in four 

instances single black banding lines are used. 

Color patterns: All bowls show black-on-red on the interior, and 

white and black-on-red on the exterior. The single jar has both blade and 

white-on-red on the exterior. Y/hite predominates over black on bowl exteriors. 

Motifsi Primary motifs on bowl interiors composed of interlocked 
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.TABLE 9 

LAYOUTS ON SPRINGERVILLE VARIETY BOWL 
INTERIORS AND JAR EXTERIORS 

fcAYWT Bowls 

FIELD 

Whole 
Field -Walls Body Neck 

Unsectioned band 5 1 1 

Vertically sectioned band 1 

Multiple concentric bands 1 

Central figured, open center 1 

Repeated 1 

solid and hatched units are keys (Fig. Zk £), chains of parallelograms 

(Fig. 24 £), stepped squares (Fig. 24 £, £)t hatched gridvork with 

squiggled line fillers (Fig. 24 j>), and barbed lines (Fig. 24 i). 

Stepped squares occur three times; the others occur only once* Seven 

vessels exhibit motifs with these forms and composition. 

The jar and one bowl exhibit solid bands with negative units 

opposed by hatched bands. Hie jar shows a solid black band with white 

dots opposed by a band of zigzag hatching. One bowl (Fig. 24 a) has a 

band with Interlocked solid frets with stepped ends opposed by bands of 

parallel hatching. 

Solid triangular frets appear on the Jar neck, and one small 

bowl exhibits an overall interior pattern of Interlocked solid rectangu

lar frets with stepped ends. 

Two blade dashes in the center of a bowl (Fig. 44 £) are the 

only filler motifs other than those used in describing the primary motifs. 
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Motifs on bowl exteriors are the following! solid encircling 

band, opposed half terrace* (Fig. 2k £, £), chevrons formed of stepped 

squares (Fig. 2k £), open running meander and encircling wave? line (Fig. 

2k g), opposed solid triangles forming a negative zigzag (Fig. 2k &), and 

lines with flagged Ads (Fig. 2k £). 

Hatchingt Parallel hatching occurs on four vessels, mixed paral

lel and diagonal on three vessels, zigzag hatching on one, and no hatch

ing on one. 

R«n<Hnn Unas t Banding lines are the same width as hatching 

lines and range from 1 to 3 mm. wide. 

Line and motif width! Framing and lines and hatching lines range 

from 1 to 3 mm. Uncomplicated portions of solid linear motifs range from 

ft to 6 mm. Uncomplicated portions of hatched linear motifs range from 7 

to 12 mm. Lines on bowl exteriors range from 3 to 9 »». 

Patternsi The following patterns are found on bowl interiors: 

(1) one instance of an all-over pattern of repeated motifs; (2) one 

central figured pattern in which the four corner appendages of the cen

tral figure interlock with motifs pendant from the rim; (3) multiple con

centric bands wherein a hatched band alternates with a solid band with 

negative filler units; (k) continuous patterns in banded layouts formed 

of repeated motifs; and (5) sectioned patterns formed of solid and 

hatched motifs alternating with panel dividers composed of parallel 

hatching. Bowl exterior patterns are either sectioned or continuous. 

Artistry! Artistry is generally mediocre as in St. Johns Poly

chrome. One bowl (Fig. 2k shows exceptionally good line work. 

Striai All are decorated in St. Johns style except for Fig. 
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22 a which looks like a late development from St. Johns style. 

Spatial Distribution 

Springerville Variety is difficult to differentiate from typical 

St. Johns Polychrome using small sherds. The sherd boards in the Gila 

Pueblo survey show it at only four sites. Whole vessels come from five 

additional sites, and on the accompanying map (Fig. 23) eight of these 

vessels come from sites within the area shown as the possible center of 

distribution. This variety is also known to be Intrusive at Point of 

Pines, and I suspect the one vessel from Wupatki is intrusive also* 

Martin and Willis (19&0, PI. 98, 3) illustrate a Springerville bowl from 

San Cosmos. Haury (1931: 30) refers to sherds which are classifiable as 

this variety of St. Johns Polychrome from the Showlow ruin. I would 

suspect that the type is also found in the Cibola area as it shows con

tinuity into Heshota Polychrome. 

Temporal Distribution 

Springerville Variety as it has been defined herein has been 

found in two dated contexts: (1) the lower level of the Showlow ruin 

which has inconclusive tree-ring dates ranging from A.D. 1204 (Haury 

1931: 15, 30); and (2) in the Maverick Mountain phase at Point of Pines 

with dates ranging from A.D. 1262 to i293. (Haury 19f>8: &)• At the out

side it would seem to date between A.D. 1250 and 1300. 

Discussion 

Various attributes have been previously used to define Springer

ville* Danson (1957: 93) used either interior white or exterior black 

added to typical St* Johns Polychrome as his diagnostics in defining 
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the type. Stubbs and Stallings (1953: 56) used glaze paint on otherwise 

typical St. Johns to define it* Rinaldo (1959: ZOk) used it for sherds 

in which the "interior design is like Pinedale Polychrome, the exterior 

like St. Johns Polychrome." Barter (Martin, Rinaldo, Barter (1957s 112) 

used it for both glazed St. Johns Polychrome and for St. Johns Polychrome 

with white outlining the black on bowl interiors and it has been confused 

with what is classified as Wingate Polychrome. Olson (1959s 121) drops 

glaze paint as a diagnostic, but considers either black paint added to 

the exterior of typical St. Johns Polychrome vessels, or white outlining 

on the interior as a diagnostic. In the description proposed here, the 

only diagnostic used is the presence of a small amount of black on the 

exteriors of otherwise typical St. Johns Polychrome bowls. I have yet 

to see a sherd or a complete vessel which uses both black on the exterior 

in addition to white, and white on the interior in addition to black. 

The latter feature occurs sporadically in Wingate Polychrome, St. Johns 

Polychrome, and Pinedale Polychrome and as such its use does not appear 

to be a meaningful diagnostic for differentiating these types or varieties 

of these types from one another. 

The naming and the idea of a Springerville Polychrome seem to 

have arisen at Point of Pines in an attempt to find a transitional type 

between St. Johns Polychrome and Pinedale Polychrome. This has not been 

successful. Using the criterion of black lines or bars added to the 

typically white exterior decoration of St. Johns Polychrome as the only 

diagnostic for Springerville Variety makes it a minor late variety of St. 

Johns Polychrome and along with St. Johns Polychrome developmentally 



Fig. 23. The Distribution of St. Johns Polychromex Springerville Variety. 

Solid line - Area of greatest concentration 

Broken line - Limit of distribution 
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precedent to Reshota Polychrome which occasionally employs the sane black 

exterior additions to tfcite designs on bowl exteriors and it is useful for 

indicating the A.D* 1250 - 1300 time period. It Is possible that the use 

of a minor amount of black on exteriors extends farther back in time than 

has been indicated at Point of Pines in vhich case Springerville would 

lose its utility as a variety* The lower level at Shovlow vhich contains 

Springerville Variety has generally been thought to date earlier than the 

dating for Springerville Variety at Point of Pines* 

Summary Description 

Springerville Variety is differentiated from typical St. Johns 

Polychrome by the occurrence of black lines or bars in addition to the 

white decoration on the exteriors of otherwise typical St. Johns Poly

chrome bowls. It also appears to more frequently have an orange rather 

than a red slip than is true for St. Johns Polychrome as a whole* It is 

a late variety of St. Johns Polychrome and centers in the upper Little 

Colorado area. It appears on present evidence to be diagnostic for the 

time period between A.D. 1250 and 1300. 



FIGURE St. Johns Polychromc: Sprinncrville Variety bowls and jars. 

GP-OI969. St.. Johns 7:?. 2.5YR 5/<% 

5YR 6/6. 

TVR >V6. 

.5V!t 5/6. 

rYR 6/f. 

?, 5VH f?/^. 

a. 

• ]2» 

£• 

d. 

£• 

f. 

h. 

i. 

GP-01972. 

rp_oin2|-8. 

CfP-01.001. 

r:P-Q?h l6. 

r-p- oj?552. 

St. Johns. 7:2. 

St. Johns 7??. 

St. Johns 7:?. 

St. Johns h:1. 

St, Johns hil, 

ASTm A-I.6073, Point of Pines, Arizona *7:10:^?.. 

r-laze paint. Drawinn based on sherds, 

GP-02f\*5. St. Johns 11:1. ? .  WR 5/6. 

SAC W900. Wunathi Pueblo, room ?.TOR 5/6 • 

5YR -5/P. :!rt 

D osier. restored. 

Diameter of or 21. ? err.. 
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PINEDALE POLYCHROME 

History 

Named bv: Haury (1931* <55). 

Svnonvms: Red Ware (Fewkes 190&: 58); three color glazed and 

painted ware (Spier 1919» Table 1); Chevlon Ware (Hough 1930: b); Proto-

Fourmile Polychrome (Haury 1930* U), 

Previous descriptions! Haury (1931* <>7)s Gladwin and Gladwin 

(1931t hi)} Colton and Hargrave (1937» 107); Hawley (1950: 71); Hinaldo 

(1959» 201). 

Type sitei Pinedale Pueblo. 

Basis of present description: Analysis of 35 whole or restorable 

vessels in the collections of the Arissona State Museum, the Southwest 

Archeological Center, the Amerind Foundation, and the Museum of Northern 

Arizona; reference to previous descriptions where specified; distribution 

based on Gila Pueblo survey. 

Technology 

Construction: Coiling followed by scraping. 

Paste: The paste is usually hard and gray, but may be buff or 

reddish brown. Inclusions are white, red, or black angular fragments. 

Some of these appear to be sherds, and some of the white angular fragments 

look like crushed rock. A dark core is frequently present. 

J4all JShltiSBfitt' V*o S mm., usually 5 

Paintx In appearance the dark paint varies from a soft organic 

brown stain Which has penetrated the slip, to a thick mat black or dull 

glaze %Aii6h has not sunk into the slip. A careful inspection of vessels 

with the soft stain oniyrevealed in all cases traces of the mat black 

paint which suggests that it was originally there, but had worn away as 
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a result of Insufficient vitrification* Many vessels bearing a mat glaze 

or glaze shov an underlying organic stain. The glaze Itself is never as 

thick or shiny as that found on Reshota Polychrome. The minerals in the 

dark paint are lead* copper, and some manganese (Haury 1931* 65). Shepard 

{l^hZt 221) states that the copper content is very high and that lead 

usually occurs only as a trace if at all. She also notes a high silica 

content and variability in the manganese content and silica-copper ratio. 

The white paint is presumably kaolin. 

Amplication of painti White is found either on the interior or 

the exterior or both, and was applied either before or after the black. 

Of the eight bovls with white on both fields, it was applied before the 

black on both fields in six instances, but on two vessels it was applied 

on the interior before the black and on the exterior after the black. Of 

those bowls with white on the interior only it was applied before the 

black in ten instances, after the black in ten instances, and undetermin

able in four instances. White is used either as a background for black 

design units in Whitih case it is applied first, or as outlining for black 

motifs in which case it is applied either before or after the black. 

Surface finish; Bowl interiors and exteriors and jar exteriors 

and neck interiors carry a thick red or orange slip over a well smoothed 

paste. One vessel exhibits a thin watery orange slip. Narrow polishing 

marks are usually visible. The slip is sometimes dull and powdery, but 

usually has a slight sheen. Inclusions in the paste sometimes extrude 

through the slip. Small fire clouds are common on exteriors, and crazing 

is sometimes present. 

Slip color: The slip color is usually red, less frequently oranges 

Munsell 10R 5/6, Zh vessels; 10R 5/8, ft vessels; 10R ft/ft, 1 vessel; 2/5YR 

5/6, 2 vessels; 2.5YR U/6, 1 vessel; 2.5VR 5/8, 1 vessel; 2,SYR 6/8, 1 

vessel; 5*R 7/6, 1 vessel. Colored illustrations appear in Gladwin and 
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Gladvin (1931, PI. 38), Cunnings <19^0, PI. 20, 23). and Clark (1935* PI* 1*>. 

Shapes 

Bo via i All 33 bowls are of medium depth with rounded sides and 

bases and with one exception, walls that incurve at the rin; diameter 15.5-

32*b cm.; height 6.7 - 1*.0 cm.; Incurvature 1-7 mm. The one exception 

has walls which are vertical just:below the rim. Rims are rounded self 

rims, 12 examples; internal rounded bevel, no lip, 15 examples; internal 

bevel, slight external lip, 5 examples; and internal thickening at the rim 

with an internal bevel and slight external lip, 1 example. 

Jarsr One small pitcher with a rounded body, short neck, and effigy 

lug handle is present; diameter 15.5 cm.; height 6.7 cm. It is very simi

lar to St. Johns Black-on-red pitchers. 

Dipper: One small dipper with a short handle and imperforated end 

is present; diameter 8.0 em.; length lfc.O cm. 

Painted Decoration 

Fields of decorationt The fields of decoration are bowl and dipper 

interiors and exteriors, the jar neck and body as separate fields, and the 

dipper handle. 

Focus of decoration i On 28 bowls the focus of decoration ia the 

walls, and on five bowls the focus of decoration is the whole interior. 

Layouts t Layouts on bowl interiors and jar exteriors are quanti

fied in Table 10. Layouts on bowl exteriors are tabulated in Table 11. 

Color petteraei The following color patterns are found on bowls 

and the dipper t (1) black-on-red "interior with a black and white-on-red 

exterior, 25 examples; (2) black-and-white-on-red interior and exterior, 

8 examples; and (3) black-and-vhite-oxv-red interior and a red exterior 

with no design, 1 example. The jar exhibits blade motifs outlined in 

white on a red background. On bowl exteriors the motifs may be either 



TABLE 10 

LAYOUTS ON PINKDALE" POLYCHROME BOWL 
INTERIORS AND JAR EXTERIORS 

FiELr) 

LAYOUT Bowls* Jars 
Whole 
Field Walls Body Neck 

Unsectioned band 

Vertically sectioned band 

Multiple concentric bands 

Central finured, open center 

Central finurccl, filled center 

Offset quartered 

Negative offset quartered 

Continuous pattern, no bandinn lines 

*Dipper bovl included 

_ - TABLE'11 

LAYOUTS OK PINTT2ALS POLYCHROME BOV.'L* EXTERIORS 

20 

1 

1 

LAYOUT FREQUENCY 

band vi t'a pendant units 

Continuous narrov; band or r:otif 7 

Jlotif between upper and lover banding lines I 

Continuous noti.f and rim band only 1 

Repeated unit notifs 1? 

Alternating unit motifs 3 

*Bovl of dipper included 
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white with details added in black, or black with details added in v.'Mte, 

or blac'*. with no white, or occasionally blac!-: motifs alternate v/i th whi tc 

ones. Black not-* f c outlined in white are the most common. 

t-'otif q; Primary motifs on bowl interiors which arc composed of 

interlocked solid and batched units are the following: chains of joined 

paralleloarans (Vi 9. b), scrolls with stepped edges or appendages (Pi c. 

27 j), stepped squares (Fir. 27 b), rnrninn diamonds (Fin, 27 e), plain 

frets (?ir. 27 i) or frets v*th stepped or barbed ends and in some in

stances "Y" shaped bares (7i y. Z6 a; 27 .f )» reversed M,ZM firurcr 1 -*ith 

either barbed ends or double bird fi~nrcn on th© ends (Pig. ?.(•• _f), keys 

(Pi 27 d), plain triangular frets (Pig. ?<' squares with rnnled 

hook': (Pi - . *»7 d)> hatched g:*id"or'* wi th. stopped lire fillers, and barbed 

lines in triangular arrangement.? 0?i^. 27 n)* HoctanTl nr frets and 

barbed lines in triangular r*.*r angomentr are t^e most common motifs and 

on cm* four t^'-os each. The '' 'chers occur --"nee or -H.'ico each. Twenty-

three vessels exhibit r.oti'" "onnnsnd en interlocked solid and botched 

'•nits on •' --•tcriors. 

Three vessels o:diibi.t soli'1 bands with negat-* ve uni ts opposed by 

batched bands. T'oti Cs in t^is group are the following: bands or ^^nel 

dl videv. of parallel h.atchi•••g 'Pi p. 2^ ci 27 h), solid band wi th f '*inged 

edge ("h.n, ?( r-)t and solid triangles *t"> 'rev or Hook on the end '"•'ig. 

"•7 h). 

One bowl (rig. ?.6 i; crhibitr. so lid bands vi th negati ve n.-rnl-

1 clo Trans interwoven wi.th ban^r of naral!e! '"et^hir~» 

T'rnf vessels e"'T,',hit no hatched units. TL •: • otifs are Coined 

double keys (1?i 26 h), snail bird p4 gunes (Fie. ?6 j£|)» snrl lines 
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\:i t1! t-'rbod ed^T, The jrr* r'~ 'tk solid "S" "rots vt tb 

Or c bowl • . ?6 !•:) o::V M Its di agonal bnrdr of ioi?V"' r.ni j r> 

'-r + ch'-"-' 4'r ? cs vbieb form ^orativn mrnl 1 clonrtims# 

Three r.mn1 ^ bov/1 n --<-.•»-•? £3 for1""^' of ^''"osod r-^etorr. v* +b. 1 r~ 

terra1 fill-,-, --etj.fs (F\'. ?7 a> .£-)• Ti.oy ""r nr^bably ar.d ar'~ ' rrr-~ 

r:i to fro oh Polychrome. The f 5 llor -'otif «*• v''1' c'-' <•—<"! eyed 

nvp r:r hatohr»?1 tr-1 a"1"! os, trian"? or. '<̂  i'• do*] i'' o •' *' ̂ ^' r rj t ̂ " J '  

f i "viv on, nami 1 ''P/'fho'' ''" i t. s, brm*' -pd l̂ noo, p - - ~ 1 re-lid r -i --1 -n o. \'i th 

serrate' r»fi«on, and nn1 v' + ri m«1 os in p. v->"*ti cc.l sori r>-"» 

Othor f ? 1 Irr not") £?» ore nni to t.h fito^nod l^^o f 111 .-rr, rec-

tpn-"1! os • of nnral lei hatebin", o™r' r'otr. in n nr»<~-nti,,o %v"ir>roi '1. 

Tho fr-11 ov'inn "!n*f;i rr. nv^ ro • 1 on bovl omtoriorr in ee nt! "vonr; 

' • > n t  t r , * " 7 * r ? !  r j o l A  * '  b l a c ' "  r i  ' J ' r * n r i  b a w 1  v . ' i t b  v / h ?  r ' o t ^ ,  v * h ' T i  • •  c '  r '  

' ••< +'- '• b.r!'' ot'f i ne<? f dotf, rr.r1 rottlosTmhe's hoed ni"1''' !" r i 7 ^Fi r*» ?7 , 

bine'- n",f' v'b: to e*~ r>rv'orhoa;"d bnrdr 0?ir". ?7' r •, bloc'- p:*1 •' v'h iv,nr':"' 

of i i f*b nr Crio. ?~J f}, vbit'-1 '''CrC v.'itb Toido"''" p.nnlod "••"•' 

bine': odri^n v.'j t*' -'otn, irt.^r''f,,cbod blrcb f rots v.'itb sto'inet? on rr- Gn'' 

••bite odros O'i?, ?.(• b"1, Moc'; rocti 1 i near noane'er vdtb vhito cc'rcs, 

solid oncircl i'* 1 r.o't '>a":d cdnod 5.r. vhito ("in. ?6 r)t roli d v/hite 

brr.d at ri-1, blacb rcctruvlcc pendant from, blno': band and cdocc! in 

v.r'iito (Fir* ?.? d)> ri-1. bnnd v.'itl-. pendant diamonds odooc! in vrhi te (?••' 

?£ j). Thor.0 motifs occur only oncc witb tho o::ooptior. of the nhochrr-

board bnrdn v.'biob occur ti-dco. T!:e follov/inr; motifs are found in re

peated unit pattornsr ctj'lincd handc in bine!: or blacb and v.»hi te (F5r?» 

"?(< 0; .?7 i;)t blac!: and v/hitc butterflies (Fir;. .?7 h)f black diamonds 
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with v/liite edges and open centers (Fig. 26 5), black terraces with white 

edges and curved hook (Fig. 26 rectangles with negative parallelo

grams, rectangles with hooked lines with dotted edges (Fig. 27 j*)» 

frets with stepped ends (Fig. Z6 27 b), terraces, and bars and stepped 

hooks combination. Hands, and frets with stepped ends occur four times 

each; the others one or two times each. Motifs found in alternating unit 

patterns are the following* white-frets alternating with black spiral or 

black bug (Fig. z6 £), quarter terraces alternating with panel with nega

tive zigzag (Fig. 27 i)» bird figure alternating with hourglass with 

fringed end (Fig. 27 .£>, and triangular frets alternating with solid 

horizontal bar. These combinations occur once each. 

Hatching; Parallel hatching is found on 30 vessels, diagonal 

hatching on two, and no hatching on three. Two vessel's in addition to 

parallel hatching have some cross hatched filler units. 

Bandinn lines: True banding lines are the same size as other 

framing lines. On five bowls there is no upper banding line present. 

Ten bowls show double banding lines. Five show a double lover banding 

line only, three show both upper and lower, and two show only a lower. 

None of these shov line breaks. 

Line and motif widths Framing lines and hatching lines are the 

same width and range from 1 to 3 mm., but are usually 2 mm. Balancing 

banding lines range from k to 11 mm., but are usually from 7 to 10 mm. 

Interior linear solid units and hatched units are usually the same width, 

and range from 3 to 13 rom., but are usually 10 mm. Exterior linear motifs 

range from 3 to 20 mm. and are usually 5 to 9 mm. 

Patterns; The following patterns are found on bowl interiors; 
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(1) continuous patterns wherein the same motifs are repeated either 

horizontally or vertically from two to twelve times; (2) offset quartered 

patterns using either the whole bowl interior or just the sides in *tolcb 

quarters with different composition alternate; (3) basketweave patterns; 

(ft) sectioned patterns in which panels with solid and negative design 

units alternate with parallel hatched panel dividers from four to ten 

times, or in which solid and hatched units interlock to form motifs which 

are repeated, but which do not interlock continuously throughout the lay

out; and (5) central figured patterns in which the central figure either 

halves or quarters the field* and in which either two or four corner 

appendages interlock with rim pendant units. The jar shows a banded 

pattern, A continuous pattern in a banded layout is still the most common 

9«ttsrn. Patterns oft bowl exteriors consist of either unit patterns In 

black or in black and white, or continuous patterns in black and white. 

Unit patterns cure repeated from two to eight times, but are usually re

peated from two to four times* 

Artistryi Artistry varies from good to mediocre* Hie total 

picture is one of better artistry than for St. Johns Polychrome as a 

whole* Those vessels that look tore like St. Johns in style and some

times in color usually exhibit poorer line work and organization than 

those with broad bold patterns typical of later developments, but there 

is a gradual transition in between. 

Stvlei Plnedale Polychrome vessels are decorated either in St* 

Johns style or in Plnedale style. In addition there is one bowl (Fig* 

26 £) which exhibits the style of interior design found on Puerco Black-

on-red, and which may be Interpreted as either a survival of this style 
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or as a fortuitous recombination of the sane design units, These styles 

have been defined in the Introduction* A sample of the Plnedale Poly

chrome vessels which exhibit St. Johns style are illustrated in Figure 

*6 ft-dt X* A* attd it* 7116 bowl illustrated In Figure 26 J is outside the 

mode of any of these styles, but is more similar to St. Johns style than 

to any other. 

A sample of the Plnedale Polychrome vessels which exhibit Pine-

dale style are illustrated in Figure 27. Several of them are actually 

transitional between St. Johns style and Plnedale style. 

Spatial Distribution 

Plnedale Polychrome has a fairly widespread distribution (Pig. 

25). It extends from the Zuni area on the northeast, westward to the 

Verde River and south along the San Pedro River to the Sonora border and 

then east into Chihuahua as far south as Casas Grandes. It is most fre

quent in the area of the Mogollon Rim between Roosevelt Lake and the head 

waters of Silver Greek. The greatest concentrations of sherds are in sites 

between Roosevelt Lake and Cherry Creek. It is fairly common between the 

Salt and Gila rivers and much less common south of the Gila. The type 

itself is known to have been manufactured at the Plnedale Ruin on the 

headwaters of Silver Creek where sherds of unfinished vessels were re

covered (Haury 1931* 65). Whereas the preceding types have all centered 

east of the Little Colorado, Plnedale Polychrome and the following types 

all center west of the Little Colorado* 

Temporal Distribution 

The most reliable dating of Plnedale Polychrome still rests on 

the tree-ring dates at Plnedale Pueblo where Plnedale Polychrome was 
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associated with datable charcoal which gave dates of between A.D. 1286 

and I330 (Haury 1931* 61). Sailey (19511 68) gives 20 dates between 

A.D. 1280 and 1299 Plus several which are markedly earlier and later for 

the Pinedale ruin. At Kinishba, where Pinedale Polychrome is found, 75 

tree-ring dates are between A,D, 1233 «&d 1306 (asiley 1951* <?), but 

exact association of Pinedale Polychrome with the dated Material is un

certain. At the Canyon Ruin tree-ring dates range from A.D. 1323 

to I3&8 (Smiley 19511 72) and Pinedale Polychrome was represented by only 

one sherd (Haury 193** 137). Cedar Creek Polychrome, which is in part 

transitional between Pinedale Polychrome and Fourmile Polychrome, also 

appears to be rare at this site (Morris 1957 * 52) where Fourmile Polychrome 

was the most common decorated red ware found* This suggests that both 

Pinedale Polychrome and its derivative, Cedar Qretfk Polychrome, had gone 

out of use prior to A.D. 1323, at least in this area. 

At Point of Pines, where Pinedale Polychrome is Intrusive, it is 

found in the Maverick Mountain mid Pinedale phases dating from aomevhat 

before A.D. 1275 to 1325 (Breternitz, Gifford, Olson 1957* *1*) and these 

dates seem the best approximation for the duration of Pinedale Polychrome. 

Possibly it went out of use slightly earlier than this judging from the 

scarceness of it and of Cedar Creek Polychrome at the Canyon Creek Ruin, 

although this difference may well be a spatial rather than a temporal one. 

Discussion 

Typologically Pinedale Polychrome appears to be an outgrowth of 

St. Johns Polychrome. Distributionally it centers much further west 

than St. Johns Polychrome. Chronologically it is later than St. Johns 
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Fig. 25. The Distribution of Pinedale Polychrome and Pinedale Black-on-red. 

Solid line - Area of greatest concentration 

Broken line - limit of distribution 
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Polychrome. Consequently it appears to be a lateral extension of St. 

Johns Polychrome through space* as veil as a lineal outgrowth through 

tine. St* Johns Polychrome appears in the core area for Pinedale Poly* 

chrome, and I would guess it vas made there, but in limited quantity* 

As a type to be differentiated from other types in the White 

Mountain red wre Pinedale Polychrome actually represents a correlation 

between the use of glase (or mat glase) paint, the use of both black and _ 

white on any field, and exterior decoration on bowls in unit patterns. 

The continuous patterns on some bowl exteriors remove then from this 

correlation, but are in turn transitional to the continuous patterns in 

St. Johns Polycfhrome on onehand, and to Cedar Creek Polychrome on the 

other* 

Summary Description 

Pinedale Polychrome vessels are slipped red or orange on the in

teriors and exteriors of bowls and dippers, and on the exteriors and 

neck interiors of jars. The paste is light colored and usually has 

sherd temper. Bowls with rounded bases and Incurved rims are the most 

common form. Interior decoration goes to the rim and either leaves the 

center undecorated or covers it. Interior decoration is usually execut

ed in interlocked solid and hatched design units in black which some

times have white outlines. The treatment is either in closely massed 

units or in bold broad units. Frets and closely allied forms are 

common* Hatching is almost invariably parallel. Stepped line fillers 

are ooasen* Exterior motifs are either black or blade and tlhite* Unit 

motifs and black and White continuous motifs are oomon. White is used 



FIGURE 26. Pinedale Polyohrone and Kvalcina Polyohrone vessels. All 

are Pinedale Polyohroae except j[. 

a. QP-J8655. Ohihuahua A»l6i2. 10R 5/8. 

b. QP-029SO. Tusayan l6»3. 10R 5/6. 

c. QP-10956. Roosevelt 5*3, burial 4. 10R 5/6. 

d. 0P-02471. St. Johns 4:1. 10R 5/6. 

e. ASM A-9076. near Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

f. ASM 7109. Kinishba. 10R 5/8. 

£• A8M 5026. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. Kvakina Polychrome. 

h. ASM 25725. Kinishba. 10R 5/6* 

i. ASM 7550. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

J,. ASM A-12724. Hilltop Ruin near Miami, Arizona. 10R 5/8. 

Unique design treatment. 

k. ASM A-15908. Point of Pines, Ariz. W»10»50. 2.5YR 5/6. 

Diameter of i» 52.4 cm. 
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FIGURE 27. Plnedale Polychrome bowls. 

£• GP-8138. Arizona Ci5tl3. 2.5YR 5/8 t 

fc. GP-8622. Roosevelt 5s 5» burial 3« 10R 5/6, 

£• GP-^9025. Roosevelt 6s3* 10R 5/6. 

d. GP-017^8. Holbrook 12si. 10R 5/6. 

A* CP-1222h, Florence 3*H» burial 11* 10R 5/6, 

£• GP-11312. Roosevelt 5*10, burial 2ft. 2.5YR 5/6. 

a. ASM 6287. Arizona* 10R 5/6. 

&• GP-11602. Roosevelt 5s 11, burial 9* 2.5VR 6/8. 

1* ASM 20005. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

J. GP-7^30. Globe 6si. Gila Pueblo. Burned. Designed 

restored. 

Diameter of £s 28.3 cm* 
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either as a background ipr black motifs or elements, or as trimming for 

black motifs, or occasionally black motifs alternate with white ones* 

The blade paint is either a glaze or a mat glaze or in cases vhere this 

has worn away, simply a dull brown stain. The area of most frequent 

occurrence is just above and below the Mo go lion Rim. The time of occur* 

rence is A.D* 1275 to 1325* 

PINEDALE BLACK-ON-RED 

History 

ItX1 Oolton and Hargrave (1937* 106). 

JUBftBSBftS Pinedale Polychrome, in part (Haury 19321 &22)« 

Praviom descriptionsl Oolton and Hargrave (1937* 106). 

Tvne sltei Pinedale Pueblo* 

Basis of present description t Analysis of 26 whole or restorable 

vessels in the collections of the Arizona State MUseum, the Amerind Founda

tion, and the Southwest Archeological Center; reference to previous de

scriptions where specified* 

Technology 

Construction! Coiling followed by scraping. 

Pastei The paste is usually hard and gray, but may be buff, or 

reddish brown* Inclusions are white, red, or black angular fragments, 

of which many are sherds, and some quartz sand. A dark core is frequent

ly present* 

Well thickness i 4 to 7 mm*, usually 5 mm. 

Pointt The dark paint is usually a mat glace, but grades from a 

dark organic stain to a shiny glaze* This gradation may occur on a 
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single vessel. Some vessels appear to exhibit only an organic stain, but 

close examination shows traces of a mat glaze in all instances* The 

mineral constituents are probably lead, copper, and some manganese as 

in Pinedale Polychrome. 

Surface finish! Bowls are slipped on the interior and exterior 

with a thick red slip. Jars are slipped on the exterior and neck in

terior with a red slip. One bowl is covered with a thin orange slip with 

specks of dark red in it. The paste is well smoothed and the slip is 

polished. Narrow marks left by the polishing tool are usually visible 

on exteriors. The slip is sometimes dull and powdery. Small exterior 

fire clouds are common and erasing is sometimes present. 

Slin color: The slip is usually red and less frequently orange: 

Kunsell 10R 5/6, 22 examples; 2.5YR 5/6, & examples. Colored illustra

tions are given by Cummings (19^0, PI. 19). 

Shapes 

Bowlst All bowls are of medium depth with rounded sides and 

bases and Incurved rims; diameter 13.6 - 2 ft.8 cm.; height 6,U - 13,6 cm.; 

incurvature 1 to ft mm. Rims are internally rounded with a slight bevel, 

lft examples; rounded with internal thickening at the rim, 2 examples; 

rounded self rims, 2 examples; and rounded with an external lip, 1 ex

ample. 

Jars: Two forms of jars are present! (1) small globular jars 

with short vertical or slightly flaring necks and no handle - ft ex

amples; diameter 11.5 - 17*1 I height 8.7 - 12.8 cm.; and (Z) the 

sane only with a single effigy lug handle and rather high rounded 
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shoulders - 1 example; dimeter 15.0 cm.; height 13*7 en* 1 have seen 

sherds of larger jars than these* 

Eccentricsi A single small duck effigy vessel (Fig, 28 £) Is 

present in this collection* The tall which was perforated Is missing. 

Painted Decoration 

Fields of decorationi The fields of decoration are bowl in

teriors and exteriors, jar bodies, jar necks, jar rims, and the exterior 

of the effigy* 

Focus of decoration* On 16 bowls the Xocus of decoration is the 

walls, and on three bowls it is the entire interior* 

La-routs i Layouts on bowl interiors and jar exteriors are quanti

fied in Table 12* layouts with repeated unit motifs are the only type 

found on bowl exteriors* 

Color natternet Color patterns on bowls are black-oxv-red in

terior and exterior, 18 vessels; and black-oa-red interior with red ex

terior (no decoration), 1 vessel* The jars are all black-on-red on the 

exterior. 

Motifst Primary motifs on bowl interiors and jar exteriors which 

are composed of joined or interlocked solid and hatched units occur on 16 

vessels. The following are common and appear on four to six vessels! 

barbed lines in triangular arrangements (Fig. 28 jfl, £, U» J) and stepped 

key figures (Fig. 28 £>. Other motifs which occur one or two times are 

the following! rectangular frets with barbed ends, reversed "Z" figures 

with barbed ends, composite barbed and stepped figures, diamond grid 

with filler units, and eigzag bands. 
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TABLE 12 

LAYOUTS ON PINEDALE BLACK-ON*RED BOWL 
INTHUORS AND JAR EXTERIORS 

LAYOUT 
Bo vis 

FTPTX) 

Whole 
Field 

Jmj 

Walls Body Neck 

Unsectioned band 

Vertically sectioned band 

Multiple concentric bands 

Offset quartered 

Negative offset quartered 

Central figured* open center 

Vertically offset, spaced sections 

Negative bisected 

Unit motifs 

Rim fringes or dotted band 

Rim ticking 

2 

1 

8 

2 

1 

1 

2 

3 

3 

1 

1 

1 

3 

2 
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On five vessels solid motifs are opposed by solid and hatched 

motifs. Joined solid frets opposed by solid and hatched barbed lines 

occur on one vessel (Fig. 28 j})« A solid and hatched band vith a negative 

zigzag appears on Figure 38 X is opposed by hatched sectors vith 

negative squares. A band of stepped filler units opposed by bands of 

concentric hatching appear on Figure 28 &• Figure 28 £ exhibits a solid 

avastica-like figure separating bands of solid and hatched units which 

form negative chevrons. 

Five other vessels exhibit for the most part solid motifs opposed 

by hatched motifs. Solid bird figures opposed by a hatched background 

(Fig. 28 fc), running diamonds opposed by hatched triangles (Fig. 28 j), 

and a solid band with negative trapezoids opposed by barbed hatched units 

occur. 

Filler motifs are the following* Squares or other units vith 

stepped line fillers (Fig. 28 JE, &), rectangles of parallel hatching 

which frequently have dotted edges (Fig. 28 £, J, 2), and a solid crescent 

in the center of a bovl (Fig. 28 &). Basketveave parallel hatching occurs 

on one un-illustrated bowl. Solid arrowheads in a unit pattern appear on 

a jar neck (Fig. 28 4). 

The following motifs are found on bovl exteriors) keys (Fig. 28 

£), quadruped with a long tail (Fig. 28 £>, hourglass with fringed ends 

(Fig. 28 &)» crescents (Fig. 28 &), frets with stepped ends (Fig. 28 fc, i), 

triangle with stepped edge (Fig. 28 i), rectangles of parallel hatching 

with dotted edge, "S" frets (Fig. 28 £>, stylized hands, diamonds with a 

negative cross, rectangles with stepped line filler (Fig. 28 J[)t square 

vith barbed edge and internal cross, and diamond with internal half 
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terraces. One vessel (Fig« 28 a) has no exterior deooratlon. All of 

these motifs occur in unit patterns* Frets and keys are the most common 

exterior motifs* 

Hatchingi Twenty-two vessels show parallel hatching, one shows 

mixed parallel and diagonal, and two show diagonal. One vessel shows 

no hatching. 

JifiBdiAfl litest lime banding lines are the same width as hatching 

lines and other framing lines. There is no painted rim band on the two 

bowls with negative offset quartered layouts. Four bowls show double 

lower banding lines and on one of these the balancing line shows two 

breaks Which are elaborated with curved hooks on each side of the brefik. 

The others show no line breaks. One Jar exhibits a double lower banding 

line, and three show both double upper and lower banding lines. These do 

not contain breaks. 

Line jgg motif widthi Hatching is the same width as its framing 

line and ranges from 1 to 3 mm. wide, but is usually 2 mm. The hatched 

and solid portions of linear motifs are the same size or nearly so and 

range from 3 to 18 mm. in width, and are most commonly 10 mm. vide. 

Balancing banding lines range from ft to 12 mm., and are usually between 

7 and 10 mm. wide. 

Pattern*i Hie following patterns are found on vessels} (1) con

tinuous patterns wherein the same motifs are repeated from three to ten 

times{ (2) offset chartered patterns in which either quarters with 

different composition alternate, or quarters with the same composition 

are repeated! (3) central figured patterns in which the corner appendages 

of the central figure interlock with motifs from the rim; (ft) sectioned 
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patterns in banded layouts In which the sections are repeated and are 

separated from each other by a negative panel divider; (5) multiple con

centric bands wherein solid bands vith negaftlt* llllers alternate vith 

bands of concentric parallel hatching; and (6) patterns formed of spaced 

sections in which the whole bowl interior is used* Unit patterns wherein 

the units are repeated from two to four times, usually two times, are the 

only patterns found on bowl exteriors. 

Artistryi Linevork is usually good, but is sometimes mediocre. 

Symmetry and balance are usually attained. Solids were first outlined 

and then filled in. The f*v vessels which look like St. Johns types in 

many respecta generally exhibit poorer artistry* 

Stylei Pinedale Black-on-red is decorated in both St. Johns style 

and in Pinedale style. However, only one bowl and one Jar (Fig. 28 J) are 

decorated in St. Johns style. In general the style is the same as is 

found in Pinedale Polychrome and in Cedar Creek Polychrome except that 

white is lacking. 

Other Features 

lUB IBlfiUJUl* One bowl from Arizona Wtl0i$0 at Point of Pines 

shows four opposed rim notches. It was the cover bowl on cremation 33 

(Fig, 28 a). 

Spatial Distribution 

Pinedale Black-on-red is very difficult to distinguish from 

Pinedale Polychrome in small sherds. The distribution of whole vessels 

of Pinedale Black-on-red follows that of Pinedale Polychrome. 
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Temporal Distribution 

The temporal range is probably the same as for Pinedale Polyw 

chrome, A.D. 1275 to 1325. 

Discussion 

The value of separating black-on-red pottery from its closely 

associated polychrome when the only difference Is a little white paint 

is more valuable when sorting sherds than using whole vessels* 

Many sherds from Pinedale Polyehroroe vessels are undoubtedly classified 
w 

as Pinedale Black-on-red. However, this does permit the exact determi

nation of polychrome sherds. 

Summary Description 

Pinedale Black-on-red vessels are slipped red or orange on the 

interiors and exteriors of bowls and on the exteriors and neck interiors 

of jars* The paste Is light colored and haa sherd temper. Medium depth 

bovls vlth rounded sides and bases and villa incurved at the rims are 

the most common shape, although Jars, pitchers, and eecentrlca do occur. 

Interior decoration on bowls goes to the rim and either leaves the center 

undecorated or covers It. Interior decoration is usually executed In 

interlocked solid and hatched design units in black. The treatment is 

either in closely massed units or In bold broad units. Barbed lines and 

linear units vlth stepped appendages are common. Hatching Is almost in

variably parallel and dots are frequently appended to. the borders of 

parallel hatched bands. Squiggled lines are common filler motifs. The 

blade paint is either a glaze or a mat glase* or in eases where It has 

vorn away, simply a dull brown stain* Bxterior motifs on bovls are 

black and are arranged in unit patterns aid are repeated from two to four 



FIGURE 28* Ptnedale Black-on-red vessels. 

£• ASM A~109bl. Point of Pines, Arizona Ws10*50, burial 1&3-

10R 5/6. 

Jfc. GP-&9028. Roosevelt 6*3. 10R 5/6. 

GP-8219. Roosevelt 6s8. 10R 5/6. 

jJ. GP-03199. St. Johns 11 *1. 10R 5/6. 

j. ASM 11337* Provenience unknown. 10R 5/6. 

X* G^780&. Roosevelt 6(2. 10R 5/6. 

A* GP-&1871. Roosevelt 3»3. 2.5*R 5/6, 

fc. GP-7903. Roosevelt 613. 10R 5/8. 

GP-12231. Holbrook 1316. 10R 5/6. 

J. ASM A~6862. Point of Pines, Arizona W»10»50, burial 31. 10R 

fc. ASM iU 16121. Point of Pines, Arizona Wil0t50, cremation 205. 

10R 5/6. 

1. GP-8623. Roosevelt 5*5. 10R 5/6. 

q. GP-82&3. Arizona C:518. 10R 5/6. 

D. ASM A-7636, Point of Pines. 10R 5/6. 

£. ASM 17159* Roosevelt Lake. 10R 5/6. 

£. ASM A> 10917. Point of Pines, Arizona. Wsl0t50, cremation 33* 

10R 5/6. 
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times. They are usually rectllnear geometric forms, but sometimes life 

forms occur. The area of most frequent occurrence is just above and be

low the Mo go lion Rim. The time of occurrence la A.D. 1275 to 1325* 

CEDAR CREEK POLYCHROME 

History 

Naaad Olfford <1957t 93). 

flwoMMi Transitional Polychrome (Smiley 19521 58-66); Four-

mile Polychrome, in part (Martin and Willis 19*0, PI. 105, 6-7)1 Showlow 

Polychrome, in part (Oolton and Hargrave 1937* 111)} Pinedale Polychrome, 

in part (Martin and Willis 19*0, PI. 10*, 1, 3-6). Pinedale Fourmlle 

Polychrome (Wheat 1952* 192). 

Previous d««orlptlon»i Gifford (1957 « 93). 

Type site* Arizona Wil0:50, Point of Pines, Arlsona. 

Baals of present description! Analysis of *0 whole or restorable 

vessels in the collections of the Arlsona State Museum, the Southwest 

Archeological Center, the Amerind Foundation, and the Museum of Northern 

Ariaona; reference to previous descriptions where specified; distribution 

based on Gila Pueblo survey and \diole vessels. 

Technology 

Constructioni Colling followed by scraping. 

Pastei Buff, white to gray, or occasionally red brown with 

golden mica speaks. White, black, and red angular fragments appear as 

inclusions in the paste. Most of these are sherds; some appear to be 

ground rock. A dark oore is frequently present. 

JttLL JHtiLflkBtftl* 3 to 7 mm., usually 5 nm. 
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Paint« The dark paint is a black glaxe or aat glase and some-

times has a greenish east particularly if applied over a white background* 

The white paint is presumably kaolin and is soft and chalky and vears off 

easily. The glaze probably has the same content as in Plnedale Poly

chrome and Fourmlle Polychrome. 

Amplication of painti White is applied after the red either as 

a slip on jar necks, as a background( or as outlining for black design 

units. The white is invariably applied before the black and is used for 

laying out the borders of black motifs and then remains as an outline. 

Surface finish t A heavy red slip covers bowl Interiors and ex

teriors. Jars have either an overall red slip on their exteriors and 

neck Interiors, or this plus a white slipped area on the shoulders, or 

the body is slipped red and the neck and shoulders and neck interior are 

slipped lAlte. The red slip is smooth and well polished. Very narrow 

polishing marks are usually visible on interiors and exteriors, par

ticularly on the bottoms of bowls. The white slip is thick and chalky 

and sometimes has a granular texture. It is not as well smoothed as the 

red. Fire clouds are common on exteriors. 

Silo colori The color is usually red and occasionally orange* 

Munsell 10R 5/6, 37 vessels; 2.5TO 5/6, 3 vessels. Vessels in color are 

illustrated by Hough (1903, PI. 9); Cummings (19&0, PI. 22) and Fewfces 

(1904, PI. 38 £). 

Shapes 

Bowlsi All bowls are of medium depth with rounded bases and 
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sides and mils that Incurve at the rim - 36 examples; dlaaeter 15*4 -

3k. 2 em,; height 6.0 - 15.2 cm. j Incurvature 1-6 m., usually 3 mm. Bins 

are of three shapest (1) Internal rounded bevel, 32; (2) Internal rounded 

bevel with rim thickening Internally, 1; and (3) rounded self rias, 3* 

Jarat Jars are of three format (1) globular bodies with short 

necks vhlch have either vertical sides or sides that are slightly con

cave - 2 examples; diameter 19*0 - 20.8 cm.; height 15*6 - 17*0 cm.; and 

(2) globular body with a very short flaring neck - 1 example; dlaaeter 

18.0 cm.; height 12.4 cm.; and (3) globular body with a very short vertical 

neck - 1 example; diameter l&.l cm.; height 9.5 cm.; this specimen also 

has a suspension (?) hole on two sides at the Juncture of the neck and 

body. 

Eccentricai Hough (1903, PI. 9) illustrates a double bowl and 

a small rectangular "paint cup" which appear to belong to this type. 

These forma are reproduced in Figure 32, & 2* 

Painted Decoration 

Fields of decorations The fields of decoration are bowl interiors 

and exteriors and Jar bodies* neeks, and rims. Necks and rims do not 

always bear decoration. 

Focus of d«ooration> Twenty-seven bowls utilize only the walls 

for painted motifs, and nine use the whole interior field. 

JjUEQillfts Layouts on bowl interiors and jar exteriors are quanti

fied in Table 13, and layouts on Jar exteriors in Table lfc. 

Color Mttamii Bowls exhibit the following color patterns) 

(1) whit^and-black-on»red on both interior and exterior, 19 vessels; 
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TABLE 13 

LAYOUTS ON CEDAR CREEK POLYCHROME BOWL 
INTERIORS AND JAR EXTERIORS 

FIELD 

S&ElS iLflU 
Whole 
Field Walls Body Neck 

Unsectioned band 12 3 

Vertically sectioned band 3 

Multiple concentric bands 1 1 

Negative quartered 2 

Trisected 1 1 

Spaced trisected 1 6 

Spaced trisected by central figure 3 

Vertically offset spaced sections 1 

Vertically offset central figure 1 

Quartered* filled center 1 

Central figured, open center z 

Other 1 

Rim ticking 1 2 

Continuous pattern, no banding lines 3 

LAYOUT 



TABLE lfc 

LAYOUTS ON CEDAR CREEK POLYCHROME BOWL EXTERIORS 

166 
/ 

LAYOUT FREQUENCY 

Rim band with pendant units 21 

Motifs between upper and lower banding lines 12 

Repeated unit motifs 2 

Alternating motifs without banding lines 1 

and (2) black-on-red interior and black-and-vhito-on-red exterior, 17 

vessels* Two jars exhibit black-on-red bodies and black-on-white necks; 

one Jar exhibits a black-and-white-on-red body and a black-on-white neck; 

the fourth jar has a black-and-whit©-on-red body, black-on-white shoul

ders, and a black-on-red neck interior. 

Motifs: Primary motifs composed of interlocked solid and hatch

ed units appear on 17 vessels. Scrolls with barbed or stepped appen

dages (Fig. 30 a, £, £, are the most common forms and appear on 8 

bowls. Scrolls and fret combinations (Fig. 31 b), scrolls and running 

diamond combinations, running diamonds (Fig, 30 £, £>, frets with stepped 

ends and barbed appendages (Fig. 32 £), and linear stepped units (Fig. 

30 £> appear on from one to three vessels. 

Non-interlocked units which form motifs composed of solid, 

hatched, and negative units appear on 20 vessels. Most motifs in this 

group are large broad panels, squares, sectors, or triangles or combi

nations of these with internal elaboration using filler motifs. Large 
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opposed triangular motifs (Fig. 31 j; 32j|; 33 £, jj) occur on seven vessels. 

Barbed scrolls (Fig. 31 £), motifs with pendant bird figures (Fig. 31 £} 

32 fc, b)i off set bands (Fig. 31 £), sectors and large curvilinear units 

(Fig. 31 bt il 32 m* ft) reotanguloid panels (Fig. 32 A, J), scares (Fig. 

32 X), and other comparable units occur in this group. 

One bowl exhibits a band of parallel hatching opposed by a band 

with triangles with keyed ends (Fig. 30 Jfc). 

One Jar exhibits no hatched units, and has a running meander with 

dotted edge on the node, and triangular units with negative fillers on 

the body (Fig. 32 jg). Jar necks exhibit only solid motifs. 

Filler motifs are very ooanon. Stepped line fillers occur on 15 

vessels; parallel hatched rectangles occur on 10 vessels; and rectangular 

frets with stepped ends or appendanges occur on 7 vessels. Other filler 

motifs which occur from one to four times are the following: half terraces, 

dotted lines, negative diamond or square with central dot, sawtooth band, 

diamond with stepped edge (Fig, 32 i), solid and hatched barbed lines, 

terraces in a vertical series (Fig. 31 £>, solid rectangle with negative 

zigzag, negative bird figures (Fig. 31 2), circular white "flower" (Fig. 

31 fi)» solid zigzag band, solid triangular frets, and White single hooks 

(Fig. 31 £; 32 i>. The latter occur on only two bowls within this type. 

Pendant white dots (Fig. 31 1) appear on one vessel. 

The range of exterior motifs is illustrated in Figures 30 to 32. 

For the most part they are either black frets or similar motifs, fine 

white lines, or combinations of fine white lines and blade units. Black 

dots and iriiite dots are sometimes used to elaborate these motifs. 

Hmtehlna t Parallel hatching occurs on 28 vessels, diagonal 
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hatching on five vessels, mixed diagonal and parallel on five vessels, 

and no hatching on two vessels. 

JQgBftiAfl JLi&fift' On 25 bovl interiors and jar exteriors the true 

banding lines are the same sice as the hatching lines and other framing 

lines. On 15 bowl interiors the banding lines and other framing lines 

are twice the size of the hatching lines. Double banding lines ocour on 

13 vessels in the following combinations! (1) two jar exteriors and 

three bovl interiors exhibit double upper and lover banding lines; (2) 

one jar and one bovl shov double upper banding lines only; and (3) seven 

bowls exhibit double lover banding lines only. None of these shov breaks. 

On bovl exteriors the upper banding line has a white lover border 

with one exception; in about half the sample it also has a vhite upper 

border. The lover banding line always has a white upper border, and in 

four instances also possessed a white lover border. 

Line and motif vidth: True banding lines and framing lines on 

bovl interiors and jar exteriors range from 1 to 5 mm. in vidth and are 

usually 2 or 3 mm. They are either the same size as the hatching lines, 

vhich range from 1 to 3 nnu» or approximately twice the size of the 

hatching lines. Balancing banding lines range from 7 to 11 mm* in vidth. 

Banding lines on bovl exteriors range from h to 11 mm. in vidth and are 

usually 6 or 7 mm. Uncomplicated portions of solid and hatched motifs 

are usually the same vidth and range from 10 to 15 mm. White lines are 

from 1 to 2 mm. vide. 

Patternst The following patterns are found on bovl interiors: 

(1) Continuous patterns wherein the motifs are interlocked and are 

either repeated or alternate with other motifs from two to four tines; 
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scrolls and running diamonds occur in this pattern; (2) sectioned 

patterns wherein motifs are separated from each other by a negative pM»1 

divider and the sections with the saae composition are repeated two or 

three times or sections with different composition alternate and form four 

units; (3) multiple ooncentric bands vherein a solid band vith negative 

fillers alternates with a parallel hatched band; (fe) central figured 

patterns vherein the central figure either quarters the central portion 

of the field or divides it into three units; (5) trlsecte# patterns formed 

by either trisecting the vails in which case the sane motifs are repeated, 

or by trisecting the idtole field in which case the middle section forms a 

motif differing from that on each side. Three of the jars show continuous 

banded patterns of repeated motifs, whereas the fourth shows two concen

tric bands of different composition* One small bowl has %Aiite lines on 

the bottom as well as the sides* 

Artistry! As a Whole Cedar Creek Polychrome exhibits better 

artistry than does any other type. With few exceptions, motifs are care

fully painted, repeated motifs are of uniform size and shape, line work 

is excellent, and designs are well balanced and symmetrical* Motifs 

were first outlined in black or in white and then filled in. 

Stvlet Cedar Creek Polychrome is decorated in Pinedale style. 

In general this style is elaborated to a greater extent in Cedar Creek 

Polychrome than it is in Pinedale Polychrome and in Pinedale Black-on-

red. St* Johns style has now completely disappeared. 

Other Features 

JUB AfilfihlOfl' 006 Jar (Fig. 32 £> from cremation 80 at Arizona 

W»10i50 shows four opposed rim notches* It was associated with a 
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Fourmile Polychromebowl which was also notched* 

Spatial Distribution 

The distribution of Cedar Creek Polychrome is essentially the 

sane as that for Plnedale and Fourmile polychromes, although it is not 

strongly represented on the sherd boards. The most northern occurrence 

is Bomolobi from which Martin and Willis (19&0, PI. 10&) illustrate a 

number of Cedar Creek vessels. In general it seems to center between 

Roosevelt Lake and the White River below the Mogollon Rim. The distribu

tion map (Fig, 29) is based on both sherds and whole vessels. 

Temporal Distribution 

Cedar Creek Polychrome was first identified as a type at Point of 

Pines. At Arizona Wil0:50 B Morris (1957» 52) states: 

"The early preponderance of Cedar Creek Polychrome is 
consistent in the sherd counts from all of the rooms : 
in Arizona Wsl0s£0 B, and in the light of this evi
dence it seams reasonable to plac* its predominance 
somewhat earlier in time than Fourmile Polychrome. 
Floors of Increasing depth under the uppermost one, 
show a gradually increasing ratio of Cedar Creek 
Polychrome to Fourmile Polychrome, and this is the 
condition in the pueblo. Hare the type will be pro
visionally dated at 1300 to 1375*" 

Morris also examined the type sherd collections from the Canyon Creek Ruin 

and the Sierra Ancha cliff dwellings and noted that these collections con

tain only Fourmile Polychrome and neither Cedar Creek Polychrome nor 

Plnedale Polychrome. However, there is one whole bowl of Cedar Creek 

Polychrome from Burial 30 at the Canyon Creek ruin. The Canyon Creak ruin 

itself has good tree-ring dates from A.D. 1323 to 13&8 (Smiley 1951: 72) 

and these dates plus the preponderance of Fourmile Polychrome suggest that 
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Fig. 29. The Distribution of C3dar Creek.Polychrome. 

Solid line - Area of greatest concentration 

Broken line - Limit of distribution. 
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Cedar Creek Polychrome rlther went out of use veil toward the beginning 

of this period or it ia more common in a different area. Cedar Creek 

Polychrome is also found at Xinishba with tree-ring dates from between 

A.D. 1233 and 1306 (Stailey 1951* 67)* although Cunml&gs (19&0I 20) refers 

to sone dates as late as A.D. 1320, All these dates, however, seem some

what too early to mark the termination of use of that site tfcere Judging 

from vhole vessels Fourmile Polychrome is the predominant decorated red 

ware. One Cedar Creek Polychrome vessel (Fig. 31 ft) comes from burial 3 

in room 75 at Gila Pueblo. This site has six dates between A.D. I3&5 and 

1385, but is not considered good dating (Smiley 1951: 61). There are also 

a number of vessels from the Rye Creek Ruin (Verde 15' 30), but this is 

undated. Cedar Creek Polychrome se«ms to be absent or at least rare in 

the upper levels of the Shovlov ruin as Haury*s (1931* 31) description of 

Fourmile Polychrome includes little if any of what is now called Cedar 

Creek Polychrome. This level at Shovlov has good dating of A.D. 1360 to 

1382 (Smiley 1951: 69). Most of this evidence suggests that Cedar Creek 

Polychrome had disappeared by A,D. 1375 at the very latest and the 

suggested dates for this type are A.D. 1300 to 1375. 

Discussion 

Cedar Creek Polychrome has been separated from Fourmile and 

Pinedale polychromes because it shows attributes which are transitional 

betveen these two types, because it is reasonably easy to identify in 

sherd form as veil as in whole vessels, and because there is evidence 

that it is later in part than Pinedale Polychrome and earlier in part 

than Fourmile Polychrome. Several attributes distinguish it readily 
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from Fourmile. These are that the Interior decoration on bowls goes to 

the rim, designs are always symmetrical, and framing lines are either the 

same size as the hatching lines or only slightly wider* The framing 

lines are never as heavy as in Fourmile Polychrome. This particular 

feature is regarded as diagnostic in distinguishing Cedar Creek Poly

chrome Jars from those of Fourmile Polychrome. What actually appears to 

have happened in Fourmile Polychrome is that the heavy balancing banding 

lines common in Cedar Creek Polychrome become the true banding lines In 

Fourmile Polychrome, and that framing lines in general become broader 

and heavier. Cedar Creek Polychrome is distinguished from Plnedale Poly

chrome on the basis of the kind of exterior decoration. The use of fine 

white lines on bowl exteriors and the much more oommon use of continuous 

patterns in blaok outlined in White distinguish Cedar Creek Polychrome 

from Plnedale Polychrome for the most part. Both of these features of 

exterior decoration continue on into Fourmile Polychrome. Plnedale Poly

chrome rarely has fine white line decoration on the exterior of bowls. 

In cases where the classification of an individual vessel is questionable 

on any of the preceding attributes, the investigator will have to rely on 

other attributes. Two bowls classified as Cedar Qreek Polychrome exhibit 

unit patterns on the exterior (Fig. 31. £; 32 JL) as In Plnedale Polychrome, 

but the overall design treatment and the use of small white angled hooks 

in the deooration on one, and the use of slightly broader framing lines 

in the other suggest that they belong for the most part to Cedar Creek 

Polychrome. There will probably not be a one to one correspondence in 

classifying transitional vessels by different investigators. 
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The jars classified as Cedar Creek Polychrome would formerly have 

been set off in a separate type, Shovlow Polychrome, by virtue of having 

a white area on the neck and shoulders. This attribute is not diagnostic 

in distinguishing Cedar Creek Polychrome jars from Fourmile Polychrone 

jars, whereas the width of framing lines is. There is additional dis-

cussion of this classificatory change under Showlow Polychrome. 

Summary Description 

Cedar Creek Polychrome bowls are slipped red or occasionally 

orange on the interiors and exteriors* Jars have either an overall ex

terior red slip or a red slip on the body and a white slip on the neck 

or shoulders. The paste is usually light colored and has sherd temper. 

Black glaze or mat glaze paint is used on bowl interiors and exteriors 

and on Jar exteriors. White is used to outline some black motifs, is 

used as a background for design units, or forms fine line white motifs on 

bowl exteriors. Medium depth bowls with rounded sides and bases and in

curved rims are the most oommon shaves, although small jars and eccentrics 

do occur* Interior decoration on bowls goes to the rim and is either con

fined to the walls or oovers the entire interior* Exterior decoration 

usually consists of a rim band with pendaftttmotlfs outlined in white, or 

of a rim and base band enclosing white line motifs. However, other com

binations do occur. linear motifs consisting of interlocked solid and 

hatched scrolls, and broad panels, triangles, and sectors with internal 

solid, hatched, and negative motifs are very oommon on bowl interiors. 

Parallel hatching is usual, and rectangles of parallel hatching or with 

stepped line fillers are very common* Framing and banding lines are 



FIGURE 30. Cedar Creek Polychrome bowls. 

GP-75&5. Roosevelt 9*8. 10R 5/6. 

G^>7828. Roosevelt 613, burial 1. 10R 5/6. 

&> ASM JU121&2. Point of Pines, Arizona Wsl0i50, cremation 

&
 

«
-• 

10R 5/6. 

*• GP-10683. Verde 15*30, burial 123. 10R 5/6. 

ASM 2000^. Xlnishba. 10R 5/6. 

1- GP-10721. Verde 15*30. 2.5YR 5/6. 

*• ASK A> 18315* Point of Pines, Arisona W:10»50, cremation 153* 

10R 5/6. 

*• ASM A-12198. Point of Pines, Arizona Wsl0t50, cremation 153. 

tm 5/6. 

1. GP-7515. Roosevelt 9*5. 10R 5/6. 

Diameter of 32.6 cm. 
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FIGURE 31. Cedar Creak Polychrome bovis* 

A* GF-1U95. Globe 6:1, Gila Pueblo, burial 3. 10R 5/6. 

&. GP-8208. Qoosevelt 618, burial 2. 10R 5/6. 

GP-11937. Verde 15»30, burial 161. 10R 5/6. 

J. ASM A»6lb2. Point of Pines, Arizona Wsl0i50. 10R 5/6. 

&. ASM 21614. Klnishba. 10R 5/6. 

£. ASM A-IIO38. Point of Pines, Arizona Wsl0*50. Brown paste 

with golden mica and white angular inclusions. 

2* ASM A-15116. Point of Pines, Arizona Wi 10t50. 10R 5*6. 

ASM 25&5» Klnishba. 10R 5/6. Partially restored using 

composite photographs. 

i. ASM A-17375. Point of Pines, Arizona WxlOiJfO. Brown paste 

with golden mica and vhlte angular inclusions. 

Diameter of 4: 32.3 cm. 
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FIGURE 32. Cedar Creek Polychrome bowls, jars, and eccentrics. 

£. ASM A-12313. Point of Pines, Arizona V1IO150, creaation 185. 

2.5YR 5/6. 

£• ASM A~112^9. Point of Pines, Arizona W»10«50, cremation 80. 

10R 5/6. 

£. GP-II938. Verde 16:30, burial l6l. 10R 5/6. 

£. OP-9997. Roosevelt 9*20. 10R 5/6. 

£. GP-11233. Roosevelt 5*10, burial 6. 10R 5/6. 

X. ASM 17b21. Roosevelt Lake. 10R 5/6. 

£. ASM A-11382. Point of Pines, Arizona Wsl0t50. 

AF T-I92. Upper Tonto Creek. 

1. GP-IO567. Verde 15:30, burial 78. 10R 5/6. 

ASM A~l6925. Point of Pines, Arizona W:9»72. 

]j. Reproduced from Hough <1903* PI* 9)» Forestdale, Arizona 

2. Reproduced from Hough <1903, PI. 9)* Forestdale, Arizona 

j|. ASM A-15088. Point of Pines, Arizona Wsl0:50» 10R 5/6. 

Exterior motif 1 pendant black frets with stepped ends. 

ASM A-121115. Point of Pines, Arizona Wi10i50, cremation 156. 

10R 5/6. 

£. ASM A-7268. Point of Pines, Arizona Wj10:50. 10R 5/6. 

Diameter of i: 23.2 cm. 
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either the same size as hatching lines, or are twice the size of hatching 

lines* Design treatment Is bold and consists of either interlocked linear 

units with complicated edges, large panels or sectors with internal elabo

ration, or combinations of the two. The area of most frequent occurrence 

is just above and belov the Mogollon Rim. The time of occurrence is A.D. 

1300 to 1375. 

FOURMILE POLYCHROME 

History 

M—i>d feyi Haury (1930s A). 

SmaniMt Red ware (Fewkes I90&: 53), Three color glaze and 

painted ware (Spier 1919, Table I); White-bordered-black-0»-red (Schmidt 

1928(294); Chevlon ware (Hough 1930: 16); Showlov Polychrome, In part 

(Oolton and Hargrave 1937: 111); Willow Mountain Polychrome (Second 

Southwestern Ceramic Seminar 1959)* 

Previous descriptions: Haury (1930: 1931* 3D; Gladwin and 

Gladwin (1931* ^3); Oolton and Hargrave (1937* 111); Hawley (1950: 72); 

Martin and Willis (1950, PI. 105-108). 

Type site: Fourmile Pueblo (Holbrook 12:2). 

£flOl£ present description: Analysis of 92 whole or restorable 

vessels in the collections of the Arizona State Museum, Amerind Founda

tion, Southwest Archeological Center, and the Museum of Northern Arizona; 

references to previous descriptions where specified; distribution based 

on Gila Pueblo Survey. 
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Technology 

Construction: Colling followed by scraping. 

Pastel Buff, white to gray, or occasionally red brown with 

specks of golden mica. Those with red brown paste with golden mica come 

from Point of Pines. Inclusions are small white, red, or black angular 

frapaents and sometimes rounded quartz grains* Most of these are sherds} 

some appear to be crushed rock. A dark core is usually present. 

Vail thlckneaai ft to 7 mm., usually 5 mm. 

Painti The dark paint is a glaze or mat glaze, and is sometimes 

gritty and vitreous. It may have a greenish tinge particularly If applied 

over a white background. Its composition is mainly lead, copper, and 

some manganese (Haury 1931t 3*0. The white paint is presumably kaolin, 

and is soft and chalky and easily worn off. Some sherds of Fourmile 

Polychrome bear a purple paint in addition to blacik and white. No whole 

vessels in this collection show this treatment. Shepard (19&2: 221) 

notes high copper and silica content, low lead content, and variable 

manganese in the glaze. 

Application of paint: White is applied after the red either as 

a slip on Jar necks or as a background or outlining for black design units; 

The white is invariably applied before the black and is used for laying 

out the borders of black motifs and then remains as an outline (See 

Haury 1931, Fig. lo). 

Surface flnl«ht Bowls have a red slip on both interiors and ex

teriors. Jars usually have a red slipped body and a white slipped neck 

and upper shoulders* Some small Jars have a red slip over the entire 

exterior and a white slip on the neck interior (Martin and Willis 19*0, 
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PI* 105-7)* The paste Is usually well smoothed and the slip is polished, 

but sometimes appears powdery* Crazing sometimes occurs, and the red slip 

sometimes appears green in overtired specimens* Hie red slip is made 

from yellow limonite (Haury 1931* 32). The white slip is usually powdery 

and less well polished than the red, but both usually show some polishing 

marks* 

Silo colon The slip color is usually red and occasionally oranges 

Munsell 10R 5/6, 75 vessels; 1QR 5/C, two; 2.5YH 5/6, two; 2.5YR V6, two; 

2.5KI h/Bt one; 10R k/6% three; undetermined, seven. Vessels are illus

trated in color by Hough (1903, PI. 20); Clark <1935, PI* 12); Cummings 

(19*0, PI* 13, 17, 21, zht 25, 32, 33); Fewkes (190&, PI* 21-26, 29 £, ^0, 

59. 63 &-£)• 

Shapes 

Bowlst Bowls occur in four shapes: (1) medium depth with rounded 

sides and bases, and walls that incurve at the rim, 69 vessels; diameter 

13*3 - 36*8 cm*; height 6.3 - 18.0 cm.; incurvature 1-7 «*•» (2) the 

same as the preceding shape except that the bases taper much more toward 

the bottom, 3 vessels; diameter 32.0 - 37*3 cm*; height 15# 5 - 18*0 cm.; 

Incurvature 2-6 mm.; there is actually a gradation between these two 

shapes; (3) "flower pots", small bowls with flaring sides which Join the 

base at a sharp angle, 3 vessels; diameter 15.7 - 18*3 em.; height 7*6 -

9*0 cm*; and (&) small "squarish" bowls with straight or slightly ex-

curvate sides which Join the base at almost a right angle, 1 vessel; 

diameter 15*8 cm.} height 8.0 cm.; Martin and Willis (19&0, PI* 108, 

1-3) illustrate additional vessels of this shape. Bowl rims are direct 
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rounded rims, 13 examples; rounded with an Internal bevel* 17 examples; 

rounded with an internal bevel and internal thickening at the rlrn, 37 

examples; horizontally flattened with internal thickening, h examples; 

and undetermined, 5 examples. 

Jarsi Jars occur in five shapest (1) globular body with short 

flaring neck, 2 examples; diameter 12*5 - 17*9 cm.; (2) rounded sides 

with walls that taper considerably toward the base, flaring neck, 1 ex

ample; diameter 19*5; height 13*0; (3) globular body with short straight 

neck, 7 vessels; diameter lfc.k - 29*5 cm.; height 12.9 - 23.0 cm.; (4) 

rounded sides with walls that taper considerably toward the base, straight 

necks 3 vessels; diameter 25.2 - 35*7 cm*; height 18.5 - 28.5 cm.; and 

(5) a pitcher with a globular body, strap handle, and rather narrow 

vertical neck is illustrated by Fewkes (190&, PI. 59 i). This is the 

only known one of its kind. 

Eccentrics; Two complete and one fragmentary parrot effigy jars 

are in this collection; length 12.0 - ca. 25 cm. All possess a narrow 

opening in the top of the head, and rounded bodies. One has a perforated 

tail. Martin and Willis (19&0, PI. 105, 3-5) illustrate some Four-mile 

animal effigys of this same general style. 

Painted Decoration 

Fields of deaorationt All Jar necks, Jar bodies, effigy exteriors, 

and bowl exteriors were used as fields of decoration. One bowl has no 

interior decoration what-so-ever, and fifteen bowls have no interior 

decoration other than a white bordered black rim band. 

Focus of decorationi All 58 bowls but two "flower pots" which 
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bear interior decoration have the decoration focused on the center of 

the bovl« This is not readily apparent from the photographs in most in-• 

stances, as the vails incurring at the rim obscure the fact that the 

walls bear no decoration except a band at the rim* In some instances 

the decoration extends part way up the wall from the center, but this is 

still a center focus. In five instances motifs are actually attached to 

the rim. In one of these (Fig* 4) black design units are used pendant 

to the rim to form a negative central figure; in two others (Fig. 37 £( 

4) the d«*lgn overlaps from the center to the rim; in another (Fig. 37 £) 

the central motif is balanced by some triangles pendant from the rim; and 

in the last, a single setpaent of the design attaches the central motif to 

the rim on one end (Fig. jk £). The only two vessels which do not have 

a center focus are two of the flower pots which bear interior banded 

layouts on the walls. 

Layoutss Layouts on bowl interiors and jar exteriors ar$ quanti

fied in Table 15, and layouts on bowl exteriors in Table 16. 

Color patternst Both black and white on a red background occur 

on bawl.interiors and exteriors with two exceptions! one bowl has no in-
« 

terior decoration, not even a rim band of black outlined in white; 

another exhibits only black motifs on the interior. While white is used 

on all bowl interiors except these two, it does not outline all blade 

motifs and on particular sherds white may not show at all. Black motifs 

with white outlines on the red background occur on all jar bogles. Necks 

are either black and white or black and white and red. 
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LAYOUT 

TABLE 15 

LAYOUTS ON FOURMILE POLYCHROME BOWL 
INTERIORS AMD JAR BCTBUORS 

•PTwr.n 

JfillA. 
Canter Walls Body 

Jiri 
Neck 

Unsectioned band 

Vertically sectioned band 

Quartered 

Negative offset quartered 

Central figured* open center 

Central figured, filled center 

Negative central figured 

Enclosed central figured 

Negative bisected 

Negative offset bisected 

Spaced asymmetric segments 

Spaced trisected 

Spaced trlsectored 

Erratic 

No interior decoration 

Unit motifs on neck 

Unit motifs on shoulders 

Rim band with pendant units 

Rim ticking 

8 

5 

2 

3 

5 

12 

3 

2 

2 

3 

16 

2 

3 

2 

19 

3 

U 

3 

7 



TABLE 16 

LAYOUTS ON FOURMILE POLYCHROME BOWL EXTHIIORS 

LAYOUT 
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Rim band with pendant motifs 7 

Motifs between upper and lower black banding lines 6\ 

Motifs in bands with black panel dividers 5 

Black rim band and white lower banding line 2 

Motifsi Large single scrolls with appendages (Fig. 3& £-£} 37 

2» J) are tb* most frequent motif and appear on 13 bowls. Large bird

like figures (Fig. 3k jb-A; 37 appear on 6 bowls. Large triangular 

sectors or other large triangular units occur on 5 bowls (Fig. 35 It; 36 

St*!) *"<1 on 7 jars (Fig. 38 £, £>. Large rectangular panels (Fig. 38 

It St) occur on 5 jars. Central circles with internal fillers (Fig. 35 £» 

&j. 36 I) appear on 3 bowls, and central circles with; both internal 

fillers and external appendages (Fig. 35 5) appear on three bowls. Two 

bowls (Fig. 35 £} 37 i) exhibit open central circles with external 

appendages. Other motifs which occur from one to three times are the 

following! wings of various kinds (Fig. 37 38 2), arms with hands and 

bracelets (Fig. 38 jg), "Z" figures with stepped ends (Fig. y6 £), tri

angular sectors which form a large negative motif (Fig. jk jq, £), "S" fig

ures (Fig. 36 jg)t hourglass with stepped sides (Fig. 38 J), solid white 

"flower" with dotted edge (Fig. 35 £), fret with multiple half terraces 

(Fig. 38 Jl)» and a large central "W" and allied figures (Fig. 36 d, jg). 
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On most vessels the primary motifs are oonposed of solid, hatched* 

and negative units, but occasionally they are only hatched* These units 

rarely inter lode. 

The following filler notifs are used frequently! parallel hatch

ed rectangles, trapezoids, or triangles which appear on 2ft vesattfti the 

same forms with stepped black line fillers occur on 18 vessels; solid or 

negative frets with stepped ends occur on 10 vessels, and solid or nega~ 

tive terraces or half terraces on 9 vessels; negative squarea or rectangles, 

chevrons, pendant black dots in a series, black lines with barbed edges, 

black dots in a negative square or diamond, and black dots on white lines 

each occur on from ft to 6 vessels. Other blade or negative filler motifs 

which appear on from one to three vessels are the following! triangles 

with diamond cross hatching, hatched barbed rectangular frets, large black 

hooks (Fig, 37 £> in a series, large blade "F" hooks (Fig. 35 A>» solid 

joined stepped frets, small interlocked scrolls with ticked edges (Fig. 

35 i)» a small human stick figure, and rectangles with negative diamonds, 

squares, or trapezoids. 

White is used to elaborate the motifs on bowl interiors and Jar 

exteriors. Small white "F" hooks appear on 10 of these fields. Pendant 

white dots are used on 3; stepped or barbed white edges on black motifs 

occur on 7» and small white pendaftt frets (Fig. 33 A) occur on ft. Other 

white units which occur on 1 or 2 vessels are the following! white 

squares with a blade dot, stepped terraces, concentric triangles, 

squiggled lines, rectangles of parallel hatching, and fringes. 

Motif8 on bowl exteriors are illustrated in Figures 3ft to 38. 

For the most part they are either composed solely of fine white lines in 
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various arrangements, or of black frets* keys, barbed lines, or terraced 

figures, or of combinations of these blade motifs with fine white lines. 

Small alternating blade and white rectilinear birds appear on one bowl, 

and a blade cross appears on another* Fifty-four vessels exhibit fine 

white lines by themselves without black units other than bandipg lines* 

Exterior motifs are elaborated in much the same way as interior ones, 

but to a lesser degree* White "F" hooks are frequent, and occasionally 

negative stepped figures are used* 

Pendant triangles with stepped edges (Fig* 38 i, fl), groups of 

dots (Fig. 38 £), crosses (Fig. 38 &), triangular frets (Fig* 38 a), and 

diagonal squiggled lines appear on jar necks* 

Motifs on jar necks are "Xrs" in unit patterns and bird tracks in 

unit patterns* 

Hatchingt Hatching is usually parallel* Twenty-six vessels 

show parallel hatched units, 15 shows diagonal hatching, and 13 of those 

that have interior decoration show no hatching* Cross hatching appears 

on three vessels. 

T^ariiHrtn linesi Banded layouts are found only on jars, on bowl 

exteriors, and on the "flower pot" shaped bowls. However, the remaining 

bowls still retain a painted banding line on the interior at the rim. 

All banding lines are wide. Double banding lines are absent. With the 

change in focus of decoration from bowl walls to bowl centers the narrow 

banding line appears to have gone out of uaft*,and what was formerly the 

heavy balancing banding line beoomes the true banding line. Banding 

lines are almost Invariably black bordered in White, although a few lade 

the white borders altogether* The lower banding line on bowl exteriors 
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usually has both an upper and a lower white border whereas the upper 

banding line usually has only a lover vhite border. On bovl interiors 

the band at the rim usually has only a lover white border. Line breaks 

are absent. 

Line Aod width! Banding lines range from 5 to 16 mm* in 

width, but are usually 10 am. or very close to 10 an. Other framing 

lines are usually narrower than banding lines, but are always wider than 

hatching lines; they range from 3 to 10 mm. in width and are usually 5 

mm. If a central motif is based on the sectioning of a circle, the 

outer framing line is usually wider than the internal ones. Hatching 

varies from 1 to b mm. in vidth, but is almost always 2 mm. White out

lines are usually 2 mm. vide. 

Patternst Bovl interiors shov the following patterns: (1) a 

central circle enclosed by a continuous framing line in which design 

units are symmetrically arranged; (2) a central circle which no longer 

has a completely enclosing framing line and \rtiich is sectioned by spaces 

into either symmetric or asymmetric portions; (3) an enclosed central 

circle which has repeated units pendant to its outer border, and whose 

center may be either open or filled with design units; (&) a large 

central motif composed usually of geometric units which have been arrang

ed in the form of a bird (sometimes human) figure; and (5) a banded 

pattern of repeated interlocked motifs which occurs only on "flower pots". 

Patterns on jar exteriors are always banded and are usually composed of 

either panels, or large triangular or rectangular units pendant from 

both banding lines and which leave a negative zigzag or stepped band in 
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between. Units with the same composition are either repeated or units 

with different composition alternate* Not infrequently these units are 

inconsistent in this alternation and produce an asymmetric pattern* 

Artistryt In general the artistry in Fourmile Polychrome is 

excellent. The range, however, is from very poor to very good. Two 

vessels from Kinishba exhibit poorly laid out design units and sloppy 

execution comparable to that found on Point of Pines Polychrome. 

Hatching and line work are usually good and though many of the designs 

are intentionally asymmetric, they are well balanced. 

Stvle: Fourmile Polychrome is decorated in Fourmile style which 

is defined in the Introduction* 

Other Features 

Rim notching: One bowl from cremation 80 at Arizona Wsl0t50 at 

Point of Pines show8 four opposed rim notches (Fig* 36 £)• It was associat

ed with a Cedar Creole Polychrome jar which also shows the notching* 

Spatial Distribution 

The spatial distribution of Fourmile Polychrome was originally 

worked out by Haury (1?3&, Fig. 23). This is in general agreement with 

my examination of the Gila Pueblo sherd boards* One site further south 

below the Gila which contained Fourmile Polychrome was noted and the dis

tribution was extended accordingly. Kaury (l?3^i 130) states "The major 

concentration lies east of the Sierra Ancha in an area that can be de

fined on the west by Cherry Creek, on the east by White River, on the 

south by Salt River and extending almost to the Little Colorado on the 
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north* The focal point* is located below the Mogollon Rim rather 

than in the Silver Creek drainage." No Change in this statement seems 

to be indicated by present data except that possibly the core area of 

distribution could be shifted northward to include Homolovi vhere Fouraile 

whole vessels seen quite common since Martin and Willis (19&0, Pis. 107-

9) illustrate quite a few from this area. 

Temporal Distribution 

The most reliable tree-ring dates on Fouraile Polychrome oome 

from the Canyon Creek Ruin. Cutting dates of A.D. 1326 to 13&8 were ob

tained (Haury 193k t 55). Fouraile Polychrome was the dominant decorated 

pottery at the site. No later types than Fouraile Polychrome were re

covered, and only one vessel of the earlier Cedar Creek Polychrome was 

recovered. This suggests that Fouraile Polychrome was well developed by 

A.D. 1326. At the Showlow Ruin, Fourmlle Polychrome was present in 

rooms with bark dates of A.D. 1375 to 1383 (Haury 1931* &1-2). At Four-

mile Ruin copious amounts of both Fouraile Polychrome and Jeddito Black* 

on-yellow were found, but no Sikyatki Polychrome (Haury 1931 * ^2). 

Sikyatki Polychrome appears to have developed between A.D. 1&00 and 1&50 

judging from the data at Avatovi (Burgh 1959: 202). At Kinlshba, Four-

mile Polychrome is a common decorated type. The tree-ring dates of A.D. 

1233 to 1306 (Smiley 1951s 67) seem too early for dating Fouraile Poly* 

chrome. Cunnings (I9U0t 2) estimated that the site lasted to A.D. 1350. 

In general Fouraile Polychrome dates between A.D. 1325 and 1&00. 
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Fig, 33. The Distribution of Fourmile Polychrome 

Solid line. - Area of Greatest Concentration 

Broken line - limit of distribution 
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Discussion 

As far as the dating is concerned, Fourmile Polychrome and Cedar 

Creek Polychrome overlap in most of their temporal distribution. They 

have also been found together in cremations at Point of Pines. The 

data from the Canyon Creek Ruin are of interest because Cedar Creek 

Polychrome is virtually absent there and the tree-ring dates seem most 

conclusive for dating Fourmile Polychrome. This is not presently ex

plainable on grounds of different centers ofdistrlbutlon for the types, 

but this may well be the case. The Canyon Creek ruin is well toward the 

west in the area of distribution and contained abundant Fourmile Poly

chrome and little Cedar Creek Polychrome; Point of Pines which is well to 

the east in the area of distribution contained fair amounts of both types. 

Summary Description 

Fourmile Polychrome bowls are slipped red or occasionally orange 

on the interiors and exteriors. Jars have either an overall exterior red 

slip or a red slip on the body and a white slip on the neck and shoulders. 

The paste is usually light colored and has sherd temper, but may be light 

brown with rock temper. Black glaze or mat glaze paint is used on bowl 

Interiors and exteriors and on jar exteriors. Medium depth bowls with 

rounded sides and bases and walls that incurve at the rim are the most 

common shapes. Large and small jars, "flower Pot* shaped bowls, bowls 

with flattened bottoms and near vertical sides, and effigys also occur. 

Interior decoration on bowls focuses on the center and there is usually 

a broad band of red background separating the interior design from the 

rim band. The rim band itself is a broad blade band with a lower white 
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border. Motifs on bowl interiors are either large central figures, sec

tors spaced by background areas, or circles with either internal filler 

motifs or external appendages or both. Most primary motifs are black 

outlined in white. A large scroll with appendages is the most common 

motif* Large bird figures formed of various geometric units are common. 

Frequent filler motifs are stepped lines, dots, and solid and negative 

frets and stepped figures. Small white "F" hooks usually attached to 

stepped figures are also common. Interior patterns are either symmetric 

or asymmetric. Designs on bowl exteriors usually consist of series of 

fine white lines between two broad black banding lines just below the 

rim of the bowl. The banding lines are usually bordered on one or both 

edges in white. Rim bands with pendant black motifs, and an upper and 

lower black banding line enelosing black motifs are also found. Black 

is sometimes used as a panel divider in these bands. Vfhlte "F" hooks 

frequently appear on bowl exteriors also. Hatching is usually parallel, 

and framing lines are always wider than hatching lines. Jars are deco

rated in banded patterns containing large rectangular or triangular 

motifs with fillers. Jar necks exhibit either unit or continuous patterns 

in blade. Shoulders frequently bear unit motifs. The center of abundance 

of Fourmile Polychrome is north of the Salt River betveen Cherry Creek 

and the White River below the Mogollon Rim. The time of occurrence is 

A.D. 1325 to lfrOO. 



FIGURE 3ft. Fouralle Polychrome bowls. 

&. ASH 19k56, Banning Wash Ruin, Cherry Creek, Arizona. 10R 

&. ASM 15898. Arizona. 10R 5/6. 

£. GP-16&50. Arizona Ct2)8, Canyon Creek Ruin. 10R 5/6. 

jJ. ASM Ar-11392. Point of Pines, Arizona Wtl0s50, cremation 8ft. 

10R 5/6. 

GP-107̂ 8. Verde 15*30, burial lU6, 10R 5/6. 

£, GP-I6M7. Arizona CI2IS, Canyon Creek Ruin, burial 30. 

2, GP-699ft. Holbrook 12:2, Showlow Ruin. 10R 5/6. 

&. GP-528ft5. Provenience unknown. 10R 5/6. 

±. GP-017ft6. Holbrook 12 il. 10R 5/6. 

Diameter of jgt 37*3 en. 





FIGURE 35. Fourmile Polychrome bovls. 

A* ASM A-908k • near Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

ASM 2003, Kinishba. 10R U/6. 

GP-850. Beaver Canyon, Verde Valley, Arizona 

Ji. GF-686&. Shovlov. 10R 5/6. 

£' AF T-195. Upper Tonto Greek* 10R 5/6. 

1. GP-6862. Showlow. 10R 5/6. 

GP-6S72. Shovlow. Burned. 

i. ASM 7082. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

i. ASM A-6999 • Arizona Wi 10:50. 10R 5/6. 

Diameter of £* 35.^ cm. 
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FIGURE 36. Fourmile Polychrome bowls. 

£. GP-6C59. Holbrooli 12*2, Showlow Ruin. 10R 5/6. 

&• ASM JU11250. Point of Pines, Arizona W*10*50, cremation 80. 

10R 5/6. 

£. ASM A-130^9. Apache Reservation. 10R 5/6. 

A. GP-6863. Showlow. 10R 5/6. 

jg. GP-109̂ 8. Roosevelt 5*8. 10R 5/6. 

£. GP-I6W9. Arizona Cf2*8, Canyon Creek Ruin, burial 28. 10R 5/6. 

2. ASM JU11046. Point of Pines, Arizona W*10*50, cremation 42. 

Z.5YR 5/6. Brown paste with gold mica and white angular inclusions, 

fe. ASM A~.19445. Point of Pines, Arizona Wi 10*78, area B. 2.5YR 5/6. 

Brovn paste with gold mica and white angular inclusions. 

ASM A~6S72. Point of Pines, Arizona V:10t50, cremation 12. 2.5VR 

5/6. Brown paste with gold mica and white angular inclusions* 

Diameter of 27*6 cm. 





FIGURE 37* Fourmile Polychrome bovla and jars. 

£. ASH 30X2. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

SAC SB293. Arizona U«8»z4 (?), Livingstone near mouth of 

Pinto Creek 10R 5/6. 

£• ASM 7135. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

ja* ASM 3009. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

£• ASM 302*. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

I. ASM 3052. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

ASM 30^3. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

ASM 3037* Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

i. ASM 3011. Kinishba. 2.5YR V8 

J* ASM 3051. Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

Diameter of Jjx 35.7 cm. ( 
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FIGURE 38. Fourmile Polychrome bowls and Jars. 

j|. ASM 7319* Kinishba. 10R 5/6. 

£. GP-6856. Showlow. 10R 5/6. 

£. ASM JU18519* Point of Pines* Arizona Wj10:50. 10R 5/8. Brown 

paste with golden mica and white angular inclusions. 

jJ. Reproduced from FeVkes (1904, PI. 59 &). 

j. GP-6837. Showlow. 10R 5/6. 

X. GP-6850. Showlow. 10R 5/6. 

jj. GP-6852. Showlow. 10R 5/6. 

fc. ASM A>8707. Point of Pines, Arisona W: 10:50. 10R 5/6. 

A. GP-68&8. Showlow. 10R 5/6. 

J,. GF-&1877. Roosevelt 3:3, burial 3* 10R 4/6. 

Jfc. GP-16̂ 60. Arizona C:2:8, Canyon Creek Ruin, burial 37* 1QR h/6, 

x, AF T-191. Upper Tbnto Creek. 10R 5/6. 

a. GP-68&6. Showlow. 10R 5/6. 

jj. ASM 6293. Fourmile Ruin. 10R 5/6* 

g. ASM 629^. Fourmile Ruin. 10R 5/6. 

Diameter of jg: 34.0 cm. 
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SHOVLOV POLYCHROME 206 

History 

jgg} Colton and Hargrave (1937* Ul)» new description. 

Svnonvmei Fourmile Polychrome, in part (Haury 1931* 35; 193^* 

130). 

Prwfgloum da«erlntlonai See synonyms. 

Type ait«i Showlov Pueblo. 

Baala of or want description! Analysis of eight whole or re-

storable vessels in the collection of the Arizona State Museum; refer

ence to previous descriptions Where specified; distribution based on 

Gila Pueblo Survey. 

Technology 

Constructioni Colling followed by scraping. 

Pastet The paste is buff, gray, or white with black, white or 

red angular temper made for the most part from ground sherds. A dark 

core is sometimes present* 

wall thigftnw 5 to 6 mi. 

Painti The black paint is a good shiny glase. On some of the 

vessels it has a greenish cast, and on one poorly fired vessel it 

appears partly purple. The white paint is chalky and fugitive and is 

probably kaolin. A soft mat red brown paint is used to contrast with the 

black on some vessels. 

Application of painti White is applied after the red either as 

a partial slip or as layout lines for black motifs. It is always 
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applied before the black paint* 

Surface finiihi Bowl interiors bear either an overall white 

slip or a part red and part white slip* Bowl exteriors bear an overall 

red slip. Jars bear a white slip on the neck, shoulders, and part of the 

body, and a red slip on the base and part vay up the sides. The surface 

is well smoothed, but not overly polished* 

£112 The red slip is red: Munsell 10R 5/6. The White 

slip is white or slightly yellowish. Fewkes <190&, PI* frl &) illustrates 

a bowl Interior in color* 

Shapes 

Bowlst Bowls occur in two shapes> (1) medium depth with rounded 

sides and bases and walls that incurve at the rim, 6 vessels; diameter 

19*2 - 27*6 cm.; height 8.7 - 12*2 cm.; incurvature 1 to 2 mm.; (2) 

small bowls with flattened bottoms and vertical sides, one vessel; dia

meter 13.1* cm.; height 7*1 cm. Rims are internally rounded with no bevel, 

2 vessels; internally rounded bevel, 3 vessels and a rounded bevel with 

internal rim thickening, 2 vessels. 

Jaret The one jar has a globular body with a short vertical neck; 

diameter 33.b cm.; heitfht 25.2 cm. 

Painted Decoration 

Fielde oj decorationi Bowl interiors and exteriors and Jar sides 

and necks are always decorated. 

Focae of dMontiotti The decoration on five bowl Interiors has 

a center focus; the deooration on two bowls uses the entire bowl interior. 
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Layoutsi Layouts on bowl interiors and Jar exteriors are quanti

fied in Table 17* Layouts on bowl exteriors all have both upper and 

lower black banding lines* 

TABLE 17 

LAYOUTS ON SHOVLOV POLYCHROME BOWL 
INTERIORS AND JAR EXTERIORS 

LAYOUT JS*LL jlfiU. 
Vholf 

Center Field Body Meek 

Unsectioned band 

Vertically sectioned band 

Negative offset quartered 

Bisected 

Repeated 

Central figured 

Enclosed central figure 

Ria decoration 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Color patternst Bowl Interiors show the following color patterns} 

(1) blade glaze and mat red team motifs on a white background* two ex

amples; (2) black glaze on a white background, three exaaples; (3) black 

glaze on a part \dilte, part red background, one exanplet and (&) black 

glaze and mat red brown on the white portion of a red and white back-

0round, one example* The Jar shows blade glaze on a white background. 
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Black was used for all banding lines and for all primary aotifs except 

white lines on bowl exteriors* White was used as an outline or back

ground for black. The red brown ia used to contrast with the black on 

white backgrounds. 

Motifsi Primary aotifs on bowl interiors and jar exteriors con

sist of the following! solid black triangular frets (Fig. ko £, £), 

frets or triangles with serrated edges (Fig* ko £, £, j, jj)t rectangles 

with internal speckling and fringed edgea (Fig. ko jJ). 

Filler aotifs are the following! negative stepped units with 

pendant black "F" hooks (Fig. ko j), rectangles with negative parallelo

grams, triangles or rectangles with parallel hatching, black lines with 

dotted edges* cross hatched corner angles (Fig. ko £), negative square 

with black dot, and small single or double angled bl§ck "F" hooks. 

Motifs on bowl exteriors consist of either aotifs oomposed solely 

of fine white lines, a line with alternate white blocks (Fig. ko £>, or a 

black diagonal line on white stepped squares with hooks (Fig. kO jfl). 

Hatchingi Four vessels show no hatching, one shows only cross 

hatching, and three show parallel hatching. 

ftan/Hnn linast Rim bands occur on all bowl interiors except one. 

The Jar and all bowl exteriors all possess both upper and lower banding 

Una*. Banding lines are either black on a white background, or black 

bordered in white on one or both edges. Banding lines are usually heavier 

than hatching lines. One rim band has pendant triangles with "F" hooks* 

The lower band on the jar neck has a dotted lower edge. 

Line jq4 motif widtht Banding lines range from 5 to 12 ma. 
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Other frening lines range from k to 8 an* Uncomplicated portions of 

linear motifs range from 3 to 8 mm. and are most frequently 5 am. Hatch

ing lines are 2 to 3 am. vide and so are the white lines used as borders 

or as bowl exterior motifs. 

Patternsi Bowl Interiors show the following patterns i (1) linear 

units of medium width which are repeated! (2) a central circle of white 

bearing comparable linear units symmetrically repeated; (3) central 

figured patterns bearing a single figure; (4) alternating units of slight* 

ly different composition in an off-set quartered layout; (5) a bi-sected 

asymmetric pattern; and (6) a vertically sectioned band on the jar wherein 

panels with different composition alternate with each other* Patterns 

on howl exteriors are all continuous between two banding lines. 

Artistryi The artistry is generally good and is much as in Four-

mile Polychrome. 

Stylet Two closely related styles of decoration appear on Showlow 

Polychrome* One of these can be roughly described as an arrangement of 

medium width linear units with flagged ends which are placed in the 

centers of bowl interiors. Those vessels in Figures ko £, £ illustrate 

this type of treatment which is for the most part absent In Fourmile Poly

chrome, but which is common in Kinishba Polychrome. The exteriors of 

these same bowls exhibit typical Fourmile Polychrome decoration. The 

seoond style employs broader less massed units and is illustrated by 

Figure &0 £, £. While it resembles Kinishba style in some respects 

it is more similar to the style found on Showlow Glase-on-white (Pseudo-

Black-on-white). The Interior layouts are like those found in Pinedale 



stylo in that the vhole interior of bowls rather than just the center is 

used as a field. Exterior decoration on bowls is the same as in Four-

mile Polychrome and Cedar Creek Polychrome. Shovlov Polychrome appears 

to be transitional in ftyle from Cedar Creek and Fourmile Polychromes to 

Kinishba Polychrome and Shovlov Glazo-on-vhite. The Influence behind 

this transition seems clearly to be Gila Polychrome and is reflected in 

the color pattern as veil as in the triangular motifs and serrated edges* 

i 

Spatial Distribution 

Shovlov polychrome occupies essentially the same distribution 

as Fourmile Polychrome, but it is never abundant at any one site. It is 

found at zk sites in the Gila Pueblo survey in this area. Martin and 

Willis (19&0, PI. 109, 2) Illustrate one vessel from Homolovi vhich ex

tends the distribution northvard. While it is never Vary common in 

sites, there are more sites Vhich contain it below the Mogollon rim be-

tveen Cherry Creek and the White River, and this is indicated as the 

core area of distribution on the accompanying map (Fig. 39)• There are 

11 of the 2& sites within this area. 

Temporal Distribution 

The temporal distribution appears to be the same as for Four-

mile Polychrome. It is found at the Canyon Creek Ruin with dates of 

A.D. 1326 to 13hQ (Haury 193&)« at Kinishba, in the upper level of the 

Shovlov Ruin with dates of A.D. 1375 to 1383 (Haury 1931* &1-2), and in 

the Point of Pines phase at Point of Pines for vhich the suggested 

dating is A.D. lltOO to I&50. The Point of Pines phase specimen may be 
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intrusive fron earlier trash. In general Showlow Polychrome seems to 

date between A.B. 1325 and 1̂ 00. 

Discussion 

Showlow Polychrome was originally segmented from Fourraile Poly

chrome by Colton and Kargrave (1937* 85, 111) on the use of "white paint 

as a backnround for a black painted decoration." Itfhat this segmentation 

did was to remove the Fourmile Polychrome jars from the Fourraile Poly

chrome bowls which are stylistically, culturally, and temporally related 

and place them in separate categories. Actually the use of white as a 

background for black painted decoration begins in Pinedale Polychrome 

on bowls and is elaborated in Cedar Creek and Fourraile polychromes on 

both bowls and .jars, where it is particularly prevalent on jar necks. 

The reasoning I would follow here is that Fourmile Polychrome bowls have 

no large areas of white because they have no necks. The preceding type 

description has chanced Colton and Hargrave's description in that the 

jars which would necessarily have to be classed as Showlow Polychrome 

are put bac!-: into the same type as their accompanying bowls, Cedar Creek 

Polychrome, Fourmile Polychrome, and Point of Pines Polychrome. Having 

a separate category for the jars which belong to these three types is 

not particularly useful as long as the jars can be separated from each 

other on much the sane basis as the bowls can be separated fron each 

other. 

Showlow Polychrome is retained as a type, however, because it 

not only exhibits a greater use of v/hite than the other closely related 
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Fig. 39. The Distribution of Showlow Polychrome. 

Solid line - Area of Greatest Ooncentration 

Broken line - Limit of distribution 
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types, but also possesses stylistic attributes which are transitional to 

two other types* Kinishba Polychrome and Shovlov GlaS»-on-white, and as 

such forms a useful taxonomic category* 

Summary Description 

Shovlow Polychrome bowls carry a red slip on their exteriors and 

either an all white or part white part red slip on their interiors. Jars 

have an overall white exterior slip except for the bases which are left 

red. The paste is light colored with sherd temper. Blade glaze paint, 

mat red brown paint, and white paint are used in the decoration* Medium 

depth bowls with rounded sides and bases and walls that incurve at the 

rim are the most common shapes. Small bowls with vertical sides and 

flattened bottoms, and large Jars also occur. Interior decoration on 

bowls either focuses on the center or goes to the rim. Jars are decorated 

in banded patterns. Motifs on bowl interiors and jar exteriors are fre

quently medium width linear units with triangular serrated ends, and 

are either massed or relatively open in treatment. Large single central 

figures also occur. Motifs on bowl exteriors consist of either fine 

White lines or black and white motifs between two wide white bordered 

black banding lines as in Fourmile Polychrome. Hie center of abundance 

is north of the Salt River between Cherry Creek and the White River below 

the Mogollon Rim. The time of occurrence is A.D. 1325 to ihoo. 



FIGURE ho* Showlow Polychrorae vessels. 

&• ASM 23853* 

ASM A-86 55 

£• CJP-6875. 

ASM 21615. 

•fi. GP-6s9i. 

1* Afllt 3032. 

2' GF-68&7. 

Diameter of jg: 27*6 cm* 
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POINT OF PINES POLYCHROME 

History 

by: Wendorf (1950). 

Synonymsi Fourmile Polychrome: Point of Pines variety 

(Vendorf 1950s *3). 

Previous descriptionst Wendorf (1950* ^3); Wasley (1952* b6) 

Gifford <1957* 92); Morris (1957* 20). 

Type site* Arizona Wil0t51« Point of Pines, Arizona. 

Baals of present description1 Analysis of 16 whole or restore 

able vessels in the collection of the Arizona State Museum and Amerind 

Foundation from Point of Pines; reference to previous descriptions vifcere 

specified* distribution based on Wasley (1952: 1&6). 

Technology 

Construction! Coiling followed by scraping. 

paste* The paste is brown with fine to large angular fragments 

of leucite tuff and occasionally sand. Gold colored mica is conspicuous 

in the paste and on the slipped surface. A dark core is common. 

Wall thitifflggg* 5 to 8 mm. 

mat' The black varies in appearance from a shiny glaze to a 

mat glaze except in worn spots or areas where it was thinly applied where 

it is a light brown. Frequently it is bright green in oxidized portions 

suggesting a copper content. The white paint is chalky and fugitive and 

is probably kaolin. 

Application of oa^ntt Hie white paint is always applied before 
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the. black to outline motifs and areas vhere it renains as a decorative 

border to black design units. 

Surface finish: Bovls are slipped red on both interior and ex

terior. Jars have either an overall red slip or a red slip on the body 

and a vhite slip on the neck and upper shoulders. Neck interiors are 

slipped the sane color as the neck exterior. The surface is rarely 

veil smoothed; usually it is uneven and sometimes lumpy. Bottoms and 

lover sides are usually very uneven. Pitting is common* Narrow polish

ing marks are usually present. Crazing is rare to absent. Fire clouds 

vhen present are usually large and may cover the entire interior of 

bovls and large portions of the exteriors of bovls and jars. 

Slip colort The slip color is red, orange, or red brown» " 

Munsell 10R 5/6, 3 vessels; 10R 5/5, 2 vessels; 10R h/6t 1 vessel; 5YR 

h/6, Z vessels; 2.5YR 5/5, 2 vessels, 2.5TO h/6t 1 vessel; 2.5TO 5/4, 1 

vessel; 2.5YR 5/6, 1 vessel; 5YR 5/6, 1 vessel; and undeterminable be

cause of blackening, 2 vessels. 

Shapes 

Bowls t Bovls are of medium depth with rounded sides and bases 

and vails that incurve at the rim, 13 examples; diameter 23.0 - 3&.0 cm.; 

height 9.5 - 15.0 cm*; incurvature 1 to 6 mm* Rims are rounded, 13 ex

amples; internally beveled, 1 example; or thickened infernally with a 

slight bevel, 1 example. 

Jarai Jars are large with high rounded shoulders and short 

necks that taper inward tovard the rim, 3 examples; diameter 25.2 - 31*0 

cm; height 20.5 - Zh,0 cm. 
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Painted Decoration 

Fields of decorationi All Jar necks, jar bodies, bovl Interiors, 

and bowl exteriors bear painted decoration. 

Focus of decorationt On 7 bovl interiors the decoration focuses 

on the center of the bowl, but there is considerable overlap on the vails. 

On 5 bowls the decoration focuses on the whole interior, and on 1 only on 

the walls. 

I&XSJlil* Layouts are tabulated in Table 18 for bowl interiors 

and Jar exteriors, and in Table 19 for bowl exteriors. 

Motifat One bowl exhibits interlocked solid and hatched barbed 

scrolls (Fig. &1 jj). Another bowl (Fig. Ul &) exhibits interlocked solid 

frets with barbed ends. Primary notifs on other vessels are not inter

locked, and are either formed of solid, hatched, and negative units or 

of Just solid and negative units. A central circle with fillers appears 

on three vessels (Fig. 4l £; k2 £, jg). Frets with nultiple half terraces 

on their ends and pendant "T" figures occur on another (Fig* &1 i). 

Other primary notifs are the following: a large central bird figure 

(Fig. hi j), non-Interlocked solid and hatched pendant keys (Fig. h2 £>, 

large pendant triangles with barbed edges (Fig. Uz £), a central scroll 

with appendages (Fig. fcl &), hands and arms alternating with barbed frets 

(Fig. hi j), opposed non-interlocked triangular frets (Fig. kz j|), bird 

figures (Fig. ill £), flowers and key figures (Fig. Jll &) in an erratic 

layout, sectors of the field with filler motifs (Fig. kz £>, and solid 

frets with barbed ends (Fig. kz X)* 
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TABLE 18 

LAYOUTS ON POINT OF PINES POLYCHROME 
BOWL INTERIORS AND JAR EXTBIIORS 

LAYOUT 

H2U2 

JBVll 
Whole 
Field Walls Center Body Neck 

Unsectloned band 

Vertically sectioned band, 
spaced sections 

Central figured, open center 

Spaced trisected 

Enclosed central figure 

Spaced asymmetric segments 

Quartered 

Erratic 

Trisected 

Rim ticking 

Unit motifs on shoulders 

Units pendant from rim band 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

TABLE 19 

LAYOUTS ON POINT OF PINES POLYCHROME BOWL EXTZSIORS 

LAYOUT 

Rim band with pendant units 

Upper and lover Made banding lines 

Bands with black panel dividers 

2 

7 

k 
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Filler motif* are much the same aa in Fourmile Polychrome and 

consist of the following: negative stepped units, parallelogram or tri

angle with parallel hatching, negative squares, negative triangles, and 

negative chevtons, rectangles with a negative zigzag, white fringed or 

barbed edge to black motifs, squares with black dots, small white frets 

with stepped ends, and white rectangles or triangles with black dots. 

Motifs on jar necks are pendant "T" frets, sawtooth band, and 

paidant angled lines* 

Motifs on bowl exteriors are usually black frets or keys or com

binations of these or other black motifs with fine white lin^s. Fine 

white lines by themselves occur on only three bowls. Other motifs be

sides these are the following: black apigzag bands, black rectilinear 

birds (Fig. ill 4), and black wings opposed by white wings (Fig. Ill £). 

White "F" hooks appear on five bowl exteriors, cross hatched corner 

angles (Fig* ill £) on one. 

Hatching: Eight vessels exhibit parallel hatching only, one 

exhibits mixed parallel and diagonal, and seven show no hatching at 

all. The only cross hatching is on one bowl exterior in fine white 

lines and as a filler unit on the same bowl interior. 

HflfltilBfl lira* All bowls show a broad black banding line with 

a lower white edge on the interior walls at the rim, even though there 

is only one banded layout. All three jars show banded layouts with 

broad black banding lines with one or both borders in white* All of the 

bowl exteriors but three exhibit two black banding lines in which the 

upper has a lover white border and the lover has both borders in white* 
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Of the other three, one has simply a narrow white lower banding line, one 

has ho white border on the upper banding line, and one has no lower band

ing line at all* 

Lin* |g£ Bfiji&L widthi Banding lines and uncomplicated portions 

of linear motifs are generally the sane width and range from 7 to 15 mm. 

With one exception other framing lines range from h to 10 an. in width 

and are wider than the hatching lines. In the one exception the hatching 

and motif framing lines are both 2 am. vide. The white lines also average 

2 mm. in width. 

Pattern*! Bowl interiors show the following patterns« (1) a 

central circle enclosed by a continuous framing line in which the design 

units are symmetrically arranged; (2) A central circle without a com

pletely enclosing framing line and which is sectioned into asymmetric 

units; (3) A large central motif within a central circle; (fc) an open 

central square with corner appendages which alternate in form; (5) erratic 

patterns wherein the motifs are randomly placed in bowl centers; (6) patterns 

which quarter or trisect the entire field in Which the units are repeated 

or alternate symmetrically; and (6) banded patterns without continuous 

banding lines in which the units are repeated. The patterns on jars are 

all unsectioned bands in which motifs with the same or slightly different 

composition are repeated. 

Artistryi The artistry in Point of Pines Polychrome is for the 

most part exceedingly poor, although a few vessels (Fig. kz £) exhibit 

artistry comparable to that on Fourmile Polychrome. Patterns are usually 

not only poorly conceived, but poorly applied. Line work is very poor, 
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repeated units are rarely the same size, pattern* are poorly adapted to 

the field of decoration and frequently either leave large undecorated 

open apacea or design units are cranmed into a small area. The poor 

artistry combined with the poor technology produces a singularly un

attractive pottery. 

Point of Pines Polychrome is decorated in Point of Pines 

style which is a degenerate version of Fourmile style (See Introduction.)• 

Spatial Distribution 

Point of Pines Polychrome has been found at 18 sites near Point 

of Pines, Arizona and at a fev sites on Nantack Ridge which rises Just to 

the south of Point of Pines (Wasley 1952: U6). 

Temporal Distribution 

Point of Pines Polychrome is limited to the Point of Pines phase 

which has been tentatively dated at A,D. ikoo to 1&50. There are no tree-

ring dates for this phase. The beginning date is based on the disappear

ance of Fourmile Polychrome by approximately A.D. 1&00. The few sherds 

of Fourmile Polychrome found in Point of Pines phase contexts seem logical

ly to be intrusive from earlier trash (See discussion in Wlasley 1952« 123). 

I have reclassified one partial vessel as Point of Pines Polychrome which 

Wasley (1952, PI. 16) originally classified as Fourmile Polychrome. This 

vessel (Fig. k2 £) exhibits design treatment comparable to that of Point 

of Pines Polychrome, and there is golden mica In the pMte. The paste 
h 

itself is dark gray rather than brown, however, which I think is probably 
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the result of firing. The terminal date for the Point of Pines phase is 

based on the absence of post-A.D. lh$o Intrusive Hopi and Zunl trade wares 

(Morris 1957» 5&a). 

Discussion 

Point of Pines Polychrome is considered as a type separate from 

Fourmile Polychrome, although it is closely related* It occupies a time 

spaa largely separate from that of Fourmile Polychrome, and has dis

tinctive attributes in paste, temper, and design treatment. Also, it may 

represent the diffusion of the Fourmile style of design to a group who did 

not previously make painted pottery, although this idea is debatable. 

Some vessels of Pinedale Polychrome, Cedar Creek Polychrome, and Fourmile 

Polychrome which have a brown paste with golden mica inclusions have been 

found at Point of Pines. Unlike Point of Pines polychrome, which also 

has this type of paste, these vessels do not exftlbit the distinctive poor 

artistry and design which characterize Point of Pines Polychrome and it 

is uncertain whether they were made at Point of Pines or in some other 

area where the residual clays are much the same. However, they are po

tential candidates as Point of Pines varieties of their respective types. 

Studies on their temper have not been made, but should it turn out that 

it is leucite tuff it would make them even more likely as locally made 

varieties, a?».«s Point of Pines Polychrome would then be a late degenerate 

version of these varieties* 

Summary Description 

Poiftt of Pines Polychrome bowls are slipped red, orange, or 
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reddish brown on the interior and exterior. Jars have either an overall 

red slip on their exterior and neck interior or a red slip on the body 

and a white slip on the neck and upper shoulders. The paste is brown 

with specks of golden mica and contains crushed rock (leucite tuff) tem

per. The paint is a black glaze or mat glaze which has Sometimes turned 

green. In places where it was thinly applied it appears as a thin dark 

stain rather than as a glaze* Medium depth bowls with rounded sides and 

bases and walls that Incurve at the rim are the most common forms, but 

large jars also occur. Interior decoration on bowls usually focuses on 

the center, but frequently continues up the interior walls almost to the 

rim. The rim band itself is a broad black band with a lower white border. 

Motifs on bowl interiors are either large central figures, sectors 

spaced by background areas, or circles with internal fillers. In treat

ment designs on bowl interiors and jar exteriors range from relatively 

open spaces with few painted units to massed treatment with a lot of 

decoration squeezed into a small area. Frequent filler motifs are negative 

stepped figures, dots, stepped line fillers, white "F" hooks, and rec

tangles with parallel hatching. Designs on bowl exteriors consist of 

fine white lines or of black units outlined in white between two heavy 

black banding lines. Jars also bear banded layouts. Most black motifs 

have one or both edges outlined in white which is applied before the black. 

Hatching is not common, but when it occurs it is usually parallel. Line 

work and layout are usually poorly designed and poorly executed. The 

type is found only in the vicinity of Point of Pines, Arizona during the 

Point of Pines phase, A. D. lftOO to 1&50. 



FIGURE Jtl. Point of Pines Polychrome bovls. 

£• ASM A-15597. Arizona Wtl0>50 B, rm. 8, floor fill. 10R 5/6. 

12- ASM JU15577. Arizona V*10:50 B, rm. 5, floor fill. burned. 

ASM A-17106. Arizona W:10t50 B« 10R 5/6. Design partially 

restored. 

ASM JW103h6. Arizona W:10>52. 5YR h/6. Design partially 

restored. 

ASM A-15576. Arizona WtlOt^O B, rm. 5, floor fill. 2.5VR fc/6. 

1* ASM A^84?6. Arizona Wj 10:50 A, ret. 6, floor. 10R &/6. 

*• ASM &-6lM. Arizona W:10:51t floor rms. 12 and 13. 2,ffYR 5/6, 

fc. ASM A-15573. Arizona W:10t50 B, rm.5, floor fill. 2.5VR 5/6. 

±. ASM A^15579. Arizona W:10:50 B, rm. 5» floor fill. 5^R &/6. 

Diameter of 24.0 cm. 
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FIGURE hzt Point of Pines Polychrome bowls and jars. 

£. ASM JW6602. Arizona Wtl0:&7, kiva 1, floor. 2.5YR 5/5. 

£. ASH A-15&91. Arizona W:10j50 B, rm. 6, floor. 2.5TO 5/5. 

_£. ASM A^l6467» Arizona W:10:105, rm. 1, floor 1. 5YR 5/6. 

AF 1816. Arizona Wil0:51, rm. 21. 10R 5/5. 

e. ASM A-16698. Arizona W:10:50 B, rm. 10, floor 1. Burned. 

Design partially restored. 

£. ASK A-&517. Arizona W«10:$l. 10R 5/5. 

jj. ASM Uncat. Arizona W:10:51» rm. 13, floor. 10R 5/6. 

Diameter of £: 31.0 cm. 
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HESHOTA POLYCHROME, HESHOTA BLACK-ON-RED, KWAKINA POLYCHROME 

Summary Description 

Summary descriptions for these three pottery types are based on 

Woodbury and Woodbury (1958), Kinaldo (1959, 19^D» Heed (1955). Martin 

and Willis (19&0), Kidder (193*), Stubbs and Stallings (1953)$ and ex

amination of sherds and several vessels in the collection of the Arizona 

State Museum. The names and dates employed for these multi-named types 

are those used by the Woodburys. 

Heshota (Heshotauthla) Polychrome vessels are slipped red on 

the interior and exterior of bowls and dippers and red on the exterior 

of jars. Bowls of medium depth with rounded bases and walls that incurve 

at the rim are the most common shape. The paste is light gray to buff 

with angular temper. The black paint is a good thick shiny glaze with 

a strong copper content (Shephard 19^2: 223) and frequently appears 

green. White paint is used on bowl exteriors in continuous or unit 

patterns which resemble those in St. Johns Polychrome, but which employ 

lines which are only about 3 mm. vide. White does not appear on bowl 

interiors. Black may also appear on the exteriors of bowls in con

junction with white in which case it is applied after the white. Black 

is used on bowl exteriors either to form panel dividers in an essentially 

white pattern as in St. Johns Polychrome* Springerville Variety, or 

occasionally to form unit motifs which are outlined in white as in 

Pinedale Polychrome. Bowl interiors are decorated in either St. Johns 

style or Heshota style. The latter appears to predominate. The spatial 

distribution is from Point of Pines and Bldahochi on the west to Pecos 
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on the east. The center of distribution is probably the Cibola area 

where the Woodburys found it common between El ISorro and Zuni* The 

estimated time period is A.D. 1300 to 1375* 

Heshota Black-on-red is the same thing as Heshota Polychrome ex-

cept that white is lacking in the color scheme* 

Xwakina Polychrome appears to be the same thing as Heshota Poly

chrome except that bowls have a complete or partial white slip on the 

interior. The black paint is a glaze. Bowls retain the red slip color 

on the exterior, and are decorated in either narrow white line motifs or 

more frequently black unit motifs outlined in white. Rinaldo (1961, 

Fig. 95) reports some sherds of Kwakina with red motifs contrasted to 

the slip on bowl exteriors. The style of design on bowl interiors is 

either St. Johns style or Heshota style. The latter appears to predomi

nate. A kwakina bowl with St. Johns style of decoration on the interior 

is illustrated in Figure 26 jj. The area of distribution is from at 

least £1 Morro on the east to Kinishba on the west. Rinaldo (196lt 13&) 

estimates the temporal duration of the type as A.D. 1300 to 1375* 
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CHANGE AND CONTINUITY IN THE WHITE MOUNTAIN 
RED WARE TRADITION 

Fourteen pottery types and one variety have been described either 

in detail or in summary form in the preceding section. Different types 

center within two different areas, the Cibola area on the east and the 

Mogollon Rim area on the vest, although the distributions of most types 

overlap. The purpose of this section is to integrate the development of 

the White Mountain red vare types with each other, to show their relation* 

ships with other pottery types outside the red ware tradition, and to re

late them to the prehistory of the areas from Which they come. There 

are significant trends in development in technology, shape, and decora* 

tion which appear in White Mountain red ware and also on related black-

on- white types. There are certain attributes in White Mountain red ware 

which are clearly borrowed from other sources, and conversely there are 

attributes which seem to have developed gradually in fWhite Mountain red 

ware and to have diffused to contiguous areas where they were incorporat

ed into the local ceramic pattern. Anasazi pottery as a whole exhibits 

such close inter-relatedness that it is frequently difficult to separate 

attributes which have developed in a particular tradition from those 

which belong specifically to another* In each region of the Southwest the 

ceramic traditions actually are co-traditions mutually interacting through 

time so that developments are transitional in space as well as in time 

and marked differences are leveled through trade and other forms of social 

intercourse. In spite of this, certain relationships can be inferred, 

although the above factor must be kept in mind at all tines. 

232 
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In the reconstruction of the history of b pottery tradition a 

certain point of view is bound to emerge from the data. The development 

and spread of the White Mountain red ware tradition is viewed as pri

marily from north to south and from east to west on a horlmon gradually 

sloping upward through time, and reflects in part the expansion of a 

Chacoan type Anasasi culture* The initial appearance of the earliest 

types of White Mountain red ware was in the Cibola area, where they seen 

to have been minor variants of the indigenous black-oi^white types. A 

corollary of this is that their occurrence in other areas of the South

west is later In time than in the home area. The Cibola area remained 

from the beginning of the tradition to its end the primary center of de

velopment of the tradition although a secondary center developed along 

the Mogollon Rim. These statements are not based on the once popular 

anthropological maxim that the center of complexity of a cultural complex 

indicates its area of origin, but on the archaeological reoord for these 

areas which shows the advent of the types, their gradual growth in popu

larity, and their eventual decline. I must add, however, that no his

torical reconstruction in archaeology is immutable and that new data may 

well change interpretations of prehistoric events. 

One inference that is made is that black-on-red, black-on-white, 

and polychrome types are part of the same cultural complex provided they 

ave -related in style, shape, areal and temporal distribution, and general 

technology. Hera (I93&1 11) once pointed out that Vingate Black-on-red 

was dfeaorated in whatever style was popular in the black-on-White types 

with which it was associated. Color scheme is considered to be primarily 

an attribute of style, and less one of technology. If different firing 



methods were required for related black-on-white, black-on-red, and poly

chrome pottery types, the same culture was using both at the time of the 

development of the White Mountain red ware. Certain shapes correlate 

with certain color patterns in a gradually changing continuum. During 

the initial period of development of the White Mountain red ware, black-

red and black-on-white types exhibit the same shapes. However, there 

soon develops a preference for bowls in black-on-red and polychrome, 

particularly large bowls, and for pitchers, small bowls, and vessels with 

complicated outlines in black-on-white. Eventually the black-on-red and 

polychrome color schemes capture all these shapes. In biological re

constructions certain traits which are inherited genetically can be used 

as a basis for inclusion within one line of descent and exclusion from 

another* Color schemes on pottery, however, do not fall in this category. 

There are certain assumptions that are made in historical re

construction . Change is thought to be gradual in instances where proto

types are present. Innovations which materially affect change in pottery 

types can be either the result of introduced traits previously foreign to 

the tradition, or can develop from existing prototypes. Gross categories 

called pottery types have been established for partly overlapping time 

periods on the basis of stratigraphy. Diagnostic attributes for types cure 

also the modal attributes. If diagnostic attributes are not introduced 

traits, they are assumed to be the result of gradual change from existing 

prototypes. From this one Infers a oontinuum from type to type or from 

attribute cluster to attribute cluster, which amounts to the same thing. 

Trends are arrived at by observing the differences in modal attributes 
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from type to type and placing those vessels with attributes closest to the 

previous mode on the early end of the temporal scale closest to the pre

ceding type, and those vessels with attributes closest to the following 

mode on the upper end of the temporal scale closest to the following type. 

Vessels which exhibit attributes which are not developmentally related to 

earlier or later types, but which exhibit diagnostic attributes, are 

placed within the range of variation for the type. This method is not 

unique to this study, but is the general method employed in archaeology 

in classifying transitional vessels and arriving at trends, although it 

is not usually spelled out. 

WUi PREHISTORY SSL IBS £12M !m - im 

The Cibola area was defined in the Introduction as the region 

from about Tohatchi, New Mexico on the north to the continental divide on 

the east, south to approximately Carrizo Wash and west into the Petrified 

Forest National Monument. The prehistory of this district is relatively 

well known through site excavations from about 700 to 1200 and again from 

about 1300 to historic times. The biggest gap in knowledge is during 

late Pueblo III from about 1200 to 1300 for which there are no sizable 

site excavations. This is the time period of St. Jobns Polychrome, and 

the Gila Pueblo survey documents large sites in this area with this type 

as a major constituent. 

La Plata Phase 

The earliest cultural phase for the area is the La Plata phase 

which lasts from about feOO to 700 on a Basketmaker III stage of development. 
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and which contains La Plata Black-on-white as the predominate if not the 

only painted type (Wasley 1960s 36). 

Within the Cibola area on the time level of the La Plata phase are 

certain other cultural assemblages which suggest that people other than 

the Anasazi were also in the region. Near Lupton, Arizona, Wasley <1960) 

reports Mo golion brown ware in pit house associations almost to the ex

clusion of Anasazi pottery of the same time period. In the Petrified 

Forest National Monument, the Flattop site (Wendorf 1953) exhibits traits 

of Anasazi, Mogollon, and possibly Hohokam. The paddle and anvil pottery 

there is in marked contrast to both Mo go lion and Anasazi pottery. Norv-

Anasazl culture patterns later than these have not appeared in the archaeo

logical record and the Cibola area continues in the Anasazi pattern through

out the remainder of its prehistory, although certain traits incorporated 

into the pattern seem likely to be of Mogollon derivation (Wheat 1955s 

205-30). 

White Mound Phase 

The White Mound phase has been documented for both the southern 

part of the region at the Twin Butte site (Wendorf 1953) and Kiatuthlanna 

(Roberts 1931) t And in the northern part of the area at V/hite Hound 

(Gladwin 19^5> 11-27) and Ariz. K:12i8 (Wasley 1960s 36-7)* The predominant 

decorated pottery is White Mound Black-on-white, but red ware Is also 

present in limited quantities. At White Mound, Gladwin notes polished red 

ware with blade Interiors and San Francisco Red of Mogollon origin from 

the floor fill of Hm pit houses, and Tusayan Black-on-red from northeastern 

Arizona in the later fill. At Kiatuthlana (Roberts 1931 * 120), pottery 



with a fugitive red wash occurs, but it is uncertain whether it belongs 

to the White Mound phase or to later components at that site. At the 

Twin Butte site sherds or vessels of Lino Red (Tallahogan Red), Forest-

dale Red* Woodruff Red, and Forestdale Black-on-red were recovered. Pit 

house dwellings with surface storage structures are the architectural 

remains associated with this late Basketmaker III phase. 

Kiatuthlanna Phase 

The Kiatuthlanna phase follows the White Mound phase and Is 

dated from 800 to 875 (Wasley 1959* Fig. 25)» Components have been ex

cavated at Kiatuthlanna (Roberts 1931), in the Whitewater area near 

Allentown (Roberts 1939, 19^0), and at White Mound and Red mesa (Gladwin 

19&5* fel-8). The most abundant painted pottery type is Kiatuthlanna 

Black-on-white. Red ware is rafa although Gladwin notes polished red 

ware, and some of Robert's (19*10: ^2-3» 50-1) "early Developmental Pueblo 

black on red" oould belong in this phase. Dwellings were pit houses and 

some surface structures on a Pueblo I stage of development*. 

Red Mesa Phase 

Excavated sites of the Red Mesa phase are known only from the 

northern fringe of the Cibola area. The Red Mesa phase originally de

fined by Gladwin (19^5: 1*9-63) has recently been divided into an early 

Red Mesa phase and a late Red Mesa phase (Olson and Wasley 1956* 258; 

Wendorf and Lehmer 1956t 195)* The phase as a whole dates from approxi

mately 875 to 1000 (Wasley 19519* Fig. 25)* The principal excavated sites 

of the early Red Mesa phase are LA 2508 (Wendorf and Lehmer 1956* 192), 
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LA. 2655 and LA 2701 (Olaon and Wasley 1956: 325* 377-90). Late Red Mesa 

phase sites are LA 2700 (Olson and Vasley 1956* 375-6) and some sites 

known only from surface survey (Vendor! and Lehmer 1956s 192)* Gladwin's 

Red Mesa phase components also belong in this phase as do parts of the 

excavations near Allentown (Roberts 1939* 19^0), and some additional com

ponents near Lupton recently reported by Wasley (1960s 37*8), The prin

cipal deoorated pottery * Red Mesa Black-on-white. Red ware is probdbly 

present in minor amounts. Gladwin (19^5s 57) reports a few sherds of red 

pottery with rectilinear designs in faded brown paint on a polished red 

surface, and several sherds of polished red ware with black interiors. 

Robert*s "early Developmental Pueblo black on red" may be the same thing 

as Gladwin reports. One sherd of fugitive red at LA 2700 and a few of 

polished red with smudged interior at LA 2701 are reported by Olson and 

Wasley (1956: 389). The ceramics added to Red Mesa Black-on-white and 

which serve to differentiate the late Red Mesa phase from the early are 

Gallup Black-on-white and Puerco Black-on-white (at least the Escavada 

variety) (Olson and Wasley 1956s 258). The stage of development is 

Pueblo II with small surface dwellings and some pit houses. 

EMERGENCE ££ WHITE MOUNTAIN WA££ TRADITIONS 
1000 - 1100 

Vingate Phase 

The Vingate phase is known from a number of excavated sites. The 

pueblo horizon at Kiatuthlaxma (Roberts 1931) belongs to this phase. Com

ponents at Vingate lis53* Wingate lis20, and Wingate lisZh (Gladwin 19^5s 

67-77) are part of it also. LA 2699, LA 26bo, and most of LA 2639 (Olson 

and Vasley 1956s 292-37*0 are also included. Unit 3 of Robert's (1939s 277) 
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excavations near Allentown nay also belong to this phase as Gladwin (19^5* 

76) suggests, although the less than 0,2 per cent of red pottery from 

Robert*s whole excavation which includes Wingate Black-on-red, Puerco 

Black-ox*-red, and other red ware cannot be tied into any definite portion 

of the excavation* Additional Wingate phase excavations have been re

ported by Wasley (I960: 38-9) near Lupton to which the previously cited 

tree-ring dates belong (See Wingate Black-on-red, temporal distribution). 

Black-on-white is still the predominate color scheme used on painted 

pottery in the Wingate Phase and Puerco Black-on-white is the most common 

type. Small amounts of Red Mesa Black-orv-white and Gallup Black-on-

white are also present. Puerco Black-on-red and V,'ingate Black-on-red 

make their first appearance In small quantities* The former is decorated 

in the styles of Puerco Black-on-white (including Escavada), and the 

latter in a style comparable to that of Gallup Black-on-white. The 

Wingate phase dates from about 1000 to 1100 (Wasley 1959• Fifl» 25) in a 

late Pueblo II stage of development. Architecture consists of small 

surface masonry pueblos with continguous rooms facing a plaza with a kiva 

and apparently pit houses (Wasley 19<>0t ho). 

The indigenous painted pottery types already present in the Cibola 

area before the emergence of Puerco Black-on-red and Wingate Black-on-red 

are the followingi (1) White Mound Black-on-white (Gladwin ipU$: 22) 

which is unsllpped and exhibits designs in blatik mineral paint and dates 

from about 700 to 800; (2) Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white (Roberts 1931; 

Gladwin 19&5* ^1} Havley 1950s 27) which is slipped on bowl interiors and 

unsllpped on exteriors, has sand temper, exhibits designs in black iron 

paint and dates from about 7£0 to 900; (3) Red Mesa Black-on-White 
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(Gladvin 19^5: Wendorf end Lehmer 195&t l6l) which has blade mineral 

paint, light paste, usually sherd temper, is slipped either on both sur

faces of bowls or only on the interior, and dates from about 875 to 1050; 

and (&) Puerco Black-on-white (Gladwin 1931» Wendorf and Lehmer 1956: l6l; 

Olson and Vasley 19561 369-70). Escavada Black-on-white is included in 

Puerco Black-on-white in accordance with the Cibola White Ware Conference 

in 1959. Puerco Black-on-white has light paste, sherd or rock temper, 

designs in black iron or carbon and iron paint (Hawley 19501 3&). and 

bowls are slipped on one or both surfaces. It dates from 1000 or slightly 

before to about 1200. Intrusive into the Cibola area from the north or 

possibly indigenous to its northern border is Gallup or Gallup-Chaco 

Black-on-white (Hawley 1950: &3) which has sand or sand and sherd temper, 

painted designs in blade mineral paint, and is rarely slipped and polished. 

This type appears about 950 and lasts to about 1200* White Kound Black-

on-white, Kiatuthlanna Black-on-white, Red Mesa I31ack-on-white, and Puerco 

Black-on-white present a continuous sequential development through time 

from about 700 to 1200 in technology as well as in shape and design. 

During this development there appear in the archaeological record 

the previously cited very small amounts of intrusive red ware* Certain 

types such as Woodruff Red which has a red slip and Forestdale Black-on-

red which does not have a red slip (Wendorf 1953: H5) may be indigenous 

to the southwestern periphery of the Cibola area in the Petrified Forest, 

but in the present state of knowledge they are too early to have materially 

affected the development of White Mountain red ware. The next red ware to 

appear is that described by Roberts (19&0: 50) as "early Developmental 

Pueblo blade on red" and some black-on-red sherds reported by Gladwin 
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(19^5: 57). Both authors suggest northern affinities for this type* 

Possibly they are La Plata Black-on-red (Abel 1955), although Roberts 

reports sherd temper. Sherds of this type are rare and associations un

certain, but they seen to appear in the Red Mesa phase. The ubiquitous 

^gollon-derived polished red ware with smudged interiors seems to occur 

in minor quantity throughout the sequence. The only relationship that I 

can see between these early red wares and Pu«roo Black-on-red and 

Wingate Black-on-red is that they are all red in color. In all other 

characteristics these two types resemble the Indigenous black-on-white 

pottery. 

All the attributes characteristic of the earliest White Mountain 

red ware except the red slip existed previously in the Cibola area before 

the advent of Puerco Black-on-red and Wingate Black-on-red. These attri

butes are light paste, black paint of either mineral or iron and carbon 

combinations, pitchers with long necks, bowls with flaring sides, sherd 

or sherd and sand or rock temper, the Puerco style of design, and the 

Dogoszhi style of design which seems to be ancestral to the Wingate style. 

The White Mountain red ware tradition began when these attributes first 

appeared in pottery with a red slip. It is possible that this emergence 

actually took place first in the Chaco, and the florescence of it in the 

Cibola area occurred only after the abandonment of the Chaco sometime in 

the early 1100's. 

The origin of the red slip is not clear* The slip is thick and 

not thin as on the northern black-on-reds and comes closer to that used 

on the local black-on-whites. The paste of Puerco Black-on-red is more 
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orange than in later types. This may be either a function of firing, of 

the clays used, or of the yellow limonite in the slip penetrating the 

paste to a greater extent than in later types* The major innovation in 

this development was the substitution of yellov limonite which is con

verted to a red ferric oxide when dehydrated by heating (Shepard I96I1 

177) for whatever was used for a slip on the black-on-white pottery. If 

any changes in firing were required they were apparently accomplished. 

Pottery will fire white if the clays used are free from iron oxide whether 

fired in an oxidizing or reducing atmosphere providing there is no depo

sition of carbon (Shepard i96i: 221), and a clear-colored, fully oxidized 

paste may differ from an unoxidized gray one only in length of firing 

rather than because of being subjected to a reducing atmosphere (Shepard 

1961* 219). 

The modal shapes in Puerco Black-on-red are the same as in Puerco 

Block-on-white. The most common shape in Puerco Black-on-red is a medium-

sized bowl with rounded base and flaring sides (Fig. 5 The 

most frequent jar shape is a pitcher Which has a long neck and a body 

with relatively high sharp or rounded shoulders (Fig* 6 jj, £). These 

same shapes seem to be the most common ones in Puerco Black-on-white 

(Martin and Willis 19&0, Pis. 70; 71, 3, &» 7s Olson and Waslcy 1956, Fig* 

2hz). This bowl shape is simply a continuation of the shape found in 

earlier black-on-white types which rarely if ever have an incurved rim. 

The origin of the jar shape is more obscure. It is the modal bowl shape 

which suggests that Puerco Black-on-red is earlier in part than Wingate 

Black-on-red. 

In Wingate Black-on-red, bowls with flaring sides and bowls with 



walls that become vertical Just below the rim are equally common in occur

rence. The latter form is not greatly different from the former and is 

probably a development from it. In Wingate Black-on-red, pitchers with 

long necks and sharp high shoulders occur, but the most comaon shape is 

one with medium shoulders and a neck intermediate in length between the 

long ones and the rather short ones typical of the following type, St. 

Johns Black-on^red. 

In style, Puerco Black-on-red simply repeats the style of Puerco 

Black-on-vhite, whereas Wingate Black-on-red repeats the style of Gallup 

Black-on-white and then rapidly devilops its own modification of this 

style, Wingate style. 

The Development of Wingate Style 

The manner in which Wingate style differs from Dogosxhi style as 

it is found,on Gallup or Gallup-Chaco Black-on-white and is one of degree 

rather than one of kind.' Diagonal hatching is a distinctive attribute 

of both styles. In Dogoss&hi style the hatching is usually broader than in 

Wingate style, but the ranges of the two styles overlap in this respect. 

The central-figured layout is characteristic of both styles, particularly 

the swastica-like arrangement in which the appendages of the central 

figure are offset. Judd <195&, pis. fft £>, x; 55 <22* IZ* 56 £; 1959, PI. 

23 J> illustrates a number of vessels with this type of layout. Inter

locked solid and hatched units are found in both styles and this highly 

significant development seems to appear first in Gallup Black-on^white, 

although uninterlocked hatched units by themselves are more common* 

Fretting lines are usually slightly heavier than hatching lines in Gallup 
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Black-on-white, whereas in Wlngate Black-on-red, they are usually the 

same width. The barbs on motifs in Gallup Blaok-on-white are more fre

quently trianoular rather than slightly curvilinear as in Wingate Black-

on-red. Much of this is probably due to the development of laroe scrolls 

as motifs. Large barbed scrolls first appear in Wlngate Black-on-red 

and this seems to be an Indigenous development. In summary, Wlngate 

style is probably a Cibola adaption of the style found on Gallup Black-

on-white. Central-figured layouts, diagonal hatching, and interlocked 

solid and hatched units were borrowed and integrated into the local 

ceramic pattern, and were in turn elaborated. On the basis of present 

dates these innovations do not seem to have occurred until the latter 

half of the Wlngate phase, and elaboration continued Into the following 

time period. 

Reserve Black-on-white differs in no way in modal style from 

Wingate Black-on-red, and it is probably also a Cibola pottery type al

though this needs additional documentation. Wasley Informs me that it 

occasionally appears In Wingate phase contexts. It seems to emerge from 

Puerco Black-oiv-white under the same stylistic influences which resulted 

in Wingate style on Wingate Black-on-red. Diagonal hatching, central-

figured layouts on bowls, and interlocked solid and hatched units are all 

characteristic of Reserve Black-on-white. Similarly, hatched units are 

always broader than solid ones. Whether certain vessels are classified 

as Gallup Black-on-white or as Reserve Black-o®-white seems to be partly 

a function of the area in which they are found rather than one of clear 

cut differences in the vessels themselves. Possibly a Gallup-Reserve 

Black-on-white should be defined which is transitional in both time and 
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space and style from Gallup Black-on-white to Reserve^ Black-on-white. 

Within such a category I would place those vessels from the Cibola area 

illustrated by Roberts (1992, Pis. 28 £; 90 jgj 32 £j 33 £| 3ft Figs. 

19, 20, 1931, Fig. 29 At PI* 1* *-&; PI* 23 j; 19&0, PI. 29 *•&)• Re

serve Black-on-White also employs the same bowl and jar shapes as 

Wingate Black-on-red. Typical examples of Reserve Black-oi>-white are 

illustrated by Martin and Willis (19*0, Pis. 75-80) and by Kartin and 

Rinaldo (1950, Figs. 192-3, 195-206). 

Trends during the Wingate Phase 

The emergence of White Mountain red ware during this phase started 

one of the most significant trends in post-1000 Anasazi ceramics of 

gradual domination and eventual absorbtion of black-on-white pottery by 

the more brilliantly colored red ware. Within the Wingate phase this 

trend starts with the appearance of minor quantities of Puerco Black-on-

red and Wingate Black-on-red in the forms of bowls with flaring sides and 

pitchers with long necks. I suspect Puerco Black-on-red is the more 

common of the two types during this phase, but this cannot be documented 

largely because of the previous conflicting definitions for Puerco Black-

on-red. A shape trend toward bowls with walls tAiich are vertical at the 

rim and pitchers with somewhat shorter necks may have started in this 

phase also. Once these types became reasonably common, which probably 

occured in the latter part of this period, they were traded to the west 

at least as far as Point of Pines (Breternitz 1959« 31), to the Pine Lawn 

Valley to the south (Martin and Rinaldo 1950J 501), and to the Chaco to 

the north, although the types may well have been made there also. 

Accompanying these two black-on-red types in their southern and western 
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spread were probably Puerco Black-on-vhite and early forms of Reserve 

Black-on-vhite, as these types also appear In minor anousts in the Pine 

Lawn Valley (Martin and Rlnaldo 1950. Fig. 216) and at Point of Pines 

(Breternltz 1959s 31-2)• 

22E atamcfi vs. ssMsmsm* 1122 - nasi. 

Early Pueblo III 

The only major excavation in early Pueblo III sites in the Cibola 

area is that of Roberts (1932) at the Village of the Great Klvas. This 

site appears to occupy the time span of about 1100 to 1200* Judging 

from Robert's illustrations the major black-on-vhite pottery type is 

Puerco Black-on-white (Roberts 1932, PI. 2k £$ 26 jg, £; 29 jj; Fig. 23; PI. 

32 A-£! 33 fi-jU 3& ji Fig. 25, 26). However, a number of vessels 

best classified as Gallup-Reserve Black-on-white are present* With these 

types Puerco Black-on-red, Wingate Black-on-red, and Wingate Polychrome 

seem to occur in quantity. The oomplex of painted pottery is largely 

that of the preceding Wingate phase plus the two black-on-red types in 

greater quantity and the addition of Wingate Polychrome. The architectural 

stage is that of Pueblo III with large multi-room masonry structures. 

The use of more than two colors on a vessel which signifies a 

polychrome is not strictly either a stylistic or a technological phenomenon, 

but in this case it has its roots mainly in the technological aspects. 

Part of this lies in the ability of the potter to employ thai proper in

gredients in the construction of a vessel and to fire it so that the slip 

comes out red and the paste comes out light-colored or white. This had 

been accomplished during the preceding Wingate phase. Wingate Polychrome 

marks the beginning of polychrome in the Cibola area, and is apparently the 
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result of recognition by the potter of the potentialities of design in

herent in a red slip oovering a light paste. The earliest ferma classi

fiable as a polychrome are bowls and Jars with a white circular area on 

the bottom which is not slipped* I doubt if the bottoms of these vessels 

were fired in a reducing atmosphere to make them turn tAiite, and the walls 

in an oxidyzing atmosphere to make them turn red* which uould be neces

sary according to some students of pottery* The color and design of 

these earliest vessels is typically either Wingate Black-on-red or Puerco 

Black-orv-rod and in shard form most of them would probably be classified 

as that* Experimentation with this color contrast probably led further 

to simple bands of light color and to placing crude duplications of the 

motifs used on bowl Interiors on bowl exteriors. Much of the elabora

tion on bowl exteriors was on the bottom of bowls with or without decora* 

tlon on the sides* 

Additional experimentation led to using both white and red on 

bowl exteriors in which the red was applied first and the white was 

applied afterward to cover the areas of the paste not covered by the 

slip, and to covering the entire exterior with white slip paint on which 

red designs were placed. The former led to St* Johns Polychrome, which 

has a complete exterior red slip on bowls on which designs are placed in 

white paint, and the latter probably became a dead end* White also began 

to appear on bowl interiors as an outline for blade motifs in which case 

it was applied after the black paint. This was probably an outgrowth 

of the use of white paint on bowl exteriors* 

The same sort of experimentation with designs in white slip paint 
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on bowl exteriors vas going on In Reserve Black-on-white. Finger dots, 

straight and curved broad lines, and other forms of crude decoration 

were sometimes applied over the unslipped paste on bowl exteriors 
% 

(Martin and Rlnaldo 1950* 503; Dftnson 1957* 92-3; Olson 1959* 105-7)* 

Trends During Early Pueblo III 

During this time period there seems to have been an increased 

use of polychrome at the expense of black-on-red pottery, and an increase 

in both at the expense of black-on-white. Bowls with walls that become 

vertical at the rim in both Pueroo Black-otv-red and Wingate Black-on-red 

probably belong to the early part of this time period, but were soon 

superceded by bowls with incurved rims* This inference is based on 

several facts and several other inferences* (1) Puerco Black-on-red 

seems to have declined as a type early in this period as the Puerco style 

of design appears much less commonly on Wingate Polychrome vessels; (2) 

bowls with flaring sides did not outlast this time period except as a bare 

percentage in St. Johns Polychrome; and (3) bowls with flaring sides seem 

developmentally related to bowls Whose walls become vertical at the rim 

which are in turn developmentally related to bowls whose walls incurve 

at the rim. Pitchers with long necks and high shoulders disappeared 

during this period, and were replaced by pitchers with shorter necks and 

globular bodies. Strap handles on pitchers remained the mode, but lug 

handles appeared. This is probably to be correlated with the shortening 

of pitcher necks. Both unit and continuous patterns were placed on ex

teriors of polychrome bowls. Black-on-red bowls remained undecorated on 

the exterior except for small "ownership" marks In blade, with one ex

ception (Fig. 8 £) on which a continuous pattern was applied; probably 
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style developed late in this period, probably not before 1175, as a re

sult of the blending of Puerco style with Wingate style* This was coinci

dent vith a partial shift in slip color from red to orange-red. 

Wingate Black-on-red, Puerco Black-on-red, and Wingate Polychrome 

were traded north to the Chaco and Mesa Verde, east to the other side of 

the Rio Grande, vest as far as Wupatki and south to the Mexican border. 

As far as is know, they did not materially affect the ceramic patterns 

indigenous to these areas. Most trade was still to the north into the 

Chaco at least in the early part of the period. 

The Elaboration of Wingate Style 

During Early Pueblo III the style of Vingate Black-on-red may 

have been influenced by the style of Mimbres Black-on-white from the 

Mimbres Valley in New Mexico* Small anthropomorphic or zoomorphic figures 

vere sometimes placed in the bottom of bowls (Fig. 10 a; Roberts 1932, 

Fig* 27) in Vingate Black-on-red as in classic Mimbres* The ultimate 

source of these Is undoubtedly Hohokam* Interlocked solid and hatched 

barbed lines in a fourfold pattern, and opposed solid and hatched half 

terraces (Oosgrove and Co3grove 1932, Pis. 128 £, £; 13k 3) suggest some 

relationships betveen the two styles. Other design features which 

suggest relationships are opposed solid and hatched half terraces with 

triangular fillers, bands composed of Joined solid and hatched triangles 

which form negative parallelograms, and interlocked solid and hatched 

frets (Oosgrove and Oosgrove 1932, Pis* 190 &s 131 £{ 137)* Other 

features such as checkerboards, parallel hatching, and banded layouts 

occur in Mimbres, but also in Pueroo style* Another feature of Mimbres 
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style vhich is probably related is the pronounced interlocking of solid 

and hatched units to form motifs. The hatched units in Mimbres style 

are more nearly the sane size as in St, Johns style and influence from 

the former style may have been partly responsible for the shift in this 

respect from Vingate style to St.Johns style. Determining internal de

velopment from external influence is almost impossible in this respect. 

Some of the Wtngate style vessels which suggest relationships are 

illustrated in Figure 9 £t J>, £* £• 

Trade relationships as expressed in intrusive pottery types do 

not seem to have been well established between the Cibola area and the 

Mimbres area. Sherds of Wingate Black-on-red have been found in the 

Mimbres Valley, but not in the context of excavated Mimbres sites. 

Similarly, sherds of Mimbres pottery are rare to absent in the Cibola 

area as far as is presently knowp, although Roberts (1932t 19) reports 

fragments from Mimbres bowls in the upper levels of a late trash mound 

in Chaco Canyon. Presumably these entered the Chaco through the Cibola 

area. 

EXPANSION 2F TM WHITE fPVflTAtF Rffl ms 
1200 - 1275 

Late Pueblo III 

With the development of St. Johns Polychrome and St. Johns Black-

on-red, the White Mountain red ware tradition expanded through trad** and 

possibly through migration to the south, southwest, west, east, and north* 

east. Late Pueblo III from about 1200 to 1300 is known only from surface 

surveys and not from excavated sites in the Cibola area. The Gila Pueblo 

survey, however, strongly indicates this area as the center of distribution 
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for these types (See Fig* 15), 

The Development of St, Johns Style 

St. Johns Polychrome and St* Johns Black-on-red probably became 

recognizable types by 1175 and overlap with Wingate Black-on-red, Wingate 

Polychrome, and Puerco Black-on-red. St* Johns style itself seems to be 

the result of a blending of Wingate style vith Puerco style* From both 

of these earlier styles comes the preference for banded layouts. The 

central-figured layouts tAiich are common in Wingate style appear only 

rarely in St. Johns style* From Wingate style St. Johns style obtained 

many of its motifs - scrolls, frets, double terrace units, and stepped 

squares - diagonal hatching, and the use of interlocked solid and hatched 

units with complicated edges* From Puerco style St* Johns style obtained 

parallel hatching, vertically sectioned banded layouts, multiple concen

tric banded layouts, parallel hatched panel dividers, and bands of paral

lel concentric hatching. The previous discussion of the possible relation

ships between Mlmbres style and Wingate style and the effect on the d&> 

velopment of St* Johns style should be reviewed by the reader at this 

point* Checkerboards and bands with negative units such as diamonds or 

parallelograms could have come from either Puerco style or Mimbres style, 

although the former seens much more intimately related to St* Johns style 

in time and space* 

Earlier design units were re-aligned in St. Johns style, however, 

so that it is distinct from either of the preceding styles* Much of the 

difference in appearance stems from the greater repetition of motifs made 

possible by decreasing the size of the hatched units so that they are 
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only slightly wider than their corresponding solid ones* Panel dividers 

now appear in what would have been continuous patterns in Wingate style. 

Bands of concentric hatching are now opposed by bands made up of solid, 

hatched, and negative units whereas in Puerco style, it would have been 

a band of parallel concentric hatching opposed by a solid lmnd with 

negative units. Kew motifs occur in the forn of basketweave bands, re

versed "Z" figures, vertical zigxags, and chains of joined parallelo

grams. These are largely recombinations of existing design units and 

are not markedly different from earlier motifs. The reversed "Z" fig

ures, basketweave bands, and chains of joined parallelograms may be late 

in appearance as they continue to be found on Pinedale Polychrome vessels 

which are decorated in St.Johns style. 

The style of Tularosa Black-on-white seems to be the same in all 

modal attributes as St. Johns style, and to have arisen in the same 

manner from the styles of Puerco Black-on-white and Reserve Black-on-white 

following the same course as St. Johns style and leading to the same re-

suit. Tularosa Black-oiv-white occupies the time period of St. Johns 

Polychrome and has long been considered as belonging to the same culture 

as St. Johns Polychrome (Gladwin and Gladwin 1931* 38; Nesbitt 1938: ?6\ 

Reed 1955* 190). Pueroo Black-oxv>white. Reserve Blactc-on-white, and Tula

rosa Black-on-white follow the same shape trends (Martin and Rinaldo 1950: 

503) In pitchers as does the Puerco Black-on-red, Vingate Black-on-red, 

St. Johns Black-on-red sequence. Trends In bowl shapes are probably 

identical also with the notable exception that the number of bowls in the 

black-on-white types decreases through time. The trend is the opposite 

for the black-on-red types and St. Johns Polychrome in which the number 
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of bowls per jar increases materially through time. These trends are 

barely quantifiable* Taking the sample of red ware in this study (it is 

not a random sample) and combining St. Johns Black-on-red and St. Johns 

Polychrome into one temporal grouping t Wingate Black-on-red and Wingate 

Polychrome into a second temporal grouping, and Pueroo Black-on-red in

to the third and earliest grouping, this trend is readily observable. In 

Puerco Black-on-vhite the number of published illustrations of bowls and 

jars are about equal. Martin and Rinaldo <1950* 503) in a sample using 

sherds and whole vessels* report jars more common than bowls for Reserve 

Black-on-white. Colton and Bargrave (1937» zUo) report Jars (pitchers) 

•ore oommon than bowls in Tularosa Black-on-white, and if the number of 

published illustrations of whole vessels of this type means anything, 

jars are far more common than bowls. None of these data are statistically 

reliable in the remotest sense, but are nevertheless Indicative of a 

general trend toward the Increase in black-on-red and polychrome bowls 

at the expense of black-01^ white bowls. As a color scheme, black-on-

white barely outlasts Pueblo III. 

Prom these close relationships in time and space, in decorative 

style, and in shapes as well as the fact that all these types go through 

the same shape and stylistic shifts through time, I would suspect that 

all of them are indigenous to the Cibola area. The problem here is that 

more work needs to be done in the Cibola area to document the presence in 

abundance of Reserve Black-on-white and Tularosa Black-on-white, as they 

have been found most commonly in sites to the south in the Upper Gila 

area. The latter may represent an extension from the Cibola area on an 

early Pueblo III time level, either by trade or population movement. 



With the development of St. Johns Polychrome after 1175* the 

White Mountain red ware tradition expands through trade and possibly 

through population movements to the south, southwest, and east, A few 

trade sherds have been found in the Chaoo and as far north as Mesa 

Verde, but these are at a minimum* The large population centers in the 

Chaoo had been abandoned by this time* There was a Shift of population 

within the Cibola area away from the Puerco River valley slightly to the 

south and east* This inference is based on the slightly different cen

ter of distribution of St* Johns Polychrome and the preceding White 

Mountain red ware types (Compare Figs* k, 7, and 11 with Fig* 15)* 

The only effect of the expansion of St.Johns Polychrome to the 

south into the Upper Gila area seems to have had on the indigenous 

pottery of the Mogollon area is that the type of exterior white decora

tion was passed on to Reserve Plain and to Tularosa Fillet Rim to make 

Tularosa White-on-red (Nesbitt 1938* 98). The latter type occurs in 

increasing quantity during the Tularosa phase In the Pine Lawn Valley 

(Martin, Rinaldo, and Barter 1957* Fig* 52). Rinaldo and Bluhm (1956s 

15A) suggest that the exterior white decoration on St* Johns Polychrome 

was derived from that of Tularosa Whit0-011-rod. I do not think this is 

likely* Possibly Reserve Black-on-white exerted some influence on this, 

as it also sometimes exhibits designs in vhite on bowl exteriors* 

To the east St* Johns Polychrome was found in reasonable quantity 

at the Forked Lightning Ruin near Peoos (Kidder and Shepard 1936* 350)* 

Both non-glaze and mat-glaze St* Johns Polychrome were present there. 

If St.Johns Polychrome had any effect on the indigenous pottery of the 

Rio Grande area, it remains to be defined* Glaze 1 Red (Kidder and 
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Shepard 193^, Fig. 3» 4) develops on the stylistic level of Heshota 

Polychrome, and is not decorated in St, Johns style* 

To the southwest of the Cibola area St. Johns Polychrome and St. 

Johns Blacic-offc-red occur as trade ware along with Tularosa Black-on-

white in the Tularosa phase at Point of Pines. The effect on the in

digenous corrugated pottery seens to have been the formation of McDonald 

Painted Corrugated and McDonald Patterned Corrugated from Reserve Indent

ed Corrugated and Reserve Plain Oorrugated. The first two types bear 

white painted motifs on the exteriors of vessels similar to those on St. 

Johns Polychrome, and appear in the Tularosa phase (Breteraits, Gifford, 

Olson 1957, Fig. 2). Other types also appear with white added to their 

textured decoration in an exuberance of varieties. 

In the area northeast of the Little Colorado, intermediate be

tween the Hopi area on the north and the Cibola area on the east, St. 

Johns Polychrome seems to have affected the development of Klagetoh 

Polychrome and Kintiel Polychrome (Reed 1955J 183). These types have 

much the same color as St. Johns Polychrome and have either continuous 

or unit designs in white on the exteriors of bowls. The actual deriva

tion of both types needs further study; the few examples I have seen 

look more like Hopi derivatives influenced by St. Johns Polychrome than 

derivatives of St. Johns Polychrome. 

Within the Hopi country itself, St. Johns Polychrome exterior de

signs also appear on Kwaituki Polychrome (Reed 1955* 183). Reed has also 

suggested that influence from St. Johns Polychrome is responsible for the 

color shift from black-on-white to Jeddlto Black-on-orange which took 

place not later than 1200-25 (Burgh 1959* 202). This seems likely as 
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large scrolls and frets made up of interlocked solid and hatched units 

appear without precedents in this type in the Hopi area at least at 

Honolovl (Martin and Willis 19&0; Pis. 25, 1, 3, 5» 6; 27, 3, 5). These 

motifs are re-interpreted in the rather broad, bold Hopi style, however, 

which in turn Influences Pinedale and Fourmile styles in the Mogollon 

Rim area at a later date* 

Along the upper Little Colorado River, long thought to be the 

center of distribution of St* Johns Polychrome (Gladwin and Gladwin 19311 

37), St* Johns Polychrome does not seem to be concentrated, but does 

occur in widely scattered sites ranging from small several roomed units 

to ruins with more than 50 rooms (Martin, Rinaldo, Longacre 1961s 157)* 

The Springervllle variety of St. Johns Polychrome appears in this area 

post 1250, and on the basis of the present small sample centers in this 

area. 

Trends During Late Pueblo III 

There are certain innovations which occur during this period and 

which climax during the following period. Similarly there are other 

trends which started late in the preceding period and climax during this 

period. The florescence of St. Johns style belongs to this period of 

about 1200 to 1275 although the style seems to have appeared during the 

last decades preceding 1200. By 1200 Wingate Black-on-red, Puerco Black-

on red, and Wingate Polychrome seem to have disappeared as types and to 

have been succeeded by St. Johns Polychrome and St. Johns Black-oa-red. 

The same may be said for Puerco Black*on-whlte and Reserve Black-on-white 

1 
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which seem to have developed into Tularosa Black-on-white at this time. 

Certain shape trends which affect all of these types have been 

previously referenced. The trend toward pitchers with shorter necks and 

lug handles climaxes during late Pueblo III, but by the end of this 

period this shape has almost disappeared* Bowls with incurved rims be

come the modal shape for bowls and this shape continues into following 

periods. Rims on bowls am frequently beveled Inwardly and have an ex

ternal lip. Flattened and rounded self rims decline. Deep bowls are 

found during this period, but are never common, and by its end bowls 

are all of medium depth. 

There are several technological trends. The first is the shift 

in slip color from red to orange-red in St. Johns Polychrome and St. 

Johns Black-on-red. This shift is never complete and red re-emerges as 

the modal color for Pinedale Polychrome and Pinedale Black-on-red. The 

cause of these shifts is unknown. Whether they are the result of differ

ent firing methods, of somewhat different constituents in the slip possib

ly resulting from different sources of coloring matter as a result of the 

population shift in the Cibola area, or simply a matter of style remain to 

be determined. 

The surface treatment of vessels changes markedly in the shift 

from Vingate Polychrome to St. Johns Polychrome. In Vingate Black-on-red, 

Puerco Black-on-red, and Vingate Polychrome the exteriors of bowls usually 

have a rather rough appearance and exhibit rather broad polishing marks 

which do not leave the surfact smooth. In Wingate Polychrome the different 

slip colors on bowl exteriors are run late one another during the polishing 

process and streaks of red appear on light areas and streaks of white on 
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red areas* In St. Johns Polychrome bovl exteriors are much smoother in 

general* This is probably to be oorrelated with the fact that the ex

teriors of bovls were not used as a field of decoration in Vingate Black-

on-red and Puorco Baack-on-red and did not need to be particularly smooth. 

In Vingate Polychrome the method of applying exterior decoration on bovls 

militated against a smooth even appearance. In St. Johns Polychrome the 

development of a reasonably smoothed exterior on bovls probably develops 

hand in glove with the gradual use of this area as a field of decoration 

on which designs are painted in a contrasting color, as opposed to the 

earlier method in Vingate Polychrome when designs v«re formed from the 

slip. The motor habits involved carry over into St.Johns Black-on-red 

even though the Vhite is not added to form a polychrome. 

The actual use of bovl exteriors as a field of deooration in

creases. This trend started during the preceding period with Vingate 

Polychrome and increases during all folloving periods. Several other 

trends correlate with this one. The general increase in polychrome over 

black-on-red is one« and the change in bovl form from previous shapes 

to bovls with incurved rims in another. The latter shape appears as a 

response to the use of bovl exteriors as a field of decoration. While 

this is speculative! it is nevertheless logical. The upper exterior vail 

of bovls vith incurved rims is much more open to viev than this area on 

bovls vith flaring sides or sides which rise vertically from slightly 

belov the rim. All of these trends in style, shape, and technology are 

interrelated aspects. 

The motifs used on bovl exteriors are not markedly different 

from those used in the preceding Vingate Polychrome. They are narrower, 
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but the same forms continue and become more varied. Continuous patterns 

are the mode, but unit patterns persist also* 

Motifs on jar necks change from preceding modes. In Wingate 
f. 

Black-on-red and Puerco Black-on-red, motifs on jar necks are usually 

the same as on jar bodies. The different diameter of the two fields 

necessitated some changes in composition and interaction, but the units 

employed and the composition are basically the same. In St. Johns Black-

on-red this is no longer the usual thing. Motifs on jar necks are al

most invariably solid in composition rather than solid and hatched as on 

the jar bodies, and are the same motifs as are used on St. Johns Poly

chrome bowl exteriors. The difference Is that on jar necks these units 

are black, whereas on bowl exteriors they are >rtiite. 

Color patterns used for various fields shift to some extent. 

White is used to outline motifs on bowl Interiors to a limited extent 

throughout the period. This use started earlier with Wingate Polychrome. 

During the time span of Vingate Polychrome and throughout most of that of 

St. Johns Polychrome, this outlining is applied after the black paint 
Vi 

which was used for the primary motifs. Late in the time span of St. 

Johns Polychrome, there is experimentation in using black as well as 

white on bowl exteriors. Vessels which exhibit this feature are classi

fied as St. Johns Polychrome> Sprlngerville Variety. This variety appear-

ed about 1250. The use of white outlining on bowl interiors and the use ~ 

of black added to a continuous white pattern on bowl exteriors do not 

oorrelate. No bowls or sherds of Sprlngerville Variety that I have seen 

use white on the interior in addition to black on the exterior. St. Johns 

Polychrome without any black on the exterior continued along side of 

Sprlngerville Variety and gradually developed into Reshota Polychrome 
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in the Cibola area, and into Pinedale Polychrome in the Mogollon Rim area* 

Pinedale Polychrome appears as a type when either unit designs in black 

and white are applied to bowl exteriors, or continuous patterns in white 

with black elaborations appear* During this development white continuous 

patterns on bowl exteriors were applied first, and the black was placed 

afterward on top of them* Gradually this sequence in applying first 

white and then black began to be used on bovl interiors and on jars as 

well as on bowl exteriors* In very late St. Johns Polychrome and early 

Pinedale Polychrome in St, Johns style, both methods of application are 

present* In later types the white is invariably applied first* 

The most striking technological development during this period is 

the development of glaze. Judging from the technological studies that 

have been made the pre-glaze black paint is for the most part a mixture 

of iron with some organic medium. Col ton (1953s 21) notes that manganese 

must be present in the black paint on red pottery as paint with an iron 

base would turn red on firing in an oxidising atmosphere. However 

Shepard (Kidder and Shepard 1936: 355) found no manganese present in the 

samples of St* Johns Polychrome which were tested* St* Johns Polychrome 

.and St. Johns Black-on-red in their later examples were sometimes decorat

ed with a black glaze paint of highly variable quality. The innovations 

largely responsible, judging from the technological analyses (Kidder and 

Shepard 193^J 355, 3^2; Shepard 19^2 J 221-2; Haury 1931* 6$), were the 

addition of copper, lead, and perhaps manganese in some form to the mix

ture of mineral and organic compounds already in use* Possibly kaolin 

was added also to give the paint its high silica content. Variations in 
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firing nay also have been partly responsible* Shepard (19&2s 221) found 

insufficient lead in samples of Plnedale, Fourmlle, and Heshota poly

chromes to affect the fusibility of the glaze, but all shoved strong 

copper and silica content* Glazes gradually improved on the tvo Pine-

dale types and by the time of Cedar Creak* Fourmlle, and Shovlow poly

chromes, glaze was much better* The best glaze pep ae appears on some 

Heshota Polychrome vessels, although as an artistic medium it was less 

manageable than the more frequently mat-surfaced glaze of its Mogollon 

Rim contemporaries* 

DIVERGENCE OF THE WHITE MOUNTAIN RED WARE TRADITION: 

11QO - lfroo 

By 1300 St* Johns Polychrome and St* Johns Black-on-red had 

disappeared and had left behind two somewhat divergent regional variants, 

Pined ale Polychrome and Plnedale Black-on-red in the Mogollon Rim area, 

and Heshota and Kwakina polychromes, and Heshota Black-on-red in the 

Cibola area* These types had probably already developed into recognizable 

entitles during the latter quarter of the preceding period* None of these 

later types attained the areal spread of St* Johns Polychrome and St* 

Johns Black-on-red, although the technico-artistic climax of the tradition 

does not occur until this time in Cedar Creek and Fourmlle polychromes* 

In their home area St* Johns Polychrome and St* Johns Black-on-red seen 

to have gradually developed into Kwakina Polychrome, Heshota Polychrome, 

and Heshota Black-on-red. In the Mogollon Rim area, St* Johns Polychrome 

and St* Johns Blaok-oa»red probably became established and then under the 

Influence of the Kayenta-Eopi ceramic tradition diverged into Plnedale 

Polychrome and Plnedale Black-oxv-red* These types spread throughout the 
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Mo9°Hon Rim area and in turn developed into Cedar Creek, Fourmile, and 

Showlov polychromes. 

The Cibola Areat Pueblo 

The Cibola area during Pueblo IV is best known ceramically from 

the recent survey there by the Woodburys (1958) and from their excavations 

at Atsinna. The latter, however, have not been prepared as yet for publi

cation. True black-on-white pottery seems to disappear very early in 

this period. Reed (1955t 181) reports one of the various kinds of pottery 

named "Klagetoh Black-on-white" from the Manuelito and Zuni areas* This 

type appears during the latter portion of the preceding time period, and 

is probably derivative of Tularosa Black-on-white as a result of much the 

same influence that produced Pinedale Black-on-white, judging from ,Reed's 

description. 

The predominant pottery types seem to be Heshota Polychrome and 

Heshota Black-on-red. These types do not differ markedly from St. Johns 

Polychrome and St. Johns Black-on-red. Hie major differences are in the 

glaze paint, the style of design, the more red than orange color, and the 

manner of decorating the exterior of bowls. Kwakina Polychrome accom

panies these types in time and space and differs from them prliiarlly in 

having a white slip on bowl interiors. Hie glaze paint on these three 

types is thicker than is usual for glased St. Johns Polychrome, and is 

sometimes markedly green. Some vessels in these types were decorated in 

St. Johns style, but they probably belong to the latter quarter of the 

previous time period. 

Hie exterior decoration on these types is usually in white line 
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decorations rarely more than 3 mm. vide which suggests a gradual shift 

in line width from St. Johns Polychrome. Blade panel dividers are some

times added to this continuous white band on bovl exteriors which in

dicates relationships with the Springerville Variety of St* Johns Poly-
' i 

chrome. Unit patterns also occur on bovl exteriors, either in white 

paint only, or in black outlined in white. The latter style is par

ticularly evident on Kvakina Polychrome. These unit patterns suggest 

either relationships vith Pinedale Polychrome, which employs then in 

greater abundance than does Heshota Polychrome, or derivation of them by 

both types from a common source* 

A trend toward unit patterns is veil marked in late Pueblo III 

and early Pueblo IV* There are several possible sources for it* Unit 

patterns do not seem to grow directly out of the unit patterns in St. 

Johns Polychrome although some relationships in form exist. In Pinedale 

Black-on-white unit patterns are the most common if not the only form of 

decoration on bowl exteriors (Haury 1931, Fig. 17)* They also occur on 

Pinedale Black-on-white Jar necks (Haury 1931, PI. 19, 9)« This type of 

pottery, however, appears at the same time as the blackron-red and poly

chrome types. Unit patterns in white on bowl exteriors seaft: to appear 

early on Klntiel Polychrono and Klagetoh Polychrome as a re-interpreta

tion of the exterior deooratlon on St. Johns Polychrome. This trend may 

have started with these two types, and in turn diffused to the other 

types, although this needs much additional investigation* 

The Development of Heshota Style 

Heshota style seems to have developed from St; Johns style under 
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much the same influences as Pinedale style developed from St* Johns 

style. The results, however, were somewhat different* Narrow lines and 

mediocre artistry seem to have survived from St.Johns Polychrome, as 

well as the high frequency of banded layouts* The center of bowls ware 

rarely used as a field of deooration* The few exceptions have simply an 

offset band stretching across the center of the bowl with the remainder 

of the field free of deooration* Heshota style, however, does make 

common use of running diamond patterns, parallel hatched filler units, 

stepped line filler units, and a rather open field in which motifs are 

not usually repeated more than three or four times* These features 

also apply to Pinedale style* Die interlocking of solid and hatched 

units to form motifs does not appear in Heshota style, however, and 

makes it look quite different in some respects from both St* Johns style 

and Pinedale style* 

The Mogolion Rim Area 

The Mo goHon Rim area was defined in the Introduction as the 

region from Roosevelt Lake on the west to the White River on the east, 

and from the upper reaches of Silver Creek on the north to the Salt 

River on the south* It is an area of Hohokanv- Ho go 1 Ion- Anasa x± contact* 

Silver Creek actually drains a small portion of the Mogollon Plateau 

from south to north, but it is considered within this area as much of 

the cultural development seems to stem from there. 

The prehistory of this area as a whole is poorly known* In the 

northeastern part of the area in the Forestdale valley excavations have 

revealed components belonging to the Forestdale Branch of the Mo go lion 
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(Haury 19^0; Haury and Sayles 19^7). The earliest phases from about A.D. 

I to 800 have been described, and later phases have been nameda but remain 

to be described* 

The Silver Creek drainage at present offers the most data on 

post-1000 cultural sequences in the area* The earliest Indigenous black-

on- white pottery of the Silver Creek drainage and probably also in the 

Forestdale Valley is Snowflake Black-on-white. The exact relationships 

of this type are obscure* It seats to appear largely in Mogollon con

texts in the upper Little Colorado and Silver Creek drainages. Martin 

and Rinaldo (19<>0V Fig* 57) have recently recovered some in the Vernon-

Concho area in association with small non-contiguous surface dwellings 

of crude masonry, and Mogollon types of plain and textured wares. The 

design style oonsists of broad, bold motifs similar to Black Mesa and 

Sosi styles typical of the Little Colorado in the 900 to 1100 period. 

The type also appears in Puerco style, however, and I would classify the 

vessels illustrated by Martin and Rinaldo (i960, Fig* 6l) as pf this 

type* In the area between the Silver Creek drainage and Mesa Redonda, 

Longacre (Martin, Rinaldo, Longacre I96I1 lh7-6h) reports one pre-

pottery site, six sites with early black-on-vhite pottery associations, 

II Reserve-Snowflake sites, five Tularosa Black-on-white sites, and no 

later sites. In the survey Snowflake Black-on-white increased in fre

quency westward from Mesa Redonda to Snowflake. The Snowflake-Reserve 

sites were large rectangular pueblos ranging from 30 to 175 rooms* St* 

Johns Polychrome accompanied the Tularosa Black-on-white. 

At about 1200 St. Johns Polychrome and Tularosa Black-on-white 

occur in the lower levels of the Showlow Ruin (Haury 1931» 27)* By 
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1275 Pinedale Polychrome and Pinedale Black-on-white appear in the 

Pinedale Ruin (Haury 1931» 6l-8). Fourmile Polychrome oomes in later at 

the Shovlov Ruin about 1375 when it is r*»occupied« Both of these sites 

are ln the Silver Creak drainage. At Kinishba, which is on the White 

River, Cummings (19&O1 2) estimates an occupation from 1050 to 1350, al

though the ceramics from there seen consistently later and post 1250. 

St* Johns Polychrome is barely represented in the available collections 

of sherds and vessels. Black-oiv-white types are Roosevelt Black-oifr. white, 

Ray en t a Black-on-white traded in from the north, and Tularosa Black-orv-

white. White Mountain red ware types which are present in quantity are 

Pinedale Polychrome, Cedar Creek Polychrome, Fourmile Polychrome, Kinishba 

red, and Kinishba White-on-red. Gila Polychrome and Tonto Polychrome, 

Kinishba Polychrome, Kwakina Polychrome, and a vessel tentatively iden

tified by the Vfoodburys as Kechipawan Polychrome (Cummings 19&0i 88, 

upper right) are also present, as is Jeddito Black-on-yellow. 

In the Sierra Ancha, which is the mountainous area to the east 

of Roosevelt Lake, Haury (193^) reports Roosevelt Black-on-white, Salado 

red ware, plain ware, Fourmile Polychrome, Tonto Polychrome, El Paso 

Polychrome, Pinto Polychrome, Pinedale Polychrome, Cibicue Polychrome, 

Showlow Glaze-on-white (Pseudo Black-on-white), Kinishba Polychrome 

(Black-and-red-on-buff), and a local copy of Jeddito Brown-on-yellow. 

The tree-ring dates range from 1275 to 13&8 (Haury 193fc* 55-8). The 

only clearly intrusive type is £1 Paso Polychrome. 

Fourmile Polychrome was found in quantity in the upper level of 

the Showlow Ruin along with Gila Polychrome, some shards of Zuni glazes, 

and some local copies of Jeddito Black-on-yellow (Haury 1931 * &>&)* 
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Fourmile Polychrome also appears at the Fourmile Ruin along with pottery, 

identified as Jeddito Blade-on-yellow* 

The only reason I an Mentioning all these pottery types is to 

give the reader some idea of the problems involved in attempting to de

termine the origin of the Pinedale style of decoration which appeared at 

some time between A.D. 1275 and 130Q which was elaborated after this 

date to sometime around 1350, and which in turn gave birth to Fourmile 

style sometime around 1325* Stylistically all of these types (except 

SI Paso Polychrome) are related, and are in turn related to the style 

found on St* Johns Polychrome and Tularosa Black-on-white. They also go 

through much the same stylistic shifts through time, but in other fea

tures the different groups diverge considerably* 

The Development of Pinedale Style 

The foregoing summary suggests something of the multiple in

fluences affecting the Mogollon Rim area* Most of the influences Which 

transformed St. Johns style into Pinedale style can be traced to the 

Kayenta-Hopi ceramic tradition to the north of the Mogolion Rim. The 

exact manner in which they were transferred is, however, somewhat of a 

problem* Part and parcel of this problem is the development of the 

Salado ceramic tradition which seems to center in the Tonto, Gila, and 

Roosevelt basins to the south and west of the Mogolion Rim (Stailey 1952* 

65), but whose pottery spread throughout the Southwest during Pueblo IV, 

The painted types which belong to this tradition are Pinto Black-on-red, 

Pinto Polychrome, Gila Black-on-red, Gila Polychrome, and Tonto Poly

chrome. The earliest of these types, Pinto Black-on-red and Pinto Poly-

ohrome, seem to develop about the same time that Pinedale Polychrome does* 
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The stylistic development in this tradition is much the same as that in 

the Pinedale-Cedar Creek-Fourmile development. Pinto Polychrome and 

Pinto Black-on-red are occasionally decorated in a style of decoration 

comparable to that on St* Johns Polychrome with closely massed units and 

sometimes interlocked solid and hatched units. Later and more common 

examples are similar to Pinedale style comparable to that found on 

Cedar Creek Polychrome. Gladwin and Gladwin (1930, PI. 3 £r£) illustrate 

some Cedar Creek Polychrome bowls, and some Pinto Polychrome bowls (PI. 

U) showing the strong stylistic relationships between the two types. 

In the shift from Pinto Polychrome to Gila Polychrome, the major factor 

is the shift toward a central focus of decoration on bowls. This is 

also the stylistic shift which separates Cedar Creek Polychrome from 

Fourmile Polychrome. Other trends which the Pinto-Gila development and 

the Pinedale-Cedar Creek-Fourmile development both go through are the 

following: (1) the shift to broad bold patterns; (2) the shift away 

from interlocked solid and hatched units} and (3) the increasing use of 

parallel hatched filler units and stepped line fillers. As far as can 

be ascertained these two ceramic developments were going through these 

same shifts at approximately the same time, and while they undoubtedly 

influenced one another, neither of them appear to have originated the 

bold decorative style, the central focus of deooration, or the other 

primary developments in these stylistic changes. 

Pinedale style first appears on a few vessels of late St. Johns 

Polychrome. It is the modal style for Pinedale Polychrome and Pinedale 

Black-on-red, and probably for Pinedale Black-orw white. Cedar Creek 

Polychrome is rarely decorated in any other style . Those elements 
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which are retained in the style from St, Johns style are the followingt 

(1) utilization of interlocked solid and hatched units to form motifs; 

(2) the banded layout and wall focus of decoration; (3) the curvilinear 

bird figures; and (&) the preference for motifs in the form of scrolls 

and frets* Those attributes which seem to stem from the Kayenta-Hopi 

ceramic tradition are the following* (1) the bold line work and bold 

patterns; (2) filler units made up of small stepped lines; (3) filler 

units of parallel hatching; (h) the running diamond motif; (5) the off

set quartered and negative offset quartered layouts, and the whole idea 

of offsetting layouts and design units; (6) double banding lines; (7) the 

dotted edge used on many filler units; and (8) the excellent artistry* 

Most of the above attributes are not reflected in Pinedale style 

as direct copies of Kayenta-Hopi ceramics, but were apparently rein

terpreted and elaborated in Pinedale style. Elements such as bird figures 

which are derived from St* Johns style are now larger and bolder as are 

all motifs. Offsetting is not just used for offset quartered layouts, 

but for other layouts as well* Double banding lines very rarely exhibit 

line breaks as in the Kayenta-Hopi tradition. Double banding lines are 

not absent in St* Johns style, but are considerably more frequent in 

vessels decorated in Pinedale style. One motif which was not borrowed 

is the "bat wing" scroll* 

The inference that these attributes are tbe result of influence 

from the Kayenta-Hopi ceramic tradition is based partly on the resem

blances, and partly on the temporal priority of these attributes in the 

Kayenta-Hopi area. The bold style, the offset quartered layouts, the 

parallel hatched filler units, and the stepped line filler units seem 
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to have developed gradually in that area from the time of Tusayan Poly

chrome (1150 - 1300), Kiet Slel Polychrome (1150 - 1300), Sagl Black-

on-vhite (1200 - 1300), Jeddlto Black-on-orange (1200 - 1300) and on Into 

later types In this area* Exanples of these types are Illustrated by 

Martin and Wills (lpfro). The Plnedale style of design which incor

porates these attributes and in turn elaborates them did not appear until 

about 1275 - 1300. 

The development of Plnedale style is probably rooted in factors 

other than simple diffusion. The date 1275 marks the beginning of an i&> 

tensive dry period which was the culmination of about a century of increas

ing aridity (Douglass 1929s 751)* The response to this intensive dry 

period seems to have been a movement of peoples to better watered areas 

where they oould continue to practice agriculture* The cliff dwellings to 

the north of the Mo go lion Rim In parts of the Kayenta-Hopi area were abandon

ed about this time (Haury 193&: 1&9-55)* Some movement of Kayenta peoples 
•«». 

to the south during this time period has been amply demonstrated from 

the archaeological record at Point of Pines (Haury 1958)* The documen

tation for this movement is such that even the most voluble critic of 

migrations Inferred from archaeological data cannot help but be con

vinced* These migrants brought their own ceramic tradition in both 

style of decoration and vessel shapes to Point of Pines with them. 

The time seems to be one of cultural interchange between somewhat di

verse peoples because of greater proximity to one another* That this 

interchange was not always peaceful is indicated by the data at Point 

of Pines where the habitations of the immigrant group were burned, and 

the occupants apparently driven away* This interchange Is probably 
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responsible for the innovations and elaborations in Pinedale style and 

in Fourmile style, and for the techno*stylistic climax of the White 

Mountain red vare tradition* The Salado ceramics seen to have been af

fected even more by the Kayenta»Hopi tradition with the adoption of the 

"bat wing" scroll and the ceremonial line break as veil as the previous

ly mentioned features. 

The Development of Fourmile Style 

Fourmile style differs from Pinedale style in only five signi

ficant aspectsi (1) a center focus of decoration which is invariably 

found on Fourmile style bowls and is not found on Pinedale style bowls; 

(2) layouts which lack bilateral symmetry; (3) framing lines which are . 

always broader than hatching lines; (b) the absence of double banding 

lines; and (5) the rarity of interlocked solid and hatched units. The 

trend toward a center focus of decoration on bowls seens to begin in 

the Hopi country with Jeddlto Black-on-orange which almost invariably ~ 

uses a double banding line at the rim with a very narrow undecorated 

area between the two components of the double banding line. Bowl centers 

usually remain open, however (Martin and Willis 19&0, Pis. 25, 26), 

Pinedale style seems to have borrowed this arrangement from one 

of the Hopi types, and to have used it in the same manner. Pinto Poly* 

chrome apparently did the same thing which transformed it into Gila 

Polychrome. In Jeddlto Black-on-yellow (Martin and Willis 19^0, PI. 

31-7), this trend is developed even further with a wider area between 

the rim band and what had been its partner and a true central focus of 

decoration had developed. This occurs in other Kayenta-Hopi types 



(Bidahochi, Sikyatki, Chavez Pass, and Homolovi polychromes) also* 

Fourmile Polychrome did the same thing only in a slightly different 

manner. In Fourmile Polychrome what had formerly been the heavy member 

of the double banding line at the rim of the bowl remained there, and 

what had formerly been the heavy member of the double banding line in 

the center of the bowl became the true framing line for the central focus 

of decoration* The Hopi-Kayenta types retained a comparatively narrow 

framing line for the central area of decoration, and so did Gila Poly

chrome. 

Fourmile Polychrome was able to make the shift in this manner 

for one reason. In the Kayenta-Hopi types and in Gila Polychrome the 

wide component of double banding line arrangements serves not only to 

balance the remainder of the design, but is also the vehicle for ex

pressing certain magieo-religious beliefs* These beliefs are expressed 

in the line break which almost invariably appears in the heavy balancing 

banding line* In Cedar Creek and Fourmile polychromes the balancing 

banding line did not have this dual function. No line breaks appear in 

this sample of Cedar Creek Polychrome and Fourmile Polychrome, and in 

only one example each of Pinedale Polychrome and Pinedale Black-on-red. 

The line break does occur frequently on Heshota Polychrome. Hie people 

manufacturing the White Mountain red ware in the Mogollon Rim area 

either did not share this belief, or expressed it in a manner which has 

not been determined. This line break does not appear in Kinishba 

Polychrome or Showlow Polychrome, either* 
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Trends During Pueblo IV 

Pinedale Polychrome and Plnedale Black-on-red retained the basic 

shape of St* Johns Polychrome, a medium depth bowl with a rounded base 

and vails that incurve gently at the rim. The walls incurve slightly 

less than in St. Johns Polychrome, however. Rim shapes changed some

what also. The most common rim shape in Plnedale Polychrome and Pine

dale Black-on-red is one that is rounded internally, but not beveled. 

This rim shape is not absent in St. Johns Polychrome, but the more common 

one is internally beveled and frequently has an external lip. 

Jar shapes change during the time period of Pinedale Polychrome 

and Pinedale Black-on-red. If jars in these types are decorated in St. 

Johns style and are therefore probably early, they are pitchers with 

short necks and lug handles. If they are decorated in Pinedale style, 

they are small or medium sized jars with short necks and no handles. 

This change may be interpreted as either the culmination of the trend 

toward shorter necks and smaller handles, or as a disappearance of the 

pitcher and the incorporation of a new shape into the type. Specialized 

Kayenta-Hopi shapes such as cups with small loop handles do not appear 

in White Mountain red ware. 

In Cedar Creek Polychrome the same bowl shape with rounded base 

and gently incurved rim continues. Rims remain the same except that a 

few of them exhibit internal thickening. Jars become somewhat larger 

and usually have a white slipped area on the neck or shoulders or both. 

Jars with very short flaring necks appear first in this type, but are 

more common in Fourmile Polychrome. Pinedale Black-on-white seems to 

disappear at about 1325 or slightly later at the time of the transition 
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from Cedar Creek Polychrome to Fouraile Polychrome. The disappearance 

of this type I attribute to the increased preference for vessels with 

a polychrome color scheme. The shapes of Pinedale Black-on-white seem 

to have been Incorporated into the color scheme of Fouraile Polychrome 

leaving only the neck and shoulders white as a survival of their pre

vious color. The neck ornamentation on the large jars of these two 

types is very similar (Haury 1931* <S2). 

Other shapes appear in Fouraile Polychrome which were not pre

viously present in the White Mountain red ware tradition. These are 

large jars with rather high shoulders and almost pointed bases (Fig. 38 

£• £« Jft)* J***8 short flaring necks (Fig. 38 £, ft, i) which, however, 

appear in Cedar Creek Polychrome in one instance, "flower pot" shaped 

bowls (Fig. 38 £-£>, parrot effigy vessels (Fig. 38 &), and small bowls 

with vertical sides and flattened bases (Fig. 37 £). Parrot and duck 

effigys are rather common in Roosevelt Black-on-white and the shape may 

have been incorporated from that type. "Flower pots" were possibly de

rived from the Salado culture. I have seen the shape in Tonto Polychrome. 

It also occurs in Showlow Glaze-on-white. The derivation of the small 

vertical sided bowls is uncertain. The large high shouldered jars seem 

more common in Gila Polychrome and were possibly derived from there. 

The jars with flaring necks may come from the same source or may represent 

the incorporation of a plain ware shape into the Fourmile color scheme. 

Trends in exterior decoration are marked during this period, 

and form the basis for the separation of some of the pottery types. The 

rather sudden shift to unit type decoration on bowl exteriors in Pinedale 

Polychrome and Pinedale Black-dn-red has been diecussed previously. The 



unit designs are most characteristic of Pinedale Black-on-red, and of 

Pinedale Black-on-white. Similarly, Pinedale style is more characteris

tic of Pinedale Black-on-red than Pinedale Polychrome* Pinedale Black-

on- red bowls are usually smaller than Pinedale Polychrome bowls. My 

feeling here is that the direct transition from St. Johns Polychrome is 

to Pinedale Polychrome, and there is more of a transition to Pinedale 

Black-on-red from Pinedale Black-on-white than there is from St. Johns 

Black-orv-red to Pinedale Black-on-red. This may be the result of this 

particular sample. , 

In Cedar Creek Polychrome the trend away from continuous patterns 

on bowl exteriors reverses itself, and continuous patterns again become 

more common. Black rim bands with pendant units seem to appear first, 

and later both upper and lower banding lines with narrow white line 

decoration between them become common. The latter are the mode in Cedar 

Creek Polychrome and remain the mode in Fourmile Polychrome, and Showlow 

Polychrome, although rim bands with pendant units and black units be

tween upper and lower banding lines are retained. In Pinedale Polychrome 

some exterior motifs on bowls are white with elaboration in black placed 

over the white, and are in continuous patterns. These seem to represent 

the direct transition from the white continuous patterns of St. Johns 

Polychrome. The narrow white lines seem to develop from the idea of 

outlining a banding line or motif and then filling in the motif with 

blatik paint. Simply leaving off the black produced the white line 

patterns. These do not seem to be a direct transition from St. Johns 

Polychrome, but an innovation in Cedar Creek Polychrome. 

The technology remained basically the same during this period, 
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although vessels become better fired, with well smoothed surfaces. The 

artistry improves materially and designs are well laid out and beauti

fully executed. Fourmile style departs from the rigid repetition of 

units Characteristic of earlier styles and develops life forms which 

are however, usually geometric In nature. Decoration becomes gaudy and 

polychrome becomes the mode. 

DECLINE 22E WHITE MOUNTAIN RED WARE TRADITION 

Even while the White Mountain red ware tradition was undergoing 

elaboration during the period of 1300 to 1&00, the conditions for de

cline and eventual disappearance seem to have already set in. Part of 

the decline was probably the result of influence from other pottery tra

ditions on the traditional color patterns of the White Mountain red ware, 

black-on-red and black-and-white-on-red, and part is rooted in poorly 

known factors which caused the abandonment of the Mogolion Rim area by 

1500 at the latest. For a short time the black-on-white color scheme re

asserted itself, and black-and-red-on-white pottery also appeared, but 

these as well as the traditional color patterns were soon obliterated by 

a brown or black-on-buff color scheme. 

Black-on-whlte pottery reasserted Itself in a minor way in the 

development of Showlow Polychrome and Showlov Glaze-on-white in the 

Mo golion Rim area, and in the development of Kwakina Polychrome and 

Pinnawa Glaze-on-white in the Cibola area (Reed 1955: Woodbury and Woodbury 

1958). Kwakina Polychrome began at about 1300 bearing a St. Johns style 

of decoration. It retained the red exteriors on bowls, but developed a 

complete or partial white slip on bowl Interiors, and a part-red, part-
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white slip 011 jar exteriors. In the Mogollon Rim area, Showlow Poly

chrome seems to have begun about 1325* and has either a complete or par

tial white slip on bowl interiors and a red slip on bowl exteriors* 

Jars were slipped white except for the base which remained red. Hat 

red paint was sometimes used against the White background in addition 

to black on bowl interiors. These types seem to have lasted to about 

1375 or Ihoo. Showlow Glaze-on-White began sometime between 1325 and 

1375 Judging from the dates at the Canyon Creek Ruin (Haury 193^)» and 

Pinnawa Glaze-on-white belongs to the mid 1300*s to mid ikoo's (Woodbury 

and Woodbury 1958). These types are black glaze on a white background. 

Showlow Glaze-on-white seems to be a derivative of Showlow Polychrome, 

and Pinnawa Glaze-on-white a derivative of Kwakina Polychrome. None of 

the types discussed in this paragraph are sharply consecutive in time 

from either the derivative types (except for Kwakina Polychrome and St. 

Johns Polychrome) or the types in the following paragraph, but represent 

variations in color scheme and in style. The white slip on these types 
tr 

could be the result of several factors. Either it is the survival of 

black-on-white pottery as the white necks on Fourmile Polychrome appear 

to be, or it is the result of influence from Gila Polychrome whose white 

slip on bowl interiors and jar exteriors is itself a survival from the 

time of abundance of black-on-white pottery. The types do not seem to 

be direct derivatives of the late Pueblo III - early Pueblo IV black-on-

whites. 

The next types to appear are the various black-and-red-on-white, 

red-on-white, and block-and-red-on-buff color schemes. Kinishba Polychrome 



and Kinishba White-on-red appear in the Mogollon Rim area. The former 

is probably a derivative of Shovlow Polychrome as it exhibits stylistic 

relationships to that type as veil as to Fourmile Polychrome. The tech

nological changes necessary to produce Kinishba Polychrome from Shovlow 

or Fourmile polychromes are not great. The paste of the latter types 

frequently burns buff anyvay. By leaving off the red slip, and giving 

the paste either a self slip by polishing or a thin slip of the same 

color as the paste, and applying red as outlining rather than as a slip, 

Kinishba Polychrome is produced. Kinishba Y/hite-on-red looks like Four-

mile Polychrome without any black paint added after the white outlines 

vere put on. A slight change in bowl shape may occur, however. In the 

Cibola area Kechipawan Polychrome with black and mat red decoration on 

white, and Pinnava Red-on-white with designs in opaque red on a white 

background (Woodbury and Woodbury 1958) appear. These types last from 

the mid 1300*s to the mid or late l^OO's in the Cibola area, and are 

abruptly replaced by Matsaki Brown-on-buff and Matsaki Polychrome about 

1500 (Woodbury and Woodbury 1958). 

Point of Pines Polychrome which began about 1&00 is actually a 

third regional variant of the White Mountain red vare tradition. It 

has been included in the Mogollon Rim variant as it is clearly a deriva

tive of Fourmile Polychrome and as far as is known leads to no later 

types. The type itself is a version of Fourmile Polychrome that is not 

only decadent technologically, but artistically, and belongs to a time 

period when Fourmile Polychrome was no longer available by trade. It is 

the last survivor of the Vlhite Mountain red ware tradition in either the 

Mogollon Rim area, the Cibola area, or the area in between. 
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There is the possibility that Hawikuh Polychrome owes some of 

its features to the White Mountain red ware tradition. It is the last 

type in the Cibola area to make use of a red slip and this is almost 

always part white and part red (Woodbury and Woodbury 1958). Glaze 

paint is used in the decoration, but is thought to be a r^lntroduction 

from the Rio Grande area (Woodbury and Woodbury 1958)* The Woodburys 

date the type at about 1630 to 1700. The shapes of the vessels are 

quite different from earlier White Mountain red ware, and so are the de» 

signs. While the possibility exists that Hawikuh Polychrome is related 

to White Mountain red ware, most of its attributes seem quite different* 

The preceding data suggest the fate of the White Mountain red 

ware tradition. As it once grew and flourished and gradually swallowed 

the black-oiv-white tradition, it in turn was overcome by the brown-on-

buff pottery tradition. Pottery with a buff colored background begins in 

the Mogollon Rim area early in the lJlth century with the development of 

Kinishba Polychrome, and later with local black or brown-on-buff wares. 

Kinishba Polychrome seems to be part of a very widespread trend toward 

buff or yellow colored backgrounds on painted pottery. In the Hopi area, 

Jeddito Black-on-yellow begins about 1325* In the. Rio Grande, buff 

colored backgrounds start with Glaze I Yellow (Kidder and Shepard 1936: 

39). Some of the Chihuahua polychromes (Sayles 1936) employ black and 

red on a buff-yellow background. In the Mogollon Rim area the latest 

pottery to appear, which is thought to have been made in the area, are 

copies of. Jeddito Black-on-yellow. These occur at the Canyon Creek 

Ruin (Haury 193ht 135)» at Kinishba (Cummings 19^0, PI. 30, upper), 
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and in the upper level at the Showlov Ruin (Haury 1931» PI* 13» Fig* 2). 

The Showlov vessels have been tentatively identified by the toodburys 

(1958) as Matsaki Brown-on-buff, a pottery type which begins in the 

Zunl area rather suddenly about 1500. Possibly some of the abundant 

"Jeddito Black-on-yellow" from the Fourmile Ruin (Haury 1931* &2) is 

actually of local manufacture. This is a problem that needs further 

investigation. The origin of this entire trend toward buff-yellow back

grounds needs further study, but by 1500 both Hopi and Zunl pottery 

customarily exhibited it* 

Within the Cibola area the White Mountain red ware tradition 

shows a continuous development from about 1000 up to 1500 when it dis

appears. Die tfoodburys (1958) state that Matsaki Polychrome and Matsaki 

Brown-on-buff "abruptly superceded the glaze-on-white ware. Among the 

vessels excavated by Hodge at Hawikuh are several that are clearly 

transitional from Kechipawan Polychrome to Matsaki Polychrome, thus 

suggesting that the manufacture of the latter in the Zunl towns followed 

rapidly on the discontinuance of the former." The pottery distributions 

suggest that the originators of the White Mountain red ware tradition 

were possibly the ancestors of the Zunl and that they have been within 

the Cibola area since the beginning of the tradition at about 1000. Of 

interest here is the occurrence of rim notching on various vessels 

throughout the sequence of the White Hountaln red waro types. This 

trait in which four opposed notches are placed in the rim of a bowl or 

jar as a type of ceremonial "killing" first appears in PUQTCO Black-on-

red and later in Vingate Black-or-red, Wingate Polychrome, and St. Johns 
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Polychrome from sites along the upper portion of the Little Colorado 

River, The sites from which notched vessels come are the following! 

Tusayan 16si, Puerco Black-on-red; Tusayan 16»3, Vingate Black-on-red, 

and Vingate and St« Johns polychromes; St* Johns 11J1, St. Johns Poly

chrome; St. Johns fcxl, St. Johns Polychrome; near Greer, Vingate Black-

on-red; near Eagar, St. Johns Polychrome; and Point of Pines, Cedar 

Creek and Fourmile polychromes. This notching is very common on vessels 

from Point of Pines during the Maverick Mountain phase (although not on 

the particular types with which 1 am dealing), and the Voodburys (1958) 

report it as common on Matsaki Polychrome vessels from Hawikuh and 

Kechipawan. If this trait is any indicator of movements of people, 

possibly a number of groups arrived in the Cibola area in the lbOO*s. 

This type of killing may be much more common than has been recognized, 

however. 

The fate of the inhabitants of the Ik)golion Rim area who pro

duced Fourmile Polychrome and related types is unanswerable at the present 

time. The area seems to have been abandoned from west to east and from 

south to north judging by the last building dates for the pueblos and 

the types of intrusive pottery. Fourmile Ruin on the Silver Creek drain

age seems to be the last to have been occupied. The Showlow ruin was 

probably abandoned earlier and the last known building date there is 1382 

(Smiley 1951* 69). Data from all these late sites suggest that the oc

cupants were making brown or black-on-buff wares, as well as Fourmile 

Polychrome, and that Fourmile Polychrome was on its way out as a popular 

color scheme for decorating pottery. The occupants of this area will 

probably next appear in the archaeological record as makers of pottery 
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resembling Jeddito Black-on-yellow and Sikyatki Polychrome if thia trend 

is brought to its logical conclusion. Possibly they were the originators 

of Matsaki Brown-on-buff and Matsaki Polychrome which appeared in the 

Zuni area about 1500. The archaeological record for the transition from 

the late Mogollon Rim types is inooaplete, however, and if it does exist, 

it can only be brought out by further work in the area. Some of the 

vessels from Fourmile Ruin illustrated by Fewkes (190&, PI. 56 £,&) look 

like steps in this direction. Much of the problem here is that investi

gators have not distinguished between Jeddito Black-on-yellow and Sikyatki 

Polychrome and vessels and sherds that look much the same that come from 

other than the Hopi areas. The only reasonably valid method that I can 

see for distinguishing these is in the maimer of outlining motifs with a 

different color. This* unfortunately* is one attribute which has been 

largely ignored in pottery type descriptions except by Haury (1931). 

White outlining is invariably applied before the black motifs are applied 

in all White Mountain red ware following Pinedale Polychrome. This trait 

originated in Pinedale Polychrome through the manner of applying black 

over white on bowl exteriors in the transition from St. £ohns Polychrome 

to Pinedale Polychrome, and is the modal method of outlining even in this 

type. The outlining in either red or white is also invariably applied 

first in Kinishba Polychrome, a derivative type of White Mountain red 

ware. In the Cibola area the outlining of motifs Is applied first also 

on Heshota Polychrome, Kwakina Polychrome, and on the one example of 

Matsaki Polychrome that I have seen. My guess is that the intervening 

types also employ it, but this has never been noted in type descriptions. 
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Conversely, in the Kayenta-Hopi ceramic tradition the outlinino of motifs, 

seems to have always been placed on the vessels after the major motif in 

brown or black was applied* This has never been noted in type descrip

tions. In examining vessels in the collection of the Arizona State Museumf 

however, the following types all show outlining applied after the major 

portion of the motifs? Kiet Siel Polychrome, Homolovi Polychrome, Chaves 

Pass Polychrome, Bidahochi Polychrome, and Sikyatki Polychrome. The 

sample is small, however, and this attribute should be checked on addi

tional vessels. These data suggest, however, that the method of outlining 

is firmly rooted in the habits of the potters of these two different tra

ditions. 
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SVMMARY 

At about 1000 the White Mountain red ware tradition originated 

within the Cibola area of west central New Mexico with the appearance 

first of Puerco Black-on-red, and slightly later of Wingate Black-on-red. 

These events occurred during the Wingate phase. The shapes and styles of 

these types were derived from the indigenous black-orv-white pottery of 

this area. Puerco Black-on-white and Pueroo Black-on-red seem to be 

different colored variants of the sane thing. Wingate Black-on-red owes 

much of its style to Gallup Black-on-white. 

During the following period, Early Pueblo III from about 1100 -

1200, Wingate style became more popular and was elaborated possibly as 
i 

the result of stylistic interchange with Mimbres Black-on-white. Reserve 

Blaek-on-white developed as the white-slipped counterpart of Wingate Black-

on-red. Wingate Polychrome began early in this period as a derivative of 

Puerco Black-on-red and Wingate Black-on-red. Later in this period, after 

about 1175, St. Johns Polychrome and St. Johns Black-oxwred emerged as a 

development from the preceding types. St. Johns style is the result of a 

gradual blending of Wingate style and Puerco style. Tularosa Black-on-

white belongs to the same style and time period and probably to the same 

culture. Related shape trends are found in all these types. 

During late Pueblo III froa about 1200 to 1275 St. Johns Polychrome 

and St. Johns Black-on-red spread by trade to the east, south, southeast, 

and west and Influenced ceramic developments in the Upper Gila, White 
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Mountains, Little Colorado, and Mogollon Rim areas* Polychrome became 

the most popular color scheme particularly for large bowls, and black-on-

white retained most of the jar and small bowl shapes. Between 1275 and 

1300 there was a churning and moving of populations in the Southwest 

possibly as the result of a prolonged drought. Before the close of this 

period Pinedale Polychrome and Pinedale Black-on-red became established 

in the Mogollon Rim area, and Heshota Polychrome, Heshota Black-on-red, 

and ICwakina Polychrome developed in the Cibola area. White Mountain red 

ware had diverged into two regional variants which are derivatives of 

St. Johns Polychrome. 

During Pueblo IV from about 1300 to 1&00 the pottery types within 

these two areas continued to develop, but were eventually replaced by 

pottery with other color schemes. In the Cibola area Heshota Polychrome, 

Heshota Black-on-red, and Kwakina Polychrome gradually disappeared as 

types and changed into Kechipawan Polychrome, Pinnawa Glaze-on-white, 

and Pinnawa Red-on-white which are followed about 1500 by Katsaki Brown-

on- buff and Matsaki Polychrome. These types are no longer red ware and 

the White Mountain red ware tradition was eclipsed in this area. In 

the Mogollon Rim area stylistic change was rapid and Pinedale style de

veloped on Pinedale Polychrome, Pinedale Black-on-red, Pinedale Black-

on- white, and Cedar Creek Polychrome. Pinedale style evolved as an 

elaboration of what was basically St. Johns style through the incorporation 

of traits originating in the Kayenta-Hopi ceramic tradition. These in

fluences could have come either by way of the Salado ceramic tradition 

which goes through much the same stylistic change, or directly from the 

Kayenta-Hopi ceramic tradition. Pinedale style changed into Fourmile 
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style largely as a result of a change to a central focus of decoration 

on bowl interiors* The elaboration of elements present in Pinedale style 

continued* The central focus of decoration is a stylistic arrangement 

which builds up gradually in the Kayenta-Hopi pottery tradition and Four-

mile style probably obtained it from that source* Large jar shapes were 

incorporated into Fourmile Polychrome from Pinedale Black-on-white which 

disappeared about the time of the beginning of Fourmile Polychrome. The 

techno-stylistic development of the White Mountain red ware tradition 

climaxed in Cedar Creek and Fourmile polychromes. 

White Mountain red ware was eventually submerged by a preference 

for brown-on-buff pottery. This was a widespread trend during Pueblo IV 

in the Southwest. White Mountain red ware was affected by it before the 

last red ware had disappeared, and Kinishba Polychrome and local copies of 

Jeddito Black-on-yellow began to be manufactured. Before this trend 

culminated the Mogolion Rim area was abandoned. A degenerate version of 

Fourmile Polychrome, Point of Pines Polychrome, lived on for about another 

50 years at Point of Pines, and then this area was deserted also. With 

this event the White Mountain red ware tradition ended. 
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